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The question of the state is norv acquiring particular importance both in theory and in practical politics. The imperialist war has immensely accelerated and intensilied thc
process of trar.rsformation of monopoly capitalism into statemonopoly capitalism. The monstrous opprcssion of the
toiling masses by the state, which is merging more and more

with the all-powerful capitalist

associations,

is

becoming

ever more monstrous. The advanced countries are being
converted - we speak here of theit "r.ear" -- into military
convict prisons for the worliers.
The unprecedented horrors and miseries of the protracted
war are making the position of the masses unbearablc and increasing their indignation. The international proletarian
revolution is clearly maturing. The question of its relation
to the state is acquiring practical importance.
The elements of opportunism that accumulated during the
decades of comparatively peaceful development have given
rise to the trend of social-chauvinism which dominates the
ofiicial socialist parties throughout the world. This
trend - Socialism in worcls and chauvinism in deeds (Plck-

hanov, Pot(esov, Breshkovskaya, Rubanovich, an<1 in a
slightly veiied form, Messrs. Tsereteli, Chernov and Co.,
in Russia; Scheidemann, Legien, David and others in Germany; Renaudel, Guesde, Vandervelde in France and
Belgium; Hyndman and the Fabiansz in England, etc.,
etc.) - is distinguished by the base, seryile adaptarion of
the "leaders of socialism" to the interests not only of "their"
national bourgeoisie, but precisely of "their" state for the
majority of the so-called Great Powers have long becn exploiting and enslaving a whole number of small and weak
nationalities. And the imperialist war is precisely a war for
the division and redivision of this kind of boory. The struggle for the emancipation of the toiling masses ftom the influence of the bourgeoisie in general, and o[ the imperialist
bourgeoisie in particular, is impossible without a struggle
against opportunist preiudices concerning the "state."
First of all we examine the teachings of Marx and Engels
on the state and dwell in particular detail on those aspects of
this teaching which have been forgotten or have been subjected to opportunist distortion. Then we deal specially with
the one who is chiefly tesponsible for these distortions, Karl
Kautsky, the best-known leader of the Second International
(r889-r9r4), which has met with such miserable bankruptcy
in the present war. Finally, we shall sum up the main results
of the experiences of the Russian revolutions of r9o5 and
particularly of ryry. Apparently, the latter is now (the beginning of August r9r7) completing the first stage of its development; but this revolution as a whole can only be understood as a link in a chain of socialist proletarian revolutions being called forth by the imperialist war. Hence, the
question of the relation of the socialist proletarian revolution

to the state acquires not only ptactical political

importancc

but also the importance of a most urgent problem of the clay,
the problem of explaining to the masses what they will have
to do in the very near future to free themselves from the
yoke of capitalism.
7-be Author

August l9r7

PIi. FACE TO TEIE SECOND EDITION

CHAPTER I

CLASS SOCIETY

The present, second editicn is published almost without
change, except that section 3 has been added to Chapter II.

1,

THE STATE AS TFIE PRODUCT
OF TFIE IRRECONCILABILITY
OF CLASS ANTAGONISMS

Tbe Author
Moscorv

December 17, I9r8

AND TFIE STATE

What is now happening to Marx's teaching has, in the
of history, happened repeatedly to the teachings of
revolutionary thinkers and leaders of oppressed classes
strnggliog for emancipation. During the lifetime of great
course

revolutionaries, the oppressing classes constantly hounded
them, received their teachings with the most savage malice,
the most furious hatred and the most unscrupulous campaigns
o[ lies and slander. After their death, attempts are macle to
convert them into harmless icons, to canonrze them, so to
say, and to surround their names with a certain halo for the

"consolation" of the oppressed classes and with the object
of duping the latter, while at the same time emasculating
the essence

of the revolutionary teaching, blunting its revolu-

tionary edge and vulgarizing it. At the present time, tl're
bourgeoisie and the oppoliunists within the wotking-class

movement concur in this "doctoring" o[ Marxism. They
omit, obliterate and distort the revolutionary side of this
teaching, its revolutionary soul. They push to the foreground
and extol what is or seems acceptable to the bourgeoisie.
All the social-chauvinists are now "Marxists" (don't laugh!).
And more and more frequently, German bourgeois scholars, but yest-erday specialists in the annihilation of Marxism,
are speaking of the "national-German" Marx, rvho, they
aver, educated the workers' unions which are so splendidly
organized for the purpose of conducting a predatory warl
In such circumstances, in view of the unprecedentedly
widespread distortion of Marxism, our prime task is to /eestablisb what Marx really taught on the subject of the state.
For this purpose it will be necessary to quote at length from
the woiks of Marx and Engels themselves. Of course, long
quotations ',vill render the text cumbersome and wiil not
help at all to make it popular rcading, bur we cannot pcssibly avoid them. All, or at any rate, all the most essential
passages in the works of A4arx and Engels on the subject
of the state must without fail be quoted as fully as possible,
in order that the reader may form an independent opinion
of the totality of the views of the founders of scientific Socialism and of the development o[ those views, and in order
that their distortion by the norv prevailing "Kautskyism"
may be documentarily proved and cleeily demonstrated.
Let us begin with the most popular of Engels' wotks, Tbe
Origin of the Family, Prioate Propefiy and tbe State, the
sixth edition of which was published in Stuttgatt as tat
back as 1894. We shall have to translate the quotations
from the German originals, as the Russian translations, although very numerous, afe for the most part either incomplete or very unsatisfactory.
6

Summing up his historical analysis, Engels says:

"The state is, therefore, by no mcans a powet forced on
society from without; lust as little is it'the reality of the

ethical idea,' 'the imagc ancl reality of reason,' as Hegel
maintains. Rather, it is a product of society at a certain
stage of development; it is thc admission that this society
has becomc entanglcd in an insoluble contradiction with
itself, that it is cleft into irreconcilable antagonisms which

it

is powerless to dispel. But in ordcr that these antagonisms, classes with conflicting economic intcrests, might
not consume themselves and society in stcrile struggle, a
power seemingly standing above society became necessary
for the purpose of moderating the conflict, of keeping it
within the bounds of 'order'; and this power, arisen out
of society, but piacing itself above it, and increasingly
alienating itself from it, is the state." (Pp' 177-78, sixth
German edition.)3

This expresses with perfect clarity the basic idea of Marxism on the question of the historical role and the meaning of
the state. The state is the product and the manifestation of
the irreconcilabitity of class antagonisms. The state arises
when, where and to the extent that class antagonisms objectively cannot be reconciled. And, conversely, the existence of
the state proves that the class antagonisms are irrcconcilable.
It is precisely on this most important and fundamental

point that the distortion of Matxism, proceeding along two
main lines, begins.
On the one hand, the bourgeois and particularly the pettybourgeois ideologists, compelled under the weight of indisputable historical facts to admit that the state only exists where

there are class antagonisms and the class struggle, "correct"

Marx in such a way as to make

it

appear that the state

an organ for the reconciliation of

is

classes. According to
Marx, the state could neither arise nor maintain itself if it
were possible to reconcile classes. According to the pettybourgeois and philistine professors and publicists it appears
very frequently they benignantly refer to Marx to prove this
- that the state does reconcile classes. According to Matx,
the statc is an organ of class nile, an organ for the oppression
of one class by another; it is the creation of "otder," which
legalizes and perpetuates this oppression by moderating the
conflict between the classes. In the opinion of the pettybourgeois politicians, order means precisely the reconciliation
of classes, and not the oppression of one class by another;
to moderate the conflict means reconciling classes and not
depriving the oppressed classes of dcfinite means and methods
of struggle to overthrow the oppressors.
For instance, when, in the Revolution of r9q, the question
of the significance and role of the stare arose in all its magnitude as a practical question demanding immediate action
on a mass scale, al1 the Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks immediately and completely sank to the petty-bourgeois theory that the "state" "reconciles" classes. Innumer-

able tesolutions and articles by politicians of both these
parties are thoroughly saturated with this petry-bourgeois
and philistine "reconciliation" theory. That the stare is an
organ o[ the rule of a definite class which cdnnot be reconciled with its antipode (the class opposite to ir), is something
the petty-bourgeois democrats will nevcr be able ro understand. Their attitude towards the state is one of the
most striking manifestations of the fact that our SocialistRevolutionaries and Mensheviks are not Socialists at all
8

(a point that we Bolsheviks have always rnaintained), but
petty-bourgeois democrats with near-So,cialist phraseology.
On the other hand, the "Kautskyite" distortion of Marxism is far more subtle. "Theoretical1y," it is not denied that
the state is an organ of class rule, or that class antagonisms
are irreconcilable. But what is lost sight of or glossed over
is this: if the state is the product of the irreconcilability of
class antagonisms, if it is a power standing abooe society

and"incr easingly alienating itsell from it," then
it is obvious that the liberation of the oppressed class is impossible not only without a violent tevolution, but a|so
ze;itbout tbe des tructi.on of the apparutrs of state

porver which was created by the ruling class and which is the
embodiment of this "alienation." As we shall see later,

Marx very definitely drew this theoretically self-evident conclusion as a result of a concrete historical analysis of the tasks
of the revolution. And - as rve shall show in detail further
on - it is precisely this conclusion rvhich Kautsky
has
"forgottcn" ancl distorted.

2.

SPECIAL BODIES OF'ARMED MEN,
PRISONS, ETC,

Engels continues:

"In contradistinction to the old gentile [tribal or clan]
its subjects according

orgafiization, the state, first, divides

to

territoty."

Such a division seems "natutal" to us, but it cost a prolonged struggle against the old form of ulbal or gentile
soclety.

"The second distinguishrng feature is the cstablishment
of a public power rvhich no longer directly coincided with
the population organizing itself as an arrned force. Thrs
special public porver is nccessary, because a self-acting
armed organizatiarr of the population has become impossible since the cleavage inro classes. . . . This public
power exists in every stete; it consists not merely of armed
people but also of materiaT adjuncts, prisons and institutions of coercion of all kinds, of v'hich gentile [clan] society knew nothing."
Engels further elucidates the concept of the "power,, which
is termed the state - a power which arose from society, but
places itself above it and alienates itself more and more from
it. What does this power mainly consist o[? It consists of
special bodies of anned men which have prisons, etc., at their
ccmmand.
'Uf'e

are iustified in speaking of special bodies of atmed
men, because the public power which is an attribute of every
state does not "directly coincicle" with the armed population,
with its "self-acting armed organization."
Lil<e all great revolutionary thinkers, Engels tries to draw
the attention of the class-conscious workers to the very fact
which prevailing philistinism regards as least worthy of at-

tention, as the most habitu al and sanctified not only by
firmly rooted, but one might say by petrified prejuclices. A
standing army altd police are the chief instruments of state
pov/er. But can it be otherwise?
From the viewpoint of the vast majority of Europeans of
the end of the nineteenth century whorn Engels was addressing, and who had not lived through or closely observed a
single great revolution, it could not be otherwise. They
IO

completely failed to understand what a "self-acting armcd
arganization of the population" was. To the question, whcnce
arose the need for special bodies of armed men, placed abovc
society and alienating themselves from it (police and stand-

ing army), the !7est-European and Russian philistincs are inclined to answer with a few phrases borrowed from Spencer
or Mikhailovsky, by refering to the gfowing complexity of
social life, the differentiation of functions, and so forth.
Such a reference seems "scientifrc," and efiectively dul1s
the senses of the man in the street by obscuring the most importafit and basic fact, namely, the cleavage of society into
irreconcilably antagonistic classes.
nflere it not for this cleavage, the "self-acting armed organization of the population" would differ from the primitive
organizatiott of a stick-wielding hcrd of monkeys, or of primitive man, or of men united in clans, by its complexity, its
high technique, and so forth; but such an organization would
still be possible.

It

is impossible, because civilized society is split into an-

ragonistic and, morcover, irrcconcilably antagonistic classes,
thc "sclf-acting" arming of rvhich woulcl lcacl ro an armed
struggle between thcm. A statc arises, a spccial powcr is
created, special bodies of armed mcn, and cvcry rcvolution,
by destroying the state apparatlls, clear\y demonstratcs to us
how the ruling class strives to restore the special bodies of
armed men which serve i t, and how the oppressed class
strives to create a new organization of this kind, capable
of serving not the exploiters but the exploited.
In the above argument, Engels raises theoretically the very
same question which every great revolution raises before us
in pra,ctice, palpably and, what is more, on a scale of mass
action, narnely, the question of the relation between "special"
II

of armed men and the "self-acting armcd organization of the population." \il/e shall see how this question is
concretely illustrated by the experience of the Europcan and

for the domination of the world by England or Gcr-

bodies

r9t4-17

Russian revolutions.

many, for the division of the spoils, has brought the "devouring" of all the forces of society by the rapacious stete power
to the verge of complete catastrophe.

But let us return to Engels' exposition.
He points out that sornetimes, for example, in certain
parts of North America, this public power is weak (he has
in mind a rare exception in capitalist society, and those parts
of North Arnerica in its pre-imperialist days where the free
colonist predominated), but that, generally speaking, it grows
strongef:

". , The public power gro\t7s stronger,

however, in

As early as r89r Engels was able to point to "rivalry in
conquest" as one of the most impoftant distinguishing featutes of the foreign policy of the Grcat Fowers, but in r9r4-r7,
when this tivahy, many times intensified, has given rise to
an imperialist war, thc social-chauvinist scolrndrcls cover
up the defence of the ptedatory interests of "their own"
bourgeoisie with phrases about "defence oI the fatherland,"
"defence of thc republic and the revolution," etc.I

proportion as class antagonisms within the state become
more acute, and as adiacent states become larger and more

populated. \We have only to look at our prescnt-day Europe, where class sttuggle and rivalry in conqucst have
screwed up the public power to such a pitch that it thteatens to devour the whole of society and even the state."
This was written not later than the beginning of the nineties of the last century, Engels' last preface being dated
June 16, r89r. The tura towards imperialism - meaning the
complete domination of the trusts, meaning the omnipotence
of the big banks, meaning a grand-scale colonial policy, and
so forth - was only just beginning in France, and was eveo
weaker in North America and in Germany. Since then "rivahy in conquest" has made gigantic strides - especially as,
by the beginning of the second decade of the twentieth century, the whole world had been finally divided up among
these "rivals in conquest," i.e., among the great predatory
powe(s. Since then, military and naval armaments have
gfown to monstfous proportions, and the ptedatoty war of
l2

3. Ti]E STATE AS AN INSTRUMENT
FOR THE EXPLOITATION
OF THE OPPRESSED CLASS
For the maintenance of thc spccial public powcr. standing
above society, taxes and statc loans arc nccdccl.

"In possession of the public por.vcr ancl of tl.rc right to
levy taxes, the oflicials," Engels writcs, "as organs of
society, nov/ stand aboae society. The free, volr-uttary
respect that was accorded to the oigans of the gentile
(clan) constitution does not satisfy them, even if they
could gain it. . . ." Special laws are enacted proclaiming
the sanctity and irnmunity of the officials. "The shabbiest police servant" has more "authority" than the repfesentatives of the clan, but even the head of the military
power of a civilized state may well en-ry an clder of a
clan the "uncoerced respect" of society.
t,

Here the problem of the privileged position of the officials
as organs of state power is raised. The main question indicated is: what is it that places them abooe society? \We
shall see how this theoretical question was answered in
practice by the Paris Commune in r87r and how it was slurred
over in a reactionaty manner by Kautsky in ryrz.

"As the state arose {rom the need to hold class arrta9'
onisms in check, but as it arose, at the sarne time, in the
midst of the conflict of these classes, it is, as a rutre, the
state of the most powerful, economically dominant class,
which, through the medium of thc state, becomes also the
politically dominant class, and thus acquires new means of
holding down and exploiting the oppressed class." Not
only were the ancient and feudal states organs for the exploitation of the slaves and serfs but "the modern representative state is an instrument of exploitation of wage
labour by capital. By way of exception, however, periods
occur in which the warring classes balance each other so
nearly that the state power, as ostensible mediator, acquires, for the moment, a cefiain degree of independence
of both." Su,ch were the absolute monarchies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, thc Bonapartism of the
First and Second Empires in France, and the Bismarck
regime

in

Germany.

Such, we may add, is the Kerensky government in republiit began to persecute thc revolutionary proletar;at, at a moment when, owing to the leadership of the

can Russia since

petty-bourgeois democrats, the Soviets have already become

impotcnt, while thc bourgeoisic
simply to disperse them.
t4

is not yet sffong

enough

In a

democratic republic, Engels continues, "we:rlth
its power indirectly, but all the more surely,"
first, by means of the "direct corruption of o$icials" (America); second, by means of "an alliance between the govcrnment and Stock Exchange" (France and America).
exercises

At the present time, itrperialism and the domination of
the banks have "developed" both these methods of upholding and giving eflect to the omnipotence of wealth in democratic republics of all descliptions into an unusually fine
art. If, for instance, in the very first months of the Russian
democratic republic, one might say during the honeymoon of
the "Socialist"

S.-R..'s [Socialist-Revolutionaries] and the
Mensheviks ioined in wedlock to the bourgeoisie, Mr. Palchinsky, in the coalition government, obstructed every measure

for

curbing the capitalists and their marauding
of the treasury by means of war
conttacts; and if later on Mr. Palchinsky resigned (and, of
intended

practices, their plunder:ing

course, was replaced by another cxactly such Palchinsky), and
the capitalists "rewarded" hirn with a "soft" iob at a salary
of rzo,ooo rubles per anuum - what would yoLr call this di-

-

rect or indirect bribery? An alliance bctlvcen the govelhment and the directors of syndicates, or "merely" fricndly
relations? What role do the Chernovs, Tseretelis, Avksentyevs and Skobelevs play? Are they the "direct" or only
the indirect allies of the millionaire treasury-looters?

The teason why the omnipotence of "wealth" is better
in a democratic republic, is that it does not depend
on the faulty political shell of capitalism. A democratic republic is the best possible political shell for capitalism, and,
therefore, once capital has gained control of this very best
secured

shell (through the Palchinskys, Chernovs, Tseretelis and Co"),

I

it

its power so securely, so firmly, that no change,
either of persons, of institutions, or of parties in the bourestablishes

geois-democratic repubiic, can shake it.

We must also note that Engels is rncst definite in calling
universal suffrage an instrument of bourgeois rule. Universal
suffrage, he says, obviously summing up the long experience
of German Social-Democracy, is "thc gauge of the maturity
of the working class. It cannot and never will be anything
more in the present-day state."
The petty-bourgeois democrats, such as our Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks, and also their twin btothers,
'Western Europe,
all the social-chauvinists and opportunists of
expect lust this "more" from universal suflrage. They themselves share and instil into the minds of the people the false
notion that universal suffrage "in the modern state" is really
capable of ascertaining the will of the maiority of the toilers and of securing its realization.
Here we can only indicatc this falsc notion, only point out
that Engels' pcrfectly clear, prccisc and concrete statement is
clistorted at every step in t['rc propaganda and agitation o[

the "official" (i.e., opportunist) Socialist parties. A detailed exposure of the uttcr falsity of this notion which
Engels brushes aside here is given in our further accouut of
the views of Marx and Engels on the "ntorlern" staLe.
Engels gives a general summary of his vicws in the most
popular of his works in the foltrowing words:
"The sta,te, then, has not existed frorn all eternity.
There have been societies that did without it, that had
no conception of the state and state power. At a certain
stage of economic devclopment, which rvas necessarily
bound up with the cleavage of socicty into classes, the state
tG

a necessity owing to this cleavage. V7e are now
rupidly approaching a stage in the development of production at which the ex;stence of these classes not only
will have ceased to be a necessity, but rvill becorne a posi
tive hindrance to production. Thcy will fall as inevitably
as they arose at an earlicr stage. Along with them the state
w.ill inevitably fall. The society that will organize production on the basis of a free and equal association of the producers will put the r.vhole machinery of state where it wiil
then belong: into the Museum of Antiquities, by the side
of the spinning wheel and the bronze axe."
'!7e do not often come across this passage in the propabecame

gandist and agitational literature of present-day Social-Democracy. But even when we do come across it, it is mostly
quoted in the sarne manfler as one bows before an icon, i.e.,
it is done to show official respect for Engels, and no attempt
is made to gauge the breadth and depth of the revotrutron that
this relegating of "the whole state machine to the Museum
of Antiquities" presupposes. In most cases we do not even
find an understanding of what Engels calls the state naachine.

4. THE "WITHERING A\rAY" OF THE

STATE

AND VIOLE,NT R.E,VOLUTION
Engels' words regarding the "withering away" of the state
are so widely known, they are so often quoted, and so clearly
reveal the esseflce of the customary adulteration of Marxism to look like opportunism that we must deal with them
in detail. We shall quote the whole argument from vzhich
they are taken.
t7

in one sphere after anothcr,
and then ceases of itself. The government of persons
is replaced by the administration of things and the direction of the processes of production. The state is not
'abolished,' it zt;itbers atoay. It is from this standpoint
that we must appfaise the phrase 'free people's state' both its temporary iustification lor agitational purposes,
and its ultimate scientific inadequacy - and also thc
demand of the so-called anarchists that the state should
be abolished overnight." (Herr Eugen. Dtibring's Reztolution in Science lAnti-Dtihring], pp. 1ot-oJ, third

"The proletariat seizes the state power and transforms
the means of production in the first instance into state
property. But in doing this, it puts an end to itself as
proletariat, it puts an end to all class differences and class
antagonisms; it puts an end also to the state as state.
Former society, moving in class antagoflisms, had need of
the state, that is, afi otgafiization of the exploiting class
at each period for the maintenance of its external conditions of production; that is, therefore, mainly for the
forcible holding down of the exploited class in the

conditions of oppression (slavery, villeinage or serfdom,
wage labour) determined by the existing mode of production. The state was the ofricial representative of society
as a whole, its summation in a visible corporation; but
it was this only in so far as it was thc statc of that
class which itself, in its cpoch, rcplcscntcd society as
a whole: in ancient timcs, thc statc of thc slavc-owning
citizens; in the Micldlc Agcs, of ttrc fcudal nobility; in
our epoch, of the bourgcoisic. lWhcn ultimately it becomes

really represcntativc o[ socicty as a whole, it makes
itself superfluous. As soon as there is no longer any
class of society to be hclcl in subicctior.r; as soon as, along
with ciass domination ancl thc struggle for individual
existence based on the anarchy of production hitherto,
the collisions and excesses arising from thcsc have also
been abolished, there is nothing more to be repressed
which would make a special repressivc fotcc, a state,
necessary. The first act in which the state really comes
forward as the representative of society as a whole - the
taking possession of the means of production in the name
of society - is at the same time its last independent act
as a state. The interference of the state power in social
r8

relations becomes superfluous

German edition.)a

i
I

It may be said without lear of error that of this argument
of Engels' which is so remarkably rich in ideas, only one
point has become an integral paft ol socialist thought among
modern socialist parties, namely, that according to Marx
the state "withers away"

-

as distinct from the anarchist

doctrinc of the "abolition" of the state. To prune Marxism
in such a manoer is to reduce it to opportunism, for such
an "interpretation" only lcaves a vague notion of a slow,
even, gradual change, of absencc of lcaps and stotms, of
absence of revolution. The currcnt, widespread, mass, if
one may say so, conception of the "withering away" of the
state undoubtedly mcans toning down, if not repudiating,
revolution.
Such an "interpretation," however, is the crudest distortion of Marxism, advantageous only to the bourgeoisie; in
point of theory, it is based on a disregard for the most
important circumstances and considerations indicated, say,
in Engels' "sutnmary" argument we have iust quoted in full.
t9

In the first place, at the very outset of his argumeflt
Engels says that, in seizing state power, the proletariat

thereby "abolishes the state as state." It is not "good form"
to ponder over the meaning of this. Generally, it is either
ignored altogether, or is considered to be something in the
nature of "Hegelian weakness" on Engels' part. As a matter

of fact,

of

horvever, these words btiefly express the experience

of the greatest

proletarian tevolutions, the Paris
Commune of r87r, of which we shail speak in greater detail
in its proper place. As a rnatter of fact, Engels speaks here
of the proletarian revolution "abolishing" the bourgeois state,
while thc words about the state withering away refer to the
remnants of the proletaridn state alter the socialist revolution.
According to Engels the bourgeois state does not "wither
away," b* is "a b o I i s b e d" by the proletariat in the course
of the revolution. What withers away aftcr this tevolution
is the ploletarian state or semi-statc.
Secondly, the state is a "special repressive force." Engels
gives this splendid and extremely profound defrnition here
with the utmost lucidity. And from it follows that the

one

for the suppression of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie, of millions of toilets by handfuls
of the rich, must be replaced by a "special repressive force"
for the suppression of the bourgeoisie by the proletatiat
(the dictatorship of the proletariat). This is pr:ecisely what
is meant by "abolition of the state as state." This is precisely the "act" of taking possession of the means of production in the name of society. And it is self-evident that
such a replacement of one (bourgeois) "special force" by
another (proletarian) "special force" cannot possibly take
place in the form of "withering away."
"special repressive fotce"

2A

Thirdly, in speaking of the state "withering away," and
the even more graphic and colourful "ceasing of itself ,"
Engels refers quite clearly and definitely to the period
a f t e r "the state has taken possession of the means of
production in the name of the whole of society," that is,
a t' t e r the socialist revolution. \We all know that the
political form of the "state" at that time is the most complete democracy. But it never enters the head of any of
the opportunists who shamelessly distort Marxism that
Engels is consequently speaking here of democ/dcy
"ceasing of itself," or "withering atvay." This seems very
straoge at first sight; but it is "incomprehensible" only to
those who have not pondered over the lact that democracy
is a I s o a state and that, consequently, democracy will also
disappear when the state disappears. Rcvolution alone can
"abolish" the bourgeois state. The state in general, i.e.,
the most complete democracy, can only "wither anvay."
Fourthly, af ter formulating his famous proposition that
"the state rvithers away," Engels at once explains specifically
that this proposition is clirected against both the opportunists
and the anarchists. Io doing this Engels puts in the forefront that conclusion drawn from the proposition that "the
state withers au,oy" which is directed against the opportunists.

One can wager that out of every Io,ooo persons who
have read or heard about the "withering away" of the state,
g,9go arc completely uflaware, or do not remember, that
Engels directed his conclusions from this proposition not
against the anarchists alone. And of the remaining ten,
probably nine do not know the meaning of "free people's
state" or why an attack on this slogan means an attack on
the opportunists. This is how history is written! This is

how a great revolutionary teaching is imperceptibly falsified
and adapted to prevailing philistinism! The conclusion
directed against the anarchists has been repeated thousands
of times, v:ulgatized, dinned into people's heads in the shallowest form and has acquired the strength of a prejudice;
whereas the conclusion directed against the opportunists
has been slurred over and "forgotten" l
The "free people's state" was a pr.ograrfi demand and a

widely current slogan of the German Social-Democrats in
the seventies. This slogan is devoid of all political content
except for the fact that it describes the coocept of democracy in the pompous philistine fashion. In so far as it
hinted in a legally permissible manner at a democratic
republic, Engels was p(epared to "justify" its use "Ior a
time" from an agitational point of view. But it was an opportunist slogan, for it expressed not only an embellishment of
bourgeois democracy, but also failure to understand the socialist criticism of the state ir gcneral. We are in favour of a
democratic republic as the best form of the state for the
proletariat under capitalism; but we have no right to forget
that wage slavery is the lot of the people even in the most
democratic bourgeois tepublic. Futthermore, every state is
a "special force for the suppression" of the oppressed class.
Consequently, eoery state is not "free" afid not a "people's
state." Marx and Engels explained this repeatedly to their
party comrades in the seventies.
Fifthly, this very same work of Engels', of which everyone remembers the argument about the withering away of
the state, also contains an argument of the significance of
violent revolution. Engels' historical analysis of its role
becomes a veritable panegyric on violent revolution. This
"no one remembers"; it is not good form in modero Socialist
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to talk or evefl think about the significance of this
it plays no part whatever in their daily propaganda and agitation among the masses. And yet, it is
inseparably bound with thc "withering away" of the state
parties

idea, and

into one harmonious wholc.
Here is Engels' argument:

". . That force, however, plays another role" (other
than that of a diabolical power) "in history, a revolutionary role; that, in the words of Marx, it is the midwife
of every old society which is pregnant with the new, that
it is the instrument by the aid of which the social movement forces its way through and shatters the dead,
fossilized political forms - of this there is not a word in
Herr Drihring. It is only with sighs and groans that he
admits the possibility that force will perhaps be necessary
for the overthrorv of the economic system of exploitation - unfortunately, because all use of force, forsooth,
demoralizes the person who uses it. And this in spite
of the immense moral and spiritual impetus which has
resulted from every victorious revolution ! And this in
Germany, where a violent collision - which indeed may
be forced ofl the people - would at least have the advantage of wiping out the servility which has permeated the
national consciousness as a result of the humiliation of the
Thirty Years' War. And this parson's n.rode of thought lifeless, insipid and impotent - claims to impose itself on
the most revolutionary party 'il/hich history has known!"
(P. ,Sl, third German edition, Part II, end of Chap. IV.)
Florv can this panegyric on violent revolution, which Engels insistently brought to the attention of the German
Social-Democrats between 1878 and fi94, i.e., right up to
z)

the time of his death, be combined rvith the theory of the
"withering away" of the state to form a single doctrine?
Usually the two are combined by means of eclecticism,
by an unprincipled, or sophistic selection made arbitrarily
(or to please the powers that be) of now one, now another
argument, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, if not
more often, it is the idea of the "withcring away" that
is placed in the forefront. Dialectics arc replaced by
eclecticism - this is the most usual, the most widespread
phenomenon to be met with in present-day official SocialDemocratic literature in relation to Marxistn. This sort of
substitution is, of course, no flew thing, it was observed
even in the history of classic Greek philosophy' In falsifying Marxism in opportunist fashron, the substitution of
eclecticism for dialcctics is the easiest way of dccciving the
masses; it gives an illusory satisfaction; it secms to take
into account all sides of the ptoccss, all tcndcncics of development, all the conflicting influenccs, and so forth, whereas in reality it prescnts no integral and revolutiollary conception of the process of social development at all.
lff/e have aheady said abo-re, and shall show more fully
later, that the teaching oi i{arx and Engels concerning the
inevitability of a violent revolution refers to the bourgeois
state. The lattcr c*finot be superseded by the proletarian
state (the dictatorship of the proletariat) through the process
of "withering awayl' but, as a gerteral rule, only through
a violent revolution. The panegyric Engels sang in its
honour, and which fully corresponds to Marx's repeated
declarations (recall thc concluding passagcs of Tbe Pooerty
ot' Pbilosopbrs and the Communist Monifesto,t with their
proud and open proclamation of the inevitability of a violent
revolution; recall what Marx wrote nearly thirty years
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later, in ctiticizing the Gotha ProgramT of fi75, when he
mercilessly castigated the opportunist character of that
program) - this panegyric is by no meafls a mete "impulse,"
a mere declamation or a polemical sally. The necessity of
systematically imbuing the masses with tbis and precisely
this view of violent revolution lies at the root of all the

of Marx and Engels. The betrayal of tl.ieir
by the now predominant social-chauvinist and
I(autskyite trends is expressed in striking relief by the
neglect of sucb propaganda and agitation by both these
teachings

teaching

trends.

The supersession of the bourgeois state by the proletarian
state is impossible without a violent revolution. The abolition of the proletarian state, i.e., of the state in general,
is impossible except through the process of "withering away."
A detailed afid concrete elaboration of these views was
given by Marx and Engels when they studied each separate
revolutionary situation, when they analyzed the lessons of
the expericnce of each inclividual revolution. S7e shall now
pass to this, undoubtcdly the most important, p^rt of their
teaching.

o[ class antagonism in bourgeois society." (P. r8z, German
edition,

r885.)8

It is instructive to compare this genetal exposition of the

of the state disappearing aftcr the abolition of classes
with the exposition contained in the Conzmunist Manit'esto,
written by Marx and Engels a few months later-to be
idea

in November 1847:
"In depicting the most genetal

exact,

II
THE STATE AND REVOLUTION.
THE EXPER.IENCE OF 18'{8-51
CHAPTER

"T. THE E,VE OF THE REVOLUTION

The fitst works of matu(c Matxism -Tbe Pooetty ol
Philosopby and the Conuntmist Manit'esto - appeared iust
on the evc of the Revolution of rB4B. For this reason, ifl
adclition to pr€senting the gene ral principles of Marxism,
they reflect io a certain degree the concrete revolutionary
situation of thc time. Hence, it will be more expedient,
perhaps, to examine what the authors of these works said
uborrt- the state immediately before they dtew conclusions
from the experience of the yeats r848-5t'
In The Poz:erty of Pbilosophl Marx wrote:

"The working class in the course of its devclopment
will substitute for the old bourgeois socicty an association
which will exclude classes and their antagonism, and
there will be no more political powcr properly so-called,
since political power is precisely the ofiicial expression
z6

phases

of the develop-

ment of the proletariat, we traced the more or less veiled
civil war, raging within existing society, up to the point

where that war breaks out into open revolution, and
where the violent overthrow of the bourgeoisie lays the
foundation for the sway of the proletariat."
"$7e have seen above, that the first step in the tevolution by the working class, is to raise thc proleta(iat

to the position of ruling class, to win the battle

of

democracy.

"The proletariat will use its political supremacy to
wrcst, by degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to
centralise all instruments of production in the hands of

the State, i.e., ol the proletariat organised as the ruling
class; and to increase the total of productive forces as
rapidly as possible." (Pp. lr and i7, seventh Gerrnan edition, r9o6.)e
Here we have a formulation of one of the most remarkable and most important ideas of Marxism on the subject
of the state, namely, the idea of the "dictatorship of the
proletariat" (as Marx and Engels began to call it after the
Paris Commune); and also a supremely interesting dcfinition
of the state which is also one of the "forgotten words" of
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Marxism: "tbe state, i.e., tbe proletaliat orgarciTed as the
ruling class."
This definition of the state has never been explained in
the prevailing propaganda and agitation literature of the

ofricial Social-Democratic pafties. More than that, it has
been deliberately forgotten, for it is absolutely irreconcila,ble with reformism, and is a slap in the face of the common
judices

and philistine illusions about the
of democracy."
The proletariat needs the state - this is repeated by all
the opportunists, social-chauvinists and Kautskyites, who
assure us that this is what Marx taught. But they "t'orget"
to add that, in the first place, according to Marx, the proIetariat needs only a state which is withcring away, i.e.,
a state so constituted that it begins to wither away immediately, and cannot but wither away. And, secondly,
the toilers need a "state, i.e., the proletar.iat organized as
the ruling class."
The state is a special orgar,izatior, of force; it is an
organization of violence for the suppression of some class.
\7hat class must the proletariat suppress? Naturally, only
the exploiting class, i.e., the bourgeoisie. The toilers need
a state only to suppress the resistance of the exploiters, and
opportunist

pre

"peaceful developrnent

only the proletariat is in a position to direct this suppression,
carry it out; for the proletariat is the only class that is
consistently revolutionary, the only class that can unite all

the toilers and the exploited
bourgeoisie,

in

in the struggle against the

compietely displacing it.

The exploiting classes need political rule in order to
maintain exploitation, i.e., in the selfish interests of an insignificant minority against the vast maiority of the people.
The exploited classes need political rule in order completely
z8

to abolish all exploitation, i.e., in the interests of the vast
majority of the people, and against the insignificant nrinority
consisting of the modern slave-owners - the landlords and
the capitalists.
The petty-bourgeois democrats, those sham Socialists who
have replaced class struggle by dreams of class harmony, even
pictured the socialist transformation in a dreamy fashion not as the overthrow of thc rule of the exploiting class, but
as the peaceful submission of the minority to the maiodty
which has become conscious of its aims. This petty-bourgeois utopia, which is inseparably connected with the idea of
the state being above classes, led in practice to the betrayal
of the interests of the toiling classes, as was shown, for example, by the history of the French revolutions of 1848 and r87r,
and by the experience of "Socialist" participation in bourgeois cabinets in England, France, Italy and orhe( counrries
at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries.
Marx fought all his life against this petty-bourgeois Socialism - flow (esurrected in Russia by the Socialist-Revolutionary and Menshevik parties. He applied his teaching on
the class struggle consistently, down to the teaching on political power, the teaching on the state.
The overthrow of bourgeois rule can be accomplished only
by the proletariat, as the particular class whose economic conditions of existence prepare it for this task and ptovide it
with the possibility and the power to perform it. !7hile the
bourgeoisie breaks up and disintegrates the peasantry and all
the petty-bourgeois strata, it welds together, unites and organizes the proletariat. Only the proletariat
- by virtue of
the economic role it plays in Targe-scale production - is capable of being the leader of atl the toiling and exploited
29

masscs, whom the bourgeoisie exploits, oppresses

aud

crushes

often not less, but more, thaD it does the proletarians, but
who are incapable of waging an independent strttggle for
their emancipation.
The teaching on the class struggle, when applied by Marx
to the question of the state and of the sociaiist revolution,
leads of necessity to the recognition of the political tule of
the proletariat, of its dictatotship, i'e., of power shared with
none and dying directly upon the armed force of the
masses. The overthrow of the bourgeoisie can be achieved
only by the proletariat becoming transformed into the rtiling
class, capable of crushing the inevitable and desperate rcsistance of the bourgeoisie, and of organizing atl the toiling and
exploited ntasses for the new cconomic order.
The proletariat necds state powcr, the ccntralizcd organization of force, the org,anization of violence, both to crush
the resistance of the exploiters and to lead the enormous
mass of the population - the peasantry, the petty boutgeoisie,
the semi-proletarians - in the work of organizing socialist
economy.

By educating the workers' party, Marxism educates the
vanguard of the proletariat which is capable of assuming
power and ol teading the ofiole people to Socialism, of
directing and organizing the new order, of being the teacher,
the guide, the leader of all the toilers and cxploited in the
task of building up their social life without the bourgeoisie
and against the bourgeoisie. As against this, the opportunism which now holds sway trains the membership of the
workers' party to be the rcprcscotatives of the better-paid
workers, who lose touch with the rank and file, "get along"
fairly v,ell under capitalism, and sell their birthright for
1o

a mess of poi-tage, i.e., renounce their role of revolutionary
leaders of the people agaiflst the bourgeoisie'
"The state, i.e., the prcletariat orgarlized as the ruling
class," this theory of Marx is inseparably bound with all
he taught on the revolutionary role of the proletariat in

history. The culmination of this role is the proletaian dictatorship, the political rule of the proletariat.
But if the proletariat needs a state as a special form of
organization of violence against the bourgeoisie, the following
conclusion suggests itself: is it conceivable that such an organization can be created without first abolishing, destroying the state machine crea[ed by the bourgeoisie lor itseff?
The Cornmunist Manileslo leads straight to this conclusion,
and it is of this conclusion that Marx speaks when summing up the experience of the Revolution of r84B-5I.

2. THE REVOLUTION

SUMMED UP

Marx sums up his conclusions from the Revolution of
of the state we arc concerncd rvith,
in the following argument, contained in T'bc Eigbteentlt
Brumaire ol Louis BcnaParte:
"But the revolution is thoroughgoing. It is still journey-

r848-5r, on the question

-

ing through purgatory. It does its work methodically. By
December z, r85t [the day of Louis Bonaparte's coup
d'6tat], it had completed one half of its preparatory work;
it is now completing the other half. First it perfected the
parliaracntary power, in ordet to be able to overthrow it'
Now that it has attained this, it perfects the executiz:e
pcw^er, reduces it to its purest expression, isolates it, sets

it up against itself as the sole target, in order to concentrate
all its t'orces of destruction against it litalics ours]. And
when it has done this second half of its preliminary work,
Europe will leap from its seat and exultantly exclaim:
!7e11 grubbed, old molel
"This executive power with its enormous bureaucratic
and military organization, with its ingenious state machinery, embracing widc strata, with a host of officials
numbering half a million, bcsidcs an army of another half
million, this appalling parasitic body, which enmeshes the
body of French society likc a net and chokes all its pores,
sprang up in the days of the absolute monarchy, with the
decay of the feudal system, which it helped to hasten. . . ."
The first French Revolution developed centralization, "but
ab the same time" it increased "the extent, the attributes
and the number of agents of governmental power. Napoleon perfected this state machinery. The Legitimatist
monarchy and the July monarchy added nothing but a
gteater division of labour. . . . Finally, in its struggle
against the revolution, the parliamentary tepublic found
itself compelled to strengthen, along with the repressive

of governmental
power. All reoolutions pert'ected tbis ma-

rneasures, the resources and centtalization

cbine instead ot' srnasbing lr

[italics ours].

The partics that cootended in turn for domination regarded
the possession of this huge state cdifice as the principal
spoils of the victor." (Tbe Eigbteentb Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte, pp. 98-99, fourth edition, Hamburg, rga:l)lo

In this remarkable argument Marxism takes a tremendous
step forward compared with the Communist Manifesto. In
the latter, the question of the state is still treated in an ex32

tremely abstract manner,

in the most general terms and ex-

pressions, In the above-quoted passage, the question is treated
in a concrete manner, and the conclusion is extremely precise, definite, practical and palpable: all the revolutions
which have occurred up to now perfected the state machine,
whereas it must be brokcn, smashed.
This conclusion is the chief and fundamental point in the
Marxian teaching on thc state. And it is precisely this fundamental point which has been not only completely forgotten

by the dominant ofiicial Social-Democratic parties, but simply distorted (as we shall see later) by the foremost theoretician of the Second International, K. Kautsky.

The Comtnunist Manilesto gives a general summary of
history, which compels us to regard the state as the organ of
class rule and leads us to the inevitable conclusion that the
proletariat caflnot overthrow the bourgeoisie without first
capturing political power, without attaining political supremacy, without transforming the state into the "proletariat
organized as the ruling class"; and that this proletarian state
will begin to wither away immediately after its victory, because the state is unnecessary and cannot exist in a so,ciety in
which there are no class antagonisms. The question as to
how, from the point of view of historical devclopment, the
replacement of the bourgeois state by the proletarian state is
to take place is not raised here.
This is the question Marx raises and answers in r85z. True
to his philosophy of dialectical materialism, Marx takes as
his basis the historical experience of the great years of revolution, 1848 to r8tr. Here, as everywhere, his teaching is the
summing up ol experience, illuminated by a profound philosophical conception of the world and a rich knowledge of
history.

The problem of the state is put concretely: how did the
bourgeois state, the state machine necessary for the rule of
the bourgeoisie, come into being historically? What changes
did it undergo, what evolution did it perform in the course of
the bourgeois revolutions and in the face of the independent
actions of the oppressed classes? What are the tasks of the
proletariat in relation to this state machine?
The centralized state power that is peculiar to bourgeois
society came into being in the period of the fall of absolutism.
Two institutions are most characteristic of this state machine:
the bureaucracy and the standing army. In their works,
Marx and Engels repeatedly show that it is the bourgeoisie
with whom these institutions are connected by thousands of
threads. The experiencc of cvcry worker illustrates this connection in an extrcmely graphic and impressive manner. From
its own bitter expcrience, the working class learns to recognize this connection; that is why it so easily grasps and so
firmly learns the doctrine which shows the inevitability of
this connection, a doctrine which the petty-bourgeois democrats either ignorantly and flippantly cieny, or, still more
flippantly, admit "in geteral," while fotgetting to draw the

g ptactical conclusions.
The bureauctacy and the standing army are a "parasite" on
the body of bourgeois society - a parasite created by the internal antagonisms which rend that society, but a parasite

correspondin

which "chokes" all its vital pores. The Kautskyite opportunism now dominating official Social-Dcmocracy considers
the view that thc statc is a parasitic organisrn to be the peculiar and exclusivc attributc of anarchism. It goes without
saying that this distortion of Marxism is of extreme advantage to those philistines who have reduced Socialism to the
unheard-of disgrace of justifying and embellishing the im,4

it the concept of "defence of thc
unquestionably a distortion, ncvcr-

perialisi war by applyir,g to

fatherland"; but

it is

theless.

The development, perfection and strengthening of the
bureaucratic and military apparatus proceeded during all the
nume(ous bourgeois revolutions which Europe has witnessed
since the fall of feudalism. In particular, it is preciscly the
petty bourgeoisie that is attracted to the side of the big bourgeoisie and is subordinated to it to a large extent by means
of this apparatus, which provides the upper strata of the
peasantry, small artisans, tradesmen and the like with comparatively comfortable, quiet and respectable iobs which raise
their holders abooe the people. Consider what happened in
Russia during the six months following February 27, t9q. The
ofiicial posts which formerly were given by preference to
members of the Black Hundreds have now become the spoils
of the Cadets, Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries.

Nobody has really thought of introducing any serious reforms; every effort has been made to put them ofi "until the
Constitucnt Assembly mects"; and to steadily put ofi the
convocation of tl're Constitucnt Assembly until thc cnd of tlic
warl But therc has been ro delay, no waiting for thc Constituent Assembly in the mattcr of divicling thc spoils, of
getting the soft iobs of ministers, vice-ministers, governorsgeneral, etc., etc.! The game of combinations that has been
played in forming the government has been, in essence, only
an expression of this division and redivision of the "spoils,"
which has been going on high and low, throughout the countty, in eyery department of central and local government.
The six months between February z7 and August 2j, rgr:., can
be summed up, obiectively summed up beyond all dispute,
as follows: reforms shelved, distribution of ofiicial lobs actt

complished and "mistakes"

in the distribution corrected by

a

few redistributions.
But the more the bureaucratic apparatus is "redistributed"
among the various bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties
(among the Cadets, Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks
in the case of Russia), the more clearly the oppressed classes,
and the proletaiat at therc head, become conscious of their
itreconcilable hostility to the zohole of bourgeois society.
That is why it bccomes necessary lor all bourgeois parties,
even for the most democratic and "revolutionary-democratic"
amoflg them, to intensify repressive measures against the revolutionary proletariat, to strengthen the apparatus of repression, i.e,, that vcry statc machine. This course of events
compels the rcvolution "to concentrate all its lorces ot' d.estruction" against the state power, and to set itself the aim,
not of perfecting the state machine, but of smaslting and,
destoying it.
It was not logical reasoning, but the actual development of
events, the living experience of rB4B-yr, that led to the
problem being presented in this way. The extent to which
Marx held strictly to the solid ground of historical experience
can be seen from the fact that, in r8yz, he did not yet co11cretely raise the question of o b a t was to take the place of
the state machine that was to be destroyed. Experience had
not yet provided material for the solution of this problem
which history placed on the order of the day later on, in
r87r. In r85z all that it was possible to establish with the
accrfiacy of scientific observation was that the prolctarian
revolution bad approacbe I the task of "concentrating
all its forces of destruction" against the state power, of
"smashing" the state machine.
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Here the question may arise: is it correct to generalize the
experience, observations and conclusions of Marx, to apply
them to a fieid that is wider than the history of France during the three years r848-5r? Before proceeding to deal with
this question let us first recall a remark made by Engels, and
then examine the facts. In his introduction to the third
edition of Tbe Eigbteentb Brantaire Engels wrote:

". France is the land where, more than anywhere
else, the historical class struggles \[ere each time fought
out to a decision, and where, consequently, the changing
political forms within which they move and in which their
results are summarized have been stamped in the sharpest

outlines. The centre of feudalism in the Middle Ages,
the model country of unified monarchy, resting on estates, since the Renaissance, France demolished feudal-

ism in the Great Revolution and established the unalloyed
rule of the bourgeoisie in a classical purity unequalled by
ary other European land. And the struggle of the upwardstriving proletariat against the ruling bourgeoisie appeared
here in an acute form unknown elsewhere." (p, 4, r9o7
edition.)

The last senteflce is out of date, inasmuch as since rgTr a
lull has set in in the revolutionary struggle of the French proletariat; although, long as this lull may be, it does not at all

preclude the possibility that, in the coming proletarian revolution, France may show herself to be the classic land of the
class struggle to a finish.
Let us, however, cast a general glance over the history of
the advanced countries at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. We shall see that the
same process has been going on more slowly, in more varied
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forms, on a much wider field: on the one hand, the develcpment o[ "parliamentary power" both in the republican countries (Fraocc, Amcrica, Switzerland), and in the monarchies

(England, Gcrmany to a certain extent, Italy, the Scandinavian countries, etc.); on the other hand, a struggle for
power among thc various bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties which distributcd and redistributed the "spoils" of ofiice,
while the fouudations of bourgeois society remained unchanged; and, finally, thc pcrfection and consolidation of
the "executivc por.vcr," its bureancratic and military apparatus.

There is not thc slightcst cloubt tl'rat thcsc features are
common to thc wholc of tltc ntoclcru cvolution of all capitalist
states in gcncral. In thc thrcc ycirrs r848-;t Frauce displayed,
in a swift, sharp, cotrccntrntc(l [otrn, thc vcry samc processes

of

developmcrrt \vlriclr nrc pcculinl

to thc whole

capitalist

wor1d.

Impcrinlism - thc c'm ol birrrli capital, thc eta of gigantic
capitalist uronopolit's, tlrc clr oI thc clcvclopment of monopoly capitalisrn into slrltc-n)onol)oly capitalism - has demonstrated witlr prrrtictrlrrr lircc rr) cxtraordinary strengthening
of the "stirtc urirchirrc" atrcl rtn unprcccdented growth of its
bureaucratic antl nrilit;rry :ll)piuatLrs, in connection with the
intensification of lcprcssivc rncasurcs against the proletariat
both in thc nroni'rlclricirl ancl in thc frecst, r.cpublican countries.

World histor"y is rrow

Lrnckrubtcclly lcading

on an incom-

parubly largcr: scnlc thrrtr irr r8yz to thc "conccntretion of all
the forces" of thc prolctarian rcvolution on thc "destru,ction"
of the state machinc.
What the prolctariz:rt will put in its place is indicated by

the extremely instrtrctivc
Commune.
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ruatctia

I

furnished

by the

Paris

3. THE

PRESENT,\TrON OF THE QUESTION
BY MARX IN 1852*

In ryo7, N{ehring, in the magazine Neue Zeittt (Yal. XXY,
z, p. 164), published extmcts from a letter from Marx to
Weydemeyer dated March 1, fi52. This letter, among other
things, contains the following remarkable observation:
". . . And now as to myself, no credit is due to me
for discovering the existence of classes in modern society,
nor yet the struggle between them. Long before me
bourgeois historians had described the historical development of this struggle of the classes and bourgeois economists the economic ar,atomy of the classes. What I did
that was new v/as to prove: r) that the existence of classes is only bound up with particular historical phases in
the development of production [historische Entwicklungsphasen der Produktion]; z) that the class struggle necessarily lcads to the dictatorship of the prol,etariat; 1) that
this dictatorship itself only constitutes the transition to the
abolition of all classes and to a classless society. . ."72
In these rvords Marx succeeded in expressing with striking
clarity, firstly, the chief and rudical difierence betrveen his
teaching and that of the foremost and most profound thinkers
of the bourgeoisie; and, secondly, the essence of his teaching
on the state.

It is often said and written that the main point in Marx's
teachings is the class struggle; but this is not

true. And from

this untruth very often springs the opportunist distortion of
Marxism, its falsification in such a way as to make it ac* Adcled

to thc

second edition.
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ceptable to the bourgeoisie. For the doctrine of the class
struggle was created txot by Marx, but by the bourgeoisie
before Marx, and generally speaking it is acceptable to the
bourgeoisie. Those who recognize only the class struggle

are riot yet Marxists; they may be found to be still within
the boundarics of bourgeois thinking and bourgeois politics.
To confinc Marxism to thc doctrine of the class struggle
means curtailing Marxism, distotting it, reducing it to something which is acccptablc to the bourgeoisie. Only he
is a Marxist who cxtutrl: thc r:ccognition of the class struggle

to the recognition of thc rlictotor.sbip ol the proletariat. This
is what constitutcs tltc most profound diffcrcncc between the
Marxist and thc ordittnry pctty (as wcll as big) bourgeois.
This is the touchstonc on rvhiclr thc redl undcrstanding and
recognition o[ Mrrrxisnr is to bc tcstcd. And it is not surprising that whcn thc history of Europe brought the working class
face to facc with this t;ucstion ts t practical issue, not only
all the opporturlists atrrl lcfornrists, but all the "Kautskyites"
(people who vacillrrtc bclwccn rcformism and Marxism)
proved to bc nriscrirblc philistincs and petty-bourgeois democrats who r(pil(lidlt'tlrc (lictatorship of the proletariat.
Kautsky's panrphlct, Tl.tc Dictatorsbip ot' tbe Proletariat,
published in Augr.rst r9r[3, i.c., long after the first edition of
the present book, is a pcrlcct cxample of petty-bourgcois distortion of Marxism rrncl basc renunciatiot.t of it itt plactice,
while hypocritically rccognizing it in aords (see my pamphlet, Tbe Proletarian llLraollttion and tbe Renegade Kautsky,
Petrograd and Moscow, rgr8).
Present-day opportunism in thc pcrson of its principal rcpresentative, the ex-Marxist, K. Kautsky, fits in completely
r,vith Marx's charactedzation of thc bourgcois position quoted
above, for this opportunism limits the recognition of the class
40

struggle to the sphere of bourgeois relationships. (lTithin
this sphere, within its framework, not a single educatecl
libed will refuse to tecognize the class struggle "in principle"!) Opportunism does not extend the recognition of class
struggle to what is the cardinal point, to the period of transition fuom capitalism to Communism, to the period of the
ooertbrozpt and the complete abolition of the bourgeoisie. In
rcality, this period inevitably is a period of an unprecedentedly violent class struggle in unprecedentedly acute forms and,
consequently, during this period the state must inevitably
be a state that is democratic in a nezp.t oay (for the proletariat
and the propertyless in general) and dictatorial in a ne@ @a!
(against the bourgeoisie).

To proceed. The essence of Marx's teaching on the state
has been mastered only by those who understand that the
dictatorslrip of. a single class is flecessary not only for every
class society in general, flot only for the proletariat which has
overthrown the bourgeoisie, but also for the entire bistorical
period which separates capitalism from "classless society,"
from Communism. The forms of bourgeois states are extremely varicd, but their essence is the same: all these states,
whatever their form, in the final analysis are inevitably the
dictatorsbip ot' tbe bourgeoisie. The transition from capitalism to Communism certainly cannot but yield a tremendous
abundance and vaiety of political forms, but the essence will

inevitably be the samet tbe dictatorsbip

of tbe proletaria.t.

Marx, however, was not only enthusiastic about the
it, "stormed
Heaven." Although the mass revolutionary movement did
not achieve its aim, he regarded it as a historic experience
of enormous importance, as a certain advance of the world
proletarian revolution, as a practical step that was more importalt than hundreds of programs and arguments. To analyze
this experiment, to dtatv tactical lessons from it, to reexamine his theory in the light of it that was the task that
heroism of the Communards who, as he expressed

III
THE STATE AND REVOLUTION.
EXPERIENCE OF THE PARIS COMMUNE
OF 187I. MARX'S ANALYSIS
CHAPTER

1.. !flHERE,IN LAY THE HEROISM OF THE
COMMUNARDS' ATTEMPT?
known that in the autumn of r87o, a few months
before the Commune, Marx warned the Paris worke(s that
any attempt to overthrow the government would be the folly
of despair. But when, in March t87r, a decisive battle was
forced upon the workers and they accepted it, when thc
uprising had become a fact, Marx greeted the proletarian tevolution with the greatest enthusiasm, in spite of unfavourable auguries. Marx did not assumc the rigidly pedantic
attitude of condcmning an "untimely" movement as did the
ill-famed Russian rencgade from Marxism, Plekhanov, rvho,
in November r9oj, wrotc encouragingly about the workers'
and peasants' struggle, but, after Decernber r9ot, cried, liberal
fashion: "They should not havc taken to arms."

It is well
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Marx set himself.
The only "correction" Marx thought it necessary to make
ir the Comntunist Manifesto, he made on the basis of the
revolutionary experience of the Paris Communards.
The last preface to the new German edition of the Communist Manifesto, signed by both its authors, is dated June
24, 1872. In this preface the authors, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, say that the program of. the Corumunist Manilesto "6as in some details become antiquated,', and they go
on to say:
"One tbing especially aos prooed. by tbe Contntune, z;i7.,
tltat'tbe zoorking class cannot sitnply tay hold ot' tbc readymade ,rtate ruacbinery, and zoield it f or its ourtt plrrposes."'.13

The authors took the u,ords that are
marks

in

single quotation

in this passage from Marx's book, The Cioil War in

Ftance.

Thus, Marx and Engels tegarded one principal and fundamental lesson of the Paris Commune as being of such enormous importance that they introduced it as a substantial
correction into the Coruntilnist Manit'esto.
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It is extremely chancteristic that it is precisely this substantial correction that has been distorted by the opportunists,
and its meaning probably is not known to nine-tenths, if not
ninety-nine hunclredths, of the readers of the Communist

Manifesto. \Wc shall deal with this distortion more fully

further on, in a cl.rapter devoted specially to distortions. Here
it will be sufficicnt to note that the current, vulgar "interpretation" of Marx's famous utterance iust quoted is that Marx
here allegedly cmphasizes the idea of slow developmenr in
contradistinction to the seizure of power, and so on.

Asamatterof fact,exactly tbe opposite is tbe
c a s e. Maq's idca is that thc working class must b r e a k
u p, s r?t a s b thc "rcady-madc state machinery," and not
confine itsclf mercly to laying hold of it.
On April rz, r87r, i.e., just at rhe time of the Commune,
Marx wrote to Kugelmann:

"If

you look at the last chapter of my Eigbteentb Brumaire, yo:l will find that I say that the next atempt of the
French Revolution will be no longer, as before, to transfer
the bureaucratic-military machine from one hand to another,
but to s m a s b it" (Marx's italics
- the original is "zerbrechen"), "and this is the preliminary condition for every teal
people's revolution on the continent. And this is what our

heroic Party comrades in Paris arc attempting." (Neue
Zeit, Yol. XX, r, tgot-o2, p. 7og.)14 (The letters of Marx
to Kugelmann have appcared in Russian in no less than
two editions, one of which I odited and supplied with a
preface.)1r

The words, "to smash the bureaucratic-military machine,"
briefly express the principal lesson of Marxism regarding the
tasks of the proletariat during a revolution in relation to the
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state. And it is precisely this lesson that has been not only
completely forgotten, but positively distorted by the prevailing, Kautskyite, "interpretation" of Marxism!
As for Marx's reference to The Eigbtee'ntb Brumaire, we
have quoted the correaponding passage

in full

above.

It is interesting to note, in particular, two points in the

above-quoted argument

of Marx. First, he confines his

con-

clusiorr to the continent. This was understandable in r87r,
when England was still the model of a purely capitalist coun-

try, but without a militarist clique and, to a considerable
a bureaucracy. Hence, Marx excluded England, where a revolution, even a people's revolution, then
seemed possible, and indeed was possible, oithout the preliminary condition of destroying the "ready-made state
degree, without

machinery."

Today, in t9ry, in the epoch of the first great imperialist
war, this qualification made by Marx is no longer valid.
Both England and America, the biggest and the last represcntatives - in the whole world
- of Anglo-Saxon "liberty,"
in the sense that they had no militarist cliques and bureaucracy, have today completely sunk into the all-European
frlthy, bloody morass of bureaucratic-military institutions
which subordinate everything to themselves and trample
everything underfoot. Today, in England and in America,
too, "the preliminary condition for every real people's revolution" is the.s m a s b in g,the de st r u c t i on of the "readymade state machinery" (perfected in those countries, between
r9r4 and rgt7, tp to the "Buropean," general imperialist
standard).

Secondly, pafticvlar attention should be paid to Marx's
extremely profound remark that the destruction of the bureaucratic-rnilitary state machine is "the preliminary condi4t

tion for cvery real people's tevolution." This idea of a "people's" revolution scems strange corrring from Marx, so that

the Russian Plekhanovites and Mensheviks, those followers
of Struve who wish to be regarded as Marxists, might possibly
cleclare such an cxpression to be a "slip of the pen" on lVIarx's
part. They havc rccluced Marxism to such a state of wretchcdly liberal distortion tl.rat nothing exists for them beyond
the ar.rtithesis bctwccn bourgcois revolution and proletarian
revolution - an,cl cvcn this antithesis they interpret in an extremely lifelcss lva-y.
If we takc thc rcvolrrtions of thc twcntieth century as
examples we shall, of corrrsc, havc to aclmit that the Portuguese and thc 'l.url<islr lcvolrrtions arc both bourgcois revolutions. Neithcr of thcnr, howcvcr, is a "pcoplc's" rcvolution,
inasmuch as in ncithcr: clocs tlrc rrrirss of thc pcoplc, its enormous maiority, corrrc out:rctivcly, inclcpcndently, with its
own econonric ancl politit:nl tlcnrnrrcls to any noticeable degree,
On thc contrary, altlrouglr tlrc ltussian bourgeois revolution
ol ryo5-o7 clispl:rycrl rro srrch "brilliant" successes as at times
fell to thc lot o[ thc l)ortrrgucsc and Turkish revolutions, it
was uncloubtctll.y a "rcal pcoplc's" tevolution, since the mass
of thc pcoplc, its majority, the very lowest social strata,
crushcd by opprcssion and exploitaiton, rose independently
and placccl on thc cntire course of the revolution the impress
of tlteir own dcmands, of tbeir attempts to build in their
own way A new society in place of the old society that was
being destroycd.
In Europe, in r87r, there was not

in

a siogle country on the

which the proletariat constituted the mafority
of the people. A "people's" revolution, one that actually
swept the majority into its stream, could be such only if it

Contincnt

embraced both
a6

the prolctariat and the peasantry.

These

two classes then constituted the "people." I'hese two classcs
ate united by the fact that the "b,ureaucratic-military statc
rnachine" oppresses, crushes, exploits them. To srnasb this
machine, to break it u:p- this is truly in the interest of the
"people," of the majority, of the w-orkers and most of the
peasants, this is "the preliminary condition" for a ftee alliance
between the poorest peasants and the proletarians, whereas
without such an alliance democracy is unstable and socialist
transformation is impossible.
As is well known, the Paris Commune was indeed working
its way toward such an alliance, although it did not reach its
goal owing to a number of circumstances, internal and exter-

nal.
Consequently,

in speaking of a "rcal people's tevolution,"
Marx, without in the least forgetting the peculiar characteristics of the petty bourgeoisie (he spoke a great deal about
them and often), took strict account of the actual balance
of class forces in the majority of continental countries in
Europe in r87r. On the other hand, he stated that the
"smashing" of the statc machine was required by the interests
of both the workcrs and tl.re peasants, that it unites thenl,
that it places before them the common task of removing the
"parusite" and of replacing it by something new.
By what exactly?

2.

WITH WHAT IS THE SMASHED STATE
MACHINE TO BE R.EPLACED?

Io fi47, in the Contnwnist

ll4anifesto, Marx's answer to

this question \tras as yet a purely absiract one, or, to speak
more correctiy, it was an answer that indicated the tasks, but
A1

not the ways of accomplishing them. The answer given in
Lhe Comrnunist Manit'esto was that this machine was to be
replaced by "the proletariat organized as the ruling class,"
by the "winning of the battle of democracy."
Marx did not indulge in utopias; he expected the experience
of the mass movcment to provide the reply to the question as
to what specific forms this orgatization of the proletariat as
the ruling class will assume and as to the exact manner in
which this organization will be combined with the most
complete, most consistcnt "winning of the battle of democracy."
Marx subjectcd thc cxpcricnce of thc Commune, meagre as
if was, to the most catcful anzrlysis in The Cioil Var in
France. Let us quotc the mosb important passages of this

work.

Originating from the Middle Ages, there developed in
the nineteenth century "the centralized State power, with
its ubiquitous organs of standing army, police, bureaucracy, clergy, and ludicature." rX/ith the development of
class antagonisms between capital and labour, "the State
pov/er assumed more and more the character of the national power of capital over labour, of a public force organized for social enslavement, of an engine

of

class des-

potism. After every revolution marking a progressive

phase

in the c.lass struggle, the purely repressive character

of

the State power stands out in bolder and bolder relief"'l
After the Revolution oI fi48-49, the State pou/er became
"the national r,var enginc of capital against labour." The
Second Empire consolidated this.
"The direct antithesis to the empire was the Commune."
It was the "positive form" of "a Republic that was not
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only to supersede the monarchical form

of

class-ruie, but

class-rule itself."

$Vhat was this "positive" form

of the proletarian,
it began to create?

the

socialist republic? 'V(/'hat was the state

". . . The first decree of the Commune . . . v/as the supof the standing army, and the substitution for it

pression

of the armed people."
This demand now figures in the prcgrart of every party
claiming the name of Socialist. But the real worth of their
progralns is best shown by the behaviour of our SocialistRevolutionaries and Mensheviks, who, right after the revolurion of February 27, act:ually tefused to caffy out this demand!

"The Commune was fornred of the municipal councillors,
chosen by universal suffrage in the various wards of the
towfl, responsible and revocable at short terms. The
maiority of its members were naturally working men, or
acknowledgcd reprcsentatives o[ ttre working class. . . .
Instcad o[ cor.rtinuing to be thc agent of thc Ccntral Governmeflt, the police was at oncc strippcd of its political
attributes, and turned into the respor.rsible and al all times
revocable agent of the Commune. So were the ofiicials
of all other branches of the Administration. From the
members of the Commune downwards, the public service
had to be done at zoorktnenis zt)ages. The vested interests
and the representation allowances of the high dignitaries
of State disappeared along with the high dignitaries th,emselves. . .

"

"Having once got rid

of the standing army and the

police, the physical force elements of the old Government,
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the Commune was anxious to break the spiritual force of
repression, the 'parson-power' .
"The judicial functionaries were to be divested of that
sham independence . . they were to be elective, responsible, and revocable,"16

Thus the Commune appears to have replaced the smashed
state machine "on7y" by fuller democracy: abolition of the
standing army; all ofiicials to be elected and subiect to recall.

But as a matter of fact this "only" signifies a gigantic
of certain institutions by other institutions of a
f undamentally different order. This is exactly a case of
"quantity becoming transformed into quality',: democracy,
replacement

introduced as fully and consistently as is at all conceivable, is
transformed from bourgeois democracy into proletarian democracy; from the state (: a special force for the suppression
of a particular class) into something which is no longer real-

ly the state.
It is still necessary to slrppress the bourgeoisie and crush
its resistance. This was particularly necessary for the Commune; and one of the reasons for its defeat was that it did

not do this rvith sufficient determination. But the organ of
suppression is now the rnajority of the population, and nor
a minority, as was always the case under slavery, serfdorn and

wage slavery. And since the maiority of the people itsell
supp(esses its oppressors, a "special force" for suppression is
no longer necessary ! In this sense the state begins
to zoitber azil(ty. Instead of the special institutions of a privileged minority (privileged officialdom, the chiefs of the stand-

ing army), the maiority itself can directly fulfil all these
of state power devolve

functions, and the more the functions
5o

a whole the less need is there for the
of this power.
In this connection the following measures of the Com-

upon the people as
existence

mune emphasized by Marx are pafiiculaily noteworthy: the
abolition of all representation allowances, and of all monetary
privileges in the case of officials, the reduction of the remuneration of all servants of the state to the level of ,,zoorkmen's aages." This shows more clearly than anything else
the turn from bourgeois democracy to proletarian democracy,
from the dernoctacy of the oppressors to the democracy of rhe
oppressed classes, from the state as a "special force,' tor the
suppression of. a pafticllar class to the suppression of the
oppressors by the general force of the majority of the people - the workers and the peasants. And it is precisely on
this particularly sriking point, perhaps the mosr important as
far as the problem of the state is concerned, that the teachings
of Marx have been most completely forgotten! In popular
commentaries, the number of which is legion, this is not

It is

"good form" to keep silent about it as
of old-fashioned "naivete," iust as the
Christians, after their religion had been given the status of
a state religion, "forgot" the "naivete" of primitive Christianity with its den-rocratic revolutionary spirit.
The reduction of the remuneration of the highest state
ofiicials seems to be "simply" a demand of naive, primitive
democracy. One of the "founders" of modern opporrunism,
the ex-Social-Democrat, Eduard Bernstein, has more than
once indulged in repeating the vulgar bourgeois jeers at
"primitive" democracy. Like all opportunists, and like the
present Kautskyites, he uttedy failed to understand that, first
of all, tlre transition from capitalism to Socialism is intpossible
without a certain "reversion" to "primitive" democracy (for

mentioned.

if it

were

a

piece

tI

how else can the maiority, and then the whole population
without exceptiori, proceed to discharge state functions?);
and, secondly, that "primitive democracy" based on capitalism

and capitalist culture is not the same as primitive democracy

in prehistoric or precapitalist times. Capitalist cultr-lre has
createcl large-scale production, factories, railways, the postal
service, telephones, etc., and on tbis basis the great majoity
of the functions of the old "state power" have become so
simplified and can be reduced to such exceedingly simple
operations of registration, filing and checking that they can
be easily performed by every literate person, can quite easily
be perfotmed for ordinary "wof,kmen's wages," and that these
functions can (and must) be strripped of every shadow of
privilege, of every semblance of "oflicial grandetr."

Al1 of{icials, without exception, elected and subiect

to

rccall at any time, their salaries reduced to the level of ordinary "workmen's wages" - these simple and "self-evident"
democratic mcasures, whilc cornpletely uniting the intetests
of the workcrs and the maiority of the peasants, at the same
time scrve as a bridgc leadiog from capitalism to Socialism.
These mcasu(cs concern the reconstruction of the state, the
purely political rcconstruction of society; but, of course, they
acquirc thcir full meaning and significance only in connection
with the "cxpropriation of the exptopriators" either being
accomplished or in preparation, i.e., with the transforrnation of capitalist private ownership of the means of production into social ownership.

"The Commune," Marx wrote, "made that catchword
bourgeois revolutions, cheap government, a rcality, by
destroying the two greatest sou(ces of expenditure - the
standing army and State functionarism.'l

of
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From the peasantry, as from other sections of the petty
bourgeoisie, only an insignificant few "rise to the top," "get
on in the world" in the bourgeois sense, i.e., become either
well-to-do people, bourgeois, or ofiicials in secure and privileged positions. In every capitalist country where there is a
peasantry (as there is in most capitalist countries), the vast
maiority of the peasants are oppressed by the government and
long for its overthrow, long for "cheap" government. This
can be achieved only by the proletariat; and by achieving it,
the proletariat at the same time takes a step towards the
socialist reconstruction of the state.

3. ABOLITION OF PARLIAMENTARISM
"The Commune," Matx wfote, "was to be a working,
not a padiamentaty, body, executive and legislative at the
same time...."
". . . Instead of deciding once in three ot six years which
member of the ruling class v/as to represent and repress
[vcr- und zertretenf the people in Parliament, universal
sufirage v/as to setve the people, constituted in Communes,
as individual sufirage serves every other employer in the
search for thc workers, foremen and bookkeepers for his
business,"17

Owing to the prevalence of social-chauvinism and opportunism, this remarkab,le criticism of parliamentarism made in
r37r also belongs now to the "forgotten words" of Marxism.

Ttre professional Cabinet Ministers and parliamentarians,
the traitors to the proletariat and the "ptactical" Socialists
of our day, have left all criticism of padiamentarism to the
,J

anarchists, afld, ofl this wonderfully reasonable ground, they
denounce all criticism o[ padiamentarism as "anarchism" !!

It is not surprising that the proletariat of the "advanced"
p.arliamentary countries, disgusted with such "Socialists" as
the Scheidemanns, Davids, Legiens, Sembats, Renaudels,
Hendersons, Vanderveldes, Staunings, Btantings, Bissolatis
and Co., has been with increasing frequency giving its sympa-

thies to anarcho-syndicalism, in spite of the fact that the
latter is but the twin brother of opportunism.
For Marx however revolutionary dialectics was never the
empty fashionable phrase, the toy rattle, which Plekhanov,
Kautsky and the others have made of it. Marx knew how

to break with anarchism ruthlessly for its inability to make
use even of the "pig-sty" of bourgeois patliam,entarism, especially when the situation is obviously not revolutionary;
but at the same time he knew how to subject parliamentarism
to genuine revolutionary-proletarian criticism.
To decide once cvery fcw years which member of the
ruling class is to repless and crush the people through padiament
- such is thc real essence of bourgeois padiamentarism,
not only in parliamentary-constitutional monarchies, but also
in the most democratic tepubiics.
But if we deal with the question of the state, and if we
consider parliamentarism, as one of the institutions of the
state, fron.r the point of view of the tasks of the proletariat
in tbis field, what is the way out of parliamentarism? How
can it be dispensed with?
Again and again we have to repeat; the lessons of Marx,
based on the study of the Commune, have been so completely forgotten that the present-day "Social-Democrat"
(read present-day traitor to Socialism) really caoflot undert4

stand any criticism of padiamentarism, other than anarchist
or (eactionary criticism.
The way out of parliamentarism is not, of course, the
abolition of representative institutions and the electoral prin-

ciple, but the conversion of the representative institutions
from talking shops into "working" bodies. "The Commune
was to be a working, not a parliamentary, body, executive
and legislative at the same time."
"A working, not a parliameltary,body"
- this hits straight
from the shoulder at the present-day parliamentarians and
parliamentary "lap dogs" of Social-Democracy! Take any
parliamentary country, from America to Switzerland, from
France to England, Norway and so forth
- in these countries
the real business of "state" is performed behind the scenes
and is carried on by the departments, chancelleries and General Staffs. Parliament itself is given up to talk for the special purpose of fooling the "common people." This is so true
that even in the Russian republic, a bourgeois-democratic
republic, all these sins of padiamentarism were immediately
revealed, eyen before it managed to set up a real parliament.
The heroes of rotten philistinism, such as the Skobelevs and
Tseretelis, the Chernovs and Avksentyevs, have even succeeded in polluting the Soviets after the fashion of most disgusting bourgeois padiamentarism, in converting them into mere
talking shops. In the Soviets, Messrs. the "Socialist" Ministers
are duping the credulous rustics with phrase-mongering and
resolutions. In the government itself a sort of permanent
quadrille is going on in order that, on the one hand, as many
Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks as possible may
in turn get near the "pie," the lucrative and honourable

posts, and that, on the other hand, the "attention

of

the

,t

people" aray be engaged. Meanwhile, it is in the chancelleries and stafis that they "do" the business of "state."
Dyelo Narod,a, thc organ of the ruling "socialist-Revolu-

tionary" Party, rcccntly admitted in an editorial attrclcwith the matchlcss canclour of people of "good society," in
which "a11" arc cngagcd in political prostitution that even
in the ministrics hcadcd by thc "socialists" (save the mark!),
the whole burcaucratic apl)rrratus has in fact remained as of
o1d, is working in thc old way and quite "freely" sabotaging
revolutionary mcasurcsl Evcn withoLrt tl.ris adrnission, does
not the actual Iristrtry ol tltc participrrtion of the SocialistRevolutionarics anrl Mcltshcvilis ilt thc govcfnmcnt prove
this? Notcworthy nlroLrt it is only thc fact that, in thc ministerial company of thc Olclcts, Mcssrs. Chcrnovs, Rusanovs,
Zenzitoys ancl tlrc othcr crlitors of Dyalo Naroda have so
complctely lost nll scrrsc o[ shamc as to unblushingly proclaim,
as if it wcrc jl rrrcrc Ir;rgrrtcllc, that in "their" ministries

everything hns rcntirirrr,tl as olt olcl !l Rcvolutionary-democratic
phrases to grrlI thc: rrrr:rl Sirnplc Simons; bureaucracy and red
tape to "glaclclcn thc lrt,nrL" of thc capitalists that is the
essencc of thc "honcst" t:orlition.
The Commulrc srrlxtitutcs [or tlrc venal and rotten parliamentarism o[ bourplcois socicty institr.rtions in which freedom
of opinion rnrl of clisctrssion tlocs not clcgcncrate into deception, for tlrc parliarncntnrinns tlrcnrsclvcs havc to work, have
to execute their own lnrvs, h.irvc thcrnsclvcs to tcst thcir results
in real lifc, and to rcnclcr occor-tnt r-lircctly to thcir constituents, Rcprescntativc institutions rcmain, brrt there is zzo
parliamentarism hcrc as a sl.rccial systcm, as the division of
labour between the Icgislativc and the cxecutive, as a privi-

leged position

for thc dcputics. Wc

cannot imagine democ(acy, even proletarian dcmocracy, v,ithout representative
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institutions, but we can and must imag,ifle democracy withour
parliamentarism, if criticisrn of bourgeois society is not mere
empty words for us, if the desire to overthrov/ the tule of
the bourgeoisie is our earnest and sincere desire, and not a

mere "electiot" cty for catching workefs' votes, as it is
with the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries, the Scheidemanns and Legiens, the Sembats and Vandervcldes.
It is extr,emely instructive to note that, in speaking of the
functions ol tbose ofiicials who are flecessary/ for the Commune and tor ptoletadan democracy, Marx compares them
to the workers of "every other employer," that is, of the
ordinary capitalist enterprise, with its "workers, foremen and
bookkeepers."

There is no trace of utopianism in Marx, in thc sense that
he made up or inv€nted a "new" socicty. No, he studied the
birtb of the new socicty o u t o t' thc old, the forms of transi-

tion from the lattcr to the former as a natural-historical
process. Hc cxamircd thc actual experience of a mass ptoletarian movcn.rcnt and tricd to draw practical lessons from it,

FIc "lcrrrnccl" from the Commune, iust as all the great revoluticrnirry thinkcrs were not af.raid to learn from the cxperience
of tbe great movements of the oppressed classes, and never
addressed them with pedantic "homilies" (such as Plekhanov's: "they shouid not have taken to arms"; or Tsereteli's:

"a

class must limit itself").
There can be no thought of abolishing the bureaucracy at
once, everywhere and completely. That is utopia. But to
srnasb the old bureaucratic machine at once and to begin immediately to construct a flew one that will permit to abolish

all bureaucracy - this is n o t utopia, this is the
experience of the Commune, this is the direct and imtrediate

gradually

task of the revolutioflaty prcletariat.

Capitalism simplifies the functions of ,,state,, administration; it makes it possiblc to cast ',bossing', aside and to
confine the whole matter to the organization of the proletarians (as the ruling class), which will hire ',\trorkers, foremen
and bookkeepers" in the name of the whole of society.
'V7'e
are not utopians, we do not indulge

in

..dreams,,

of

dispensing at once with all administration, with all subordination; these anarchist clrearns, based upon alack of under-

of the tasks of the ploletarian dictatorship, are
totally alien to Marxisn.r, and, as a matter of fact, serve
only to postpone the socialist revolution until people are
diflerent. No, we want rhe socialist revolution with people
as they are now, with people who cannot dispense with sub,
ordination, control and "foremen and bookkeepers.,,
But the subordination must be to the armed vanguard of
all the exploited and toiling people, i.e., to the proletariat.
A beginning can and must be made at once, overnight, of
replacing the specific "bossing" of state officials by the simple functions of "foreinen and bookkeepers," functions which
are already fully vithin the capacity of the average city
dweller and cafl well be performed for "workmen's wages.,,
Ve otu'sektes, the workers, will organize large-scale production on the basis of what capitalism has already created, relying on our own experience as workers, establishing strict, iron
discipline supported by the state povzer of the armed workers;
we will reduce the role of the state ofiicials to that of simply
carrying out our instructions as responsible, revocable, modestly paid "forcmen and bookkcepers" (of course, with the
aid of technicians of all sorts, types and degrees). This is
our proletarran task, this is what we can and must start witlt
in accomplishing the proletarian revolution. Such a beginning, on the basis o[ large-scale production, will of itself
standing
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lead to the gradual "withering away" of all bureaucracy, to
the gradual creation of an order, an order rvithout quotation
marks, an order bearing no similarity to wage slavery, an

order in which the functions of control and accounting becoming more and more simple - will be performed by each
in turn, will then become a habit and will finally die out as
the special functions of a special section of the population.
A witty German Social-Democrat ol the seventies of the
last century called the postal seroice an example of the so-

cialist ecollomic system. This is very true. At present the
postal service is a business organized on the lines of a statecapitnlist monopoly. Imperialisrn is gradually transforming
all trusts into organizations of a similar type, in which, stand-

ing over the "common" toilers, who are overworked and
starved, is the same bourgeois bureaucracy. But the mechanism of social management is herc already to hand. 'We have
but to overthrow the capitalists, to crush the resistance of
thesc exploiters with the iron hand of the armed workers, to
smash rhc burcaucratic machine of the modern state - and
wc shall have a splendidly-equipped mechanism, freed from
tlrc "parasite," a fiechanism which can very well be set
going by the united workers themselves, who will hire technicians, foremen and bookkeepers, and pay them all, as, indeed,
all "state" officials in general, a workman's wage. Here is
a co'ncrete, prac(rcal task, immediately possible of fulfilment

in relation to all trusts, a task that will tid the toilers of exploitation and take account of what the Commune had already begun to practise (particularly in building up the state).
To organize the abole national economy on the lines of
the postal service, so that the technicians, foremen, bookkeepers, as well as all ofricials, shall teceive salaries no higher
tt:rrn "a workman's wage," all under the control and leadert9

ship

of the armed prolctariat - this is our immediate aim.

It is such a state, standing on such an economic foundation,
that we need. This is what will bring about the abolition
of pailia:mentarism and the preservation of representative
institutions. This is what will rid the labouring classes of the
p(ostitution of thcsc ir.rstitutions by the bourgeoisie.

4. ORGANIZATION Otr THE UNITY
OF THE NATION
". . . I'n a rough sl<ctch of national organization which
the Communc hacl no time to develop, it states cleaiy
that the Communc was to be the political form of even

the smallcst country harnlct. . . ." The Communes were to
elect the "Nrrtional Dclcgation" in Paris.
". . . Thc fcw but important functions which still would
remain for a ccntral govcnrmcnt were not to be suppressed,

as has been intcntionally mis-stated, but were to

be

discharged by Communal, ancl thcrcfore strictly responsible
agents.

". , . The unity of the nation was not to be broken, but,
on the contrary, to be organized by the Communal Constitution, and to become a reality by the destruction of the
State povrer which claimed to be the cmbodiment of that
unity independent of, and superior to, the nation itself,
from which it was but a parasitic excresccnce. While the
rnerely repressive organs of the old governmental power
were to be amputated, its legitimate functions were to be
wrested from an authority usurping pre-eminence over
society itself, and restorcd to the responsible agents of
society."
6o

t-he opportunists of present-day SocialDemocracy have failed to understand - or perhaps it would
be more true to say, did not want to understand - these observations of Marx is best shown by that book of Herostratean farne of the renegade Bernstein, Tbe Premises of Socia:lism a:nd tbe Tasks of Social-Democracy. Tt is precisely

To what extent

in

connection rvith

the above

passage

from Marx that

Bernstein wrote that this program ". . . in its political conteflt,
displays in all its essential features the greatest similarity to
the federalism of Proudhon... . In spite of all the other points
of difference between Marx and the 'petty-bourgeois' Proudhon (Bernstein places the words "petty-bourgeois" in quotation marks in order to make it sound ironical) on these points
their lines of reasoning run as close as could be." Of course,
Bernstein continues, the importance of the municipalities is
growing, but "it secms doubtful to me whether the first task
of democracy would be such a dissolution (Auflosung) of

the modern ,states and such a complete transformation
(Umwandlung) of their organization as is visualized by
Mar:x and Proudhon (the formatior. of a National Assembly
from dclegates of the provincial or district assemblies, which,

in their turn, would consist of delegates from the Communes), so that the whole previous mode of national representation would vanish completely." (Bernstein, Premises,
German edition, 1899, pp. 44 and q6.)
To confuse Marx's views on the "destruction of the state
power - the parasitic excrescence" with Proudhon's federalism is positively monsttous ! But it is no accident, for it
never occurs to the opportunist that Marx does not speak here
at all about federalism as opposed to centralism, but about
smashing the old, boutgeois state machifle which exists in
all bourgeois countries.
6r

The only thing rhat peoetrates the opportunist,s mind is
v,hat hc sees around him, in a society of petty-bourgeois philistinism and "rcformist" stagnation, namely, only .,municipal-

ities"! The opportunist has even forgotten how to think

about prolctarian tevolution.
It is ridiculous. But the remarkable thing is that nobody
argued with Bcrnstcin on this point. Bernstein has been refuted by many, cspccially by Plekhanov in Russian literature
and by Kautsky in European literattrc, but neither of them
said anytltittq about rlis distortion of Marx by Bernstein.
To such an cxtcnt has the opportunist forgotten how to
think in a rcvolrrtionaly way and to ponder over revolution
that he attriburcs "fcclcralism', to Marx and confuses him
with the founclcr of anarchism, proudhon. And Kautsky
and Plckhanov, wlro clairn to be orthodox Marxists and defenders o[ thc cloctrinc of r.cvolutionary Marxism, arc silent
on this pointl I-Icrcin lics onc of the roots of the extrefle
v.,Tgarization of thc vicws conccrning the difierence bctween
I\4arxism and anarchism, which is characteristic of the
I(autskyites and of thc opl.)orrrrists, ancl rvhich we shall yet

discuss later.
Marx's above-quoted obscrv:rtjo0s on thc expcrience of the
Commune contain not a tracc oF fctlcralism. Marx agrecd

with Proudhon on the very point thrt thc oltltortunist Bern_
stein failed to see. Marx disagrccd with prouclhon on the
very point on which Bernstein for.rucl :r sirnilarity between

them.

Marx agreed
the "smashing"
of views on this
Proudhon and
6z

I(autskyites wish to see because on this point they have de-

pafied from Marxism.

Marx disagreed both with Proudhon and with Bakunin
of federalism (not to mention the
dictatorship of the proletariat). Federalism as a principle
precisely on the question

follows logically from the petty-bourgeois views of anarchism.

Marx was a centralist. There is no departure whatever from
ccntralism in his observations just quoted. Only those who
are imb'ued with the philistine "superstitious belief" in the
state can mistake the destruction of the bourgeois state machine for the destruction of centralism!
But if the proletariat and the poorest peasantry take state
power into their own hands, organize themselves quite freely
in communes, and unite the action of all the communes in
striking at capital, in crushing thc resistance of the capitalists,
and in transferring the privately-owned railways, factories,
land and so forth to the ciltire nation, to the whole of sociery

- will that not be ccntralism? Will that not be the most
coltsistcnt clcntocratic centralism? And proletarian centralism

aL thnt?

Bclrstcin sirnply cannot conceive

of the possibility of

voluntary cerrtralism, of the voluntary amalgamation of the
communes into a nation, of the voluntary fusion of the prole-

tarian communes, for the purpose of destroying bourgeois rule
and the bourgeois srate machine. Like all philistines, Bernstein can imagine centralism only as something from above,
to be imposed and maintained solely by the bureaucracy and

the military clique.

stood for
similarity
ism (botil

nor

the

Marx, as though foreseeing the possibility of his views being
distorted, purposely emphasized the fact that the charge that
the Commune wanted to destroy the unity of the nation, to
abolish the central authority, was a deliberate fake. Marx
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purposely used the words: "The unity of the nation was . .
to be organized," so as to oppose conscious, democratic
proletarian centralism to bourgeois, military, bureaucratic
centralism.
But . . thcrc are none so deaf as those who will not hear.

And the vcry thing the opportunists of present-day SocialDemocracy clo nob want to hear about is the destruction of
the state powcr, thc amputation of the parasitic excrescence.

5.

ABOLI',UON OF THE PARASITE STATE

We have alrcacly clLrotcd Marx's utterances on this subiect,
and we must l)ow supplcment them.

"It is gcncrllly thc fate of completely new historical
creations," hc wlotc, "to bc mistaken for the counterpart of
oldcr ancl cvcrr tlcfrrrrct forms of social life, to which they
may bcar rr ccltrrirr liiicncss. Thus, this new Commune,
which brcaks thc rnotlcrrr Statc power, has been mistaken

for a reproductiol of thc rncclicval Communes . . . for a
federation of small Stntcs (Montcsquieu and the Girondins) , . . for an exaggcrrrtcd forur of the ancient struggle
against over-centralizatiotl. . . .

"The Co,mmunal Constitution wor.rkl havc restored to
the social body all the forces l.rithcrto absorbcd by the State
parasite feeding upon, and clogging thc frcc novcment of,
society. By this one act it would lravc ir.ritiatcd the regeneration of Ftance, . ..
"The Communal Constitution brought the rural produc-

ers under the intellectual lead of thc central towns of
their districts, and there secured to them, in the working
men, the natural trustees of their interests. The very
6t

existence of the Commune involved, as a matter of coutse,
local municipal liberty, but flo longer as a check upon the,
now superseded, State power."

"Breaking

of the state power," which was a

"patasitrc

excrescence"; its "amputation," its "smashing"; "the now
superseded state power" these are the expressions Marx
used in tegard to the state when appraising and analyzing
the experience of the Commune.
All this was written a little less than half a century ago;
and now one has to engage in excavations, as it were, in
order to bring undistorted Marxism to the knowledge of the
masses. The conclusions drawn from the observation of the
last great revolution which Marx lived through, were forgotten
iust at the moment whcn the timc for the next great prole-

tatian revolutions had arrived.
"The multiplicity of inrerpretarions to which the Communc has bccn subjcctcd, and the multiplicity of interests
rvhicl.r construccl it in their favour, show that it was a
thororrghly cxpansive political form, while all previous
forms of government hacl been emphatically repressive.
Its true secret was this. It was essentially a aorking-class
go-oernrueftt, the produce of the struggle of the producing
against the appropriating class, the political form at last
discovered under which to work out the economic emancipation of labour.
"Except on this last condition, the Communal Constitution would have been an impossibllity a:r'd a delusion. . . ."
The utopians busied themselves with "discovering" political forms under which the socialist transformation of society
was to take place. The anarchists waived the question of
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political folms altogether. The opportunists of present-day
Social-Democracy accepted the bourgeois political forms
of the patliamentary democratic state as the limit which
should not be ovcrstepped; thcy battcrcd thcir foreheads
praying beforc this "moclcl" ancl clcnounced as anarchism
all desire to srnash thcsc forms.
Marx cleduccd frorn thc wholc history of Socialism and
of the political stlugglc that thc statc was bound to disappear, and that thc transitional form of its disappearance
(the transition from state to non-statc) would be the "proletariat organized as the ruling class." But Marx did not
set out to discoaer the political lorrus of this future stage.
He limited himself to precisely obseruing French history,
to analyzing it, and to drawing the conclusion to which the
year r85r had led, viz., that rnalters were moving tov'ards
the smasbing of the bourgeois state machine.
And when the mass ltevolutionary movemeflt of the
proletariat burst forth, Marx, in spite of the failure of that
movement, in spite of its short life and its patent weakness,
began to study v'hat forms it had discooered.
The Commune is the form "at last discovered" by the
proletarian revolution, under which the economic ernancipation of labour can take place.
The Communc is the first attempl of a proletarian revolution to smasb thc bourgeois state machine; and it is the
political form "at last discovercd," by which thc smashed
state machinc can and must bc replaced.
We shall sce furthcr on thal thc Russian revolutions of
rgoi and t9r7, in diffcrcnt circumstances and under difierent
conditiolls, continue the work of tl.rc Commune artd confirm

the histotical analysis givcn by Matx, that product of

genius.
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CHAPTER IV

CONTINUATION. SUPPLEMENTARY
EXPLANATIONS BY ENGELS
I

Marx gave the fundamentals ofl the subject of the signifiof the experience of the Commune. Engels returned
to thc same subjcct tcpeatedly and explained Marx's analysis
and conclusions, somctimes elucidating otber aspects of the
qucstion with such power and vividness that it is necessary
to dcal with his explanations separately.

cance

1.. THE HOUSING QUESTION
In his work, The Housing Question (1872), Engels already
took into account the experience of the Commune, and dealt
several times with the tasks or.c the revolution in relation

to the state. It is interesting to note that the treatment
of this concrete sublect cleaily revealed, on the one hand,
points of similarity beiween the proletarian state and the
present state

-

such as give gtounds

for speaking of the state

in both cases - and, on the other hand, points of

difierence
6t

between them,

or the transition to the destruction of

the

state.

"How is the housing question to be solved, then? In
present-day society lust as any other social question is
solved: by the gradual economic adiustment of supply
and dcmand, a solution which ever reproduces the question

itself anew and therefore is no solution. How a social
revolution would solve this question not only depends on
the particular circumstances in each case, but is also connected with much more far-reaching questions, one of the
most fundamcntal of which is the abolition of the antithesis betr,veen to\yu and country. As it is not our task
to create utopian systems for the ar(angement of the
future society, it would be more than idle to go into the
question hcrc. But onc thing is certain: there are aheady
in existencc sufficicnt builclings for dwellings in the big
tov/ns to remecly irnnrcdiatcly any real 'housing shortage,,
given rational utilization of thcm. This can naturally only
take place by the expropriation of the present owners, that
is, by quattering in their houscs tl.rc homeless or workers
excessively overcrowded in tl.rcir formcr houses. Immediately the proletariat has conqucrccl polirical power such
measure dictated in the public intcresr will bc just as
easy to carty out aE are other expropriations and billetings
by the existing state." (German edition, 1887, p. zz.)t8

a

The change in the form of the state power is not
examined here, but only the content of its activity. Ex_
propriations and billetings take placc by order even of the
present state. From the formal point of view the proletarian
state will also "order" the occupation of houses and ex68

propriation of buildings. But it is clear that the old executive
apparatus, the bureaucracy, r.vhich is connected with the
bourgeoisie, would simply be unfit to carry out the orders
of the proletarian state.
". It must be pointed out that the 'actual seizure'
of all the instruments of labor-rr, the seizure of industry
as a whole by the working people, is the exact opposite
of the Proudhonist 'tedemption.' Under the latter, the
individual worker becomes the owner of the dwelling,
the peasant farm, the instruments of labour; under the
former, the 'working people' remain the collective owoers
of the houses, factories and instruments of labour, and
rvill hardly permit their use, at least during a transitiorial
period, by individuals or associations without compensation for the cost. Just as the abolition of property in
land is not the abolition of ground rent but its transfer,
although in a modified form, to society. The actual
scizure of all thc instruments of labour by the working
pcr-,plc, tlrcrcfote, does not at all exclude the retention
o[ thc rcnt relation." (P. 68.)
$7c sha1l discuss the question touched upon in this
passage, namely, the economic basis for the withering away
of the state, in the next chapter. Engels exp,resses himself
mosb cautiously, saying that the proletariat state would
"hardly" permit the use of houses without payfient, "at
least during a transitional period." The letting of houses
that belong to the whole people, to individual families
presupposes the collection of rent, a ceftail amount of
control, and the employment of some standard in allotting
tlre houses. All this calls for a certair form of state, but
it docs not at all call for a special military and bureaucratic
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apparatus, with officials occupying especially privileged
positions. The transition to a state of afrahs when it will
be possible to supply dwellings rent-free is connected with
the complete "withering away" of the state.
Speaking of the conversion of the Blanquists to the
principles of Marxism after the Commune and under the
influence of its cxperience, Engels, in passing, fotmulates
these p'rinciplcs as follows:

". Necessity of political action by the proletariat
and of its dictatorship as thc transition to the abolitiorr
of classes and with thcrn of thc state. . . ." (p. ll.)
Addicts to hair-splitting criticism, or bourgeois ,,exterminators of Marxism," will pcrhaps see a contradiction
between this recognition of thc "abolition of the srate,, and
the repudiation of this formula as an anarchist one in the
above-quoted passage'from Anti-Dtibring. It would not i)e
surprising if the opportuflisrs stamped Engels, too, as an
"anatchist," for now thc practicc of accusing the internationalists of anarchism is bccoming more and more widespread among the social-chauvinists.
Marxism has always taught thar with the abolition of
classes the state will also be abolishcd. The well-kno."vn
passage on the "withering away of the state,, in Anti_
Diibring accuses the anarchists not simply of being in favour
of the abolition of the state, but of preaching that the state
can be abolished "overnight."

In view of the fact that the now prevailing ,,Social_
Democratic" doctrine completely distorts the telation of
Marxism to anarchisra on the question of the abolition of
the state, it will be particularly useful to recall a certain
7o

controversy in which Marx and Engels came out against
thc anarchists.

2.

CONTROVERSY WITH THE ANARCHISTS

This controversy took place in 1873. Marx and Engels
contributed articles against the proudhonists, .,autonomists,'
or "anti-atthoritarians," to an Italian Socialist annual, and
it was not until ryry that these articles appeared in German

in Neue

Zeit.le

". . . fi the political

of the working class
wrote Marx, ridiculing the
anarchists for their repudiation of politics, .,if the workers
set up their revolutionary dictatorship in place of the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, they commit the terrible
crime of violating principles, for in order to satisfy their
wretched, vulgar, everyday needs, in order to crush the
resistance of the bourgeoisie, they give the state a revoiutionary and transient form, instead of laying down
their arms and abolishing the state. .', (Neue Zeit,
Vol. XXXII , r, r9t3-t4, p. 4o.)
struggle

assumes revolutionary forms,"

It was solely against this kind of "abolition,, of the state
that Marx fought in refuting the anarchists ! He did not
at all combat the view that the state would disappear when
classes disappeared, or thar it would be abolished when
classes were abolished; he opp,osed the proposition that the
workers should renounce the use of arms, of organized
violcr.rcc, tbat is, tbe state, which is to serve to ,,crush the
rcsistance of the bourgeoisie."

To prevent the true

meaning

of his

struggle against

anarchism from being distorted, Marx purposely emphasized

the "revolutionary and transient iotm" of the state which
the proletariat needs. The proletariat needs the state only
temporarily. We do not at all disagree with the anarchists
on the question of the abolition of the state as the aitn.
IVe maintain that, to achieve this aim, v/e must temporarily
make use of the instruments, resources and methods of the
state power against the exploiters, fust as the temporaty
dictatorship of the oppressed class is necessa(y for the
abolition of classes. Marx chooses the sharpest and clearest
way of stating his case against the anarchists: after overthrowing the yoke of the capitalists, should the workers
"lay down their arms," of use them against the capitalists
in order to crush their resistance? But what is the systematic use of arms by one class against another class, if not a
"transient form" of state?
Let every Social-Democrat ask himself : is that the way
he has been treating the question of the state in controversy
with the anarchists? Is tbat the way it has been treated
by the vast majority of the official Socialist parties of the
Second International?

Engels expounds the same ideas

in

much greater detail

and still more popularly. First of all he ridicules the
muddled ideas of the Proudhonists, who called themselves
"anti-authoritarians," i.e., repudiated every form of authority,
of subordination, every form of power. Take
a factory, a railway, a ship on the high seas, said Engels -

every form

is it not clear that not one of

these complex technical

of machinery and
the planned cooperation of many people, could function
establishments, based on the employment

without a cer.tain amount of subordination and, consequently,
withcut a certain amount of authority or power?

". . \When I submitted arguments like these to the
most rabid anti-authoritarians the only answer they were
able to give me ril/as the following: Yes, that's true, but
here it is not a cese of authority which we confer on
our delegates, but of a commission entrustedl These
gentlemen think that when they have changed thc names
of things they have changed the things themselves. ."
Having thus shown that authority and autonomy are
relative terms, that the sphere of their application changes
with the various phases of social development, that it is
absurd to take them as absolutes, and adding that the sphere
of the application of machinery and large-scale production
is constantly expanding, Engels passes from the general
discussion of authority to the question of the state:
". ff the autonomists," he wrot€, "confined themselves to saying that the social organization of the future
would restrict authority solely to the limits within which
the conditions of production render it inevitable, we could
understand each other; but they are blind to all facts
that make the thing necessary and they passionately fight
the word.

"Why do the anti-authoritarians not confine themselves
against political authority, the state? A1l
Socialists are agreed that the political sfate, and with it
political authority, will disappear as a result of the
coming social revolution, that is, that public functions
will lose their political charucter and be transformed into
thc simple administrative functions of watching over the
truc interests of sociefy. But the anti-authoritarians

to crying out

1a
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demand that the authoritarian political state be abolished
at one stroke, even before the social conditions that gave
birth to it have been destroyed. They demand that the
first act of the social revolution shall be the abolition of
authority.
"Have these gentlemen ever seen a revolution? A

revolution is certainly the most authoritarian thing there
is; it is thc act whereby one part of the population imposes its will upon the other part by means of rifles,
bayonets and cannon - authoritarian means, if such there
be at all; and if thc victorious party does not want to
have fought in vain, it must maintain this rule by means
of the terror which its arms inspire in the reactionaries.
Would the Paris Commune have lasted a single day if it
had not madc use of this authotity of the armed people
against the bourgeois? Should we not, on the cofltrary,
reproach it for not having used it freely enough? Therefore, cither one of two things: either the anti-authoritarians
don't know what they ate talking about, in which case they
are creating nothing but confusion; or they do know, and
in that case they are betraying the movement of the proletariat. In either case they serve the reaction." (P. lS.)

This argument touches upon questions which must be
in connection with the subiect of the telation between politics and economics during the "withering away"
of the state (this subject is dealt with in the next chapter).
These questions are: the transformation of public functions
examined

from political into simple functions of administration, and the
"political state." This last term, one particularly liable to
cause misunderstanding, indicates the process of the wither-

ing away of the state; at a certain stage of this process the
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state which

is rvithering away cart be called a non-political

state.

Again, the most remarkable thing in this argument of Engels is the way he states the case against the anarchists.
Social-Democrats, claiming to be disciples of Engels, have
argued on this subiect against the anarchists millions of times
since 1873, but they have n o t argred as Marxists can and
should. The anarchist idea of the abolition of the state is
muddled and non-reoolutionary - that is how Engels put it.
It is precisely the revolution in its rise and development, with
its specific tasks in relation to violence, authority, power, the
state, that the anatchists do not wish to see.
The usual criticism of anarchism by present-day SocialDemocrats has boiled down to the purest philistine banality:
"!7e recognize the state, whereas the anarchists do not!"
Naturally, such banality cannot but repel workers who are
in the least capable of thinking and revolutionary. What
Engels says is difierent. He emphasizes the fact that all
Socialists recognize that the state will disappear as a result
of the socialist revolution. He then deals concretely with
the question of the revolution - the very question which, as
a rule, the Social-Democrats, because of their opportunism,
evade, and leave, so to speak, exclusively for the anarchists
'ito work out." And, when dealing with this question, Engels takes the bull by the horns; he asks: should not the Commune have made morc use of the reoolutionary power of the
.tt.ate, that is, of the proletariat armed atd organized as the

luling

class?

Prevailing official Social-Democracy usually dismissed the
qucstion of the concrete tasks of the proletariat in the revolu'
tion cither with a philistine sneer, or, at best, with the sophistic cvasion: "wait and see.'l And the anarchists \ilere thus
7t

in saying about such Social-Democracy that it was
betraying its task of giving the workers a revolutionary education. Engels draws upon the experience of the last proletarian revolution precisely for the purpose of making a most
concrete study of what should be done by the pfoletariat, afld
in what manner, in relation to both the banks and the state.
iustified

3, LETTER TO BEBEL
One of the most, if not the most, remarkable obseryations
on the state in the works of Matx and Engels is contained in
the following passagc in Engels'letter to Bebel dated March
18-28, r87;. This lctter, we may observe parenthetically, was,
as far as we know, first published by Bebel in the second
volume of his memofus (Aus meinetn Leben), which appeared

in r9rr, i.c., thirty-six years after the letter had been written
and mailed.
Engels wrote to Bebcl criticizing that same draft of the
Gotha Program which Marx also criticized in his famous
letter to Bracke. Referring particularly to the question of
the state, Engels said:
"The free people's state is transformed into the free
state. Taken in its grammatical sense, a free state is one
where the state is free in relation to its citizens, hence a
state rrith a despotic government. The whole talk about
the state should be dropped, especially since the Commune,
which was no longer a state in the proper sense of the
word. The 'people's state' has been thrown in our faces
by the anarchists to the point of disgust, although aheady
Marx's book against Proudhon and later the Cornmwnist
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Manit'esto directly declare that with the introduction of
the socialist order of society the state will dissolve of itself
lsich aufldst] and disappear. As, therefore, the state is
only a transitional institution which is used in the struggle,
in the revolution, in order to hold down one's adversaries
by force, it is pure nonsense to talk of. a free people's state:
so long as the proletariat still uses the state, it does not
use it in the interests of freedom but in order to hold down
its adversaries, and as soon as it becomes possible to speak
of freedom the state as such ceases to exist. We would
therefore propose to replace state eyerywhere by the word
'communify' fGemeinoesen], a good old German word
which can very well represent the French word 'commune.' " (Pp. 3zr-zz of the German original.)20

It should be borne in mind that this letter refers to the
pafty program which Marx criticized in a letter dated only
a few weeks later than the above (Marx's letter is dated
Muy t, r87y), and that at the time Engels was livin,g with
Marx in London. Consequently, when he says "we" in the
last sentence, Engels, undoubtedly, in his own as well as in
Marx's name, suggests to the leader of the German workers'
party that the word "state" be struck out of tbe prograru and
replaced by the word "commun:ity."
VThat a howl about "anarchism" would be raised by the
leading lights of present-day "Marxism," which has been falsified for the convenience of the opportunists, if such a tectification of the program were suggested to them!
Let them howl. This will earn them the praises of the
bourgeoisie.

And we shall go on with our work. In revising the program of our party we must unfailingly take the advice of
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Engels and Marx into consideration in order to comc nea(er
the truth, to restore Marxism by purging it of distortions, to
guide the struggle of the working class for its emancipation
more cofrectly. Certainly no one opposed to the advice of
Engels and Marx will be found among the Bolsheviks. The

only difficulty that may, per.haps, arise will be in regard to
terminology. In German there are two words meaning
"community," of which Engels used the one which d,oes not
denote a sirlgle community, but their totality, a systenr of
communities. In Russian there is no such word, and perhaps
we may have to choose the French word "commune,"
although this also has its drawbacks.
"The Commufle was no longer a state in the proper sense
of the word" - from the theoretical point of view this is the
most important statement Engels makes. After w-hat has
been said above, this statement is perfectly clcar. The Commlne zuas ceasing to be a state in so far as it had to suppress,
not the majoity of the population, but a minority (the exploiters); it had smashed the bourgeois state machine; in place
of a special repressive force, the population itself came on the
scene. All this was a departure from the state in the proper
sense of the word. And had the Commune become firmly
established, all traces of the state in it would have "withered
away" of themselves; it would not have been necessary for
it to "abolish" the institutions of the state; they would have
ceased to function in the measure that they ceased to have
anything

to

departure from Socialism as the "free people's state."
Engels tried to put the struggle of the German SocialDemocrats against the anarchists on right lines, to make this
struggle cortect in principle, to purge it of opportunist preiudices concerning the "state.'? Alas ! Engels' letter was
pigeonholed for thirty-six years. \ffe shall see further on that,
even after this letter was published, Kautsky obstinately repeated what in essence \ilere the very mistakes against which
Engels had warned.

to Engels in a letter, dated September zr,
in which he wrote among other things, that he "fully

Bebel replied
1875,

agreed" with Engels' criticism of the draft program, and that
lie had reproached Liebknecht for his readiness to makc concessions (p. n+ of the German edition of Bebel's Memoirs,
Vol. II). But if we take Bebel's pamphlet, Our Airns, we find
there views on the state that are absolutely wrong.
"The state must be transformed from one based on class rule inta
people's state," (Unscre Ziele, Getmatt edition, 1886, p. t4.)

a

This was printed in the nintb (the ninth!) edition of Bebel's pamphlet! It is not surprising that so persistently repeated opportunist views on the state \trere absorbed by
German Social-Democracy, especially as Engels' revolutionary interpretations had been safely pigeonholed, and all
the conditions of life were such as to "wean" them from
revolution for a long time !

do.

"The 'people's state' has been thrown in our faces by the
anarchists," In saying this, Engels above all has in mind
Bakunin and his attacks on the German Social-Democrats.
Engels admits that these attacks were justified in so far as
the "people's state" was as much an absurdity and as much
78

a

4.
In
icisrn

CRITICISM OF THE DRAFT OF
THE ERFURT PROGRAM

cxamining the Marxian teaching on the slate, the critof the draft of the Erfurt Program,2l sent by Engels
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to Kautsky on June

29, r8gr, and published only ten years
iater in Neue Zeit, cannor be ignored; for it is precisely the
opportunist views of Social-Democracy on questions ot state
structure, that this criticism is mainly concerned with.
I7e shall note in passing that Engels also makes an exceedingly valuable observation on questions of economics, which
shows how attentively and thoughtfully he watched the
various changes being undergone by modern capitalism, and
how for this reasoo he was able to foresee to a certain extent
the tasks of our present, the imperialist, epoch. Here is the
passage: referring to the word "planlessness" (Planlosigkeit)
used in the draft program, as characteristic of capitalism,
Engels writes:

". $7hen we pass from joint-stock companies to trusts
which assume control over, and monopolize, whole branches
of industry, it is not only private production that ceases,

but also planlessness." (Neue Zeit, Yol. XX, r,
p.

rgor-o2,

8.)

Here we have whar is most essential in the theoretical
appraisal of the latest phase of capitalism, i.e., imperialism,
viz., that capitalism becomes monopoly capitalisTn. The
latter must be emphasized because the erroneous bourgeois
reformist assertion that monopoly capitalism or state-monopoly capitalism is no longer capitalism, bur can already be
termed "state Socialism," or something of that sort, is most
widespread, The trusts, of course, never produced, do not
now produce, and cannot produce complete planning. But
however much they do plan, however much the capitalist
magnates calculate in advance the volume of production on a
national and even on an international scale, and however
much they systematically regulate it, we still remain under
8o

-capitalism in its new stage, it is true, but still,
undoubtedly, capitalism. The "proximity" of sucb eipitalism to Socialism should serve the genuine representatives
of the proletadat as an argument proving the proximity, facility, feasibility and urgency of the socialist revolurion, and
oot at all as an arguflient in favour of tolerating the repudiation o[ such a revolution and the efforts to make capitalism
Iook more attractive, an occupation in which all the reformists
are engaged.
But let us return to the question of the state. In this letter Engels makes three particularly valuable suggestions:
first, as regards the republic; second, as regards the connection between the national question and the structure of state,
and, third, as regards local self-gove(flment.
As regards the republic, Engels made this the centre of
gravity of his criticism of the draft of the Erfurt program.
And when we recall what importance the E,rfurt Program
acquired for the whole of international Social-Democracy,
that it became the model for the whole of the Second International, v/e may state without exaggeration that Engels thereby
capitalisnt

criticized the opportunism of the whole Second International.

"The political demands of the dratt," Engels writes,
fault. W'hat actually ought to be said js
not tbere." (Engels' italics.)
"have one great

And, later on, he makes it clear that the German constitution is but a copy of the highly reactionary constirution of
rB5o; that the Reichstag is only, as \)7ilhelm Liebknecht put
it, "thc fig leaf. of absolutism" and that to wish "to transfolnr all the instruments of labour into public property" on
thc brsis of a constitution which legalizes the existence of
8r

petty states and the federation of petty German states is an
"obvious absurdity."

"To touch on that is dangerous, however," Engels adds,
knowing full well that it was impossible legally to include
in the program the demand for a tepublic in Germany.
But Engcls does not rest content with iust this obvious
considcration rvhich satisfies "everybody." He continues:
"And yet somehow or other the thing has got to be attacked. How necessary this is is shown precisely at the
present timc by the inroads which opportunism is making
in a largc scction of thc Social-Democratic press. For fear
of a renerval of the Anti-Socialist Law and from recollection of all manner of prcmaturc utterances which were
made during the rcign of that law they now want the Party

to find thc present legal order in Germany adequate for
the carrying out of all the demands of the Party by
ful means. ."

peace-

Engels particularly stresses the fundamental fact that the
German Social-Democrats were prompted by fear of a renewal of the dnti-Socialist Law, and without hesitation calls
this opportunism; he declares that precisely because there was

no republic and no freedom in Germany, the dreams of a
"peacettrT" path \trere absolutely absurd. Engels is sufficiently
careful not to tie his hands. He admits that in republican or very free countries "one can conceive" (only "conceive !") of a peaceful developmenb towards Socialism, but
in Germany, he repeats,

". in Germany, where the government is almost
omnipotent and the Reichstag and all othe( represefltative
bodies have no real power, to proclaim such a thing in
8z

Germany - and moreover when there is no need to do so
- is to remove the fig leaf from absolutism, and become

a screen for its nakedness. ."
The great mafority of the ofiicial leaders of the German

oneself

Social-Democratic Party, who pigeonholed this advice, have
indeed proved to be a screen for absolutism.

". . . Ultimately such a policy can only lead one's own
party asfiay. They put general, abstract political questions into the foreground, thus concealing the immediate
concrete questions, the questions which at the first great
events, the first political crisis, put themselves on the
agenda. rWhat can result from this except that at the
decisive moment the Party is suddenly left without a guide,

that unclatity and disunity on the most decisive issues
reign in it because these issues have never been discuss-

ed?...

"This forgetting of the great main standpoint for the

momentary interests of the day, this struggling and striving for the success of the moment without consideration
for the later consequences, this sacrifice of the future of the
movement for its present may be 'honestly' meant, but it
is and remains opportunism, and 'honest' opportunism is
perhaps the most dangerous of all.
"If one thing is certain it is that our Patty and the working class can only come to power under the form of the
democratic republic. This is even the specific form for

the dictatorship of the proletariat, as the Great French
Revolution has already shown. . . ."

Engels repeats here

in a

particularly striking form the

fr,rnd:rmental idea which tuns like a red thread through

Nllarx's rvorks, namely, that the democratic republic

all ol

is

the
B1

nearest approach to the dictatorship of the proletariat' For
such a republic - without in the least abolishing the tule of
capital, and, therefore, the oppression of the masses and the

class struggle - inevitably leads to such an extension, development, unfolding and intensification of this struggle that,
as soon as there arises the possibility of satisfying the fundamental interests of the oppressed masses, this possibility is
realized inevitably and solely through the dictatorship of the
proletariat, through the leadership of those masses by the
proletariat, These, too, are "forgotten words" of Marxism
ior th. whole of the Second International, and the fact that
they have been forgotten was demonstrated with particular
vividness by the history of the Menshevik Party during the
first half year of the Russian Revolution of ryt7'
On the subiect of a federal republic, in connection with
the national composition of the population, Engels wrote:

"What should take the place of present-day Germany?"

(with its reactiolary monarchical constitutioa and

its

equally reactionary division into petty states, a division
which perpetuates all the specific features of "Prussianism"
instead of dissolving them in Germany as a whole). "In
my view, the proletariat cal only use the form of the one
and indivisible republic. In the gigantic territory of the
United States a federal republic is still, on the whole, a
necessity, although in the Eastern states it is already becoming a hindrance. It would be a step forward in England, where the two islands are peopled by four nations
and in spite of a single Parliament three different systems
of legislation exist side by side even today' In little Switzerland, it has long been a hindrance, tolerable only because Switzerland is content to be a purely passive member
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of the European state system. For Germany,

f.edenhza-

tion on the Swiss model would be an enormous step backward. Two points distinguish a union state from a completely unified state: first, that each separate state forming
paft of the union, each canton, has its own civil and criminal legislative and iudicial system, and, second, that alongside of a popular chamber there is also a federal chamber
in which each canton, large and small, votes as such." In
Germany the union state is the transitional stage to the
completely unified state, and the "revolution from above"
of 1866 and r87o must not be reversed but supplemented by

a "movement from below."
Far from displaying indifierence in regard to the forms of
state, Engels, on the conffary, tried to analyze the transitional
forms with the utmost thoroughness in order to establish, in
accordance with the concrete, historical, specific features of
each separate case, frorn u;bat and i.nto ubat the givel transi-

tional form is passing.
Approaching the matter from the point of view of the proletadat and the proletarian revolution Engels, like Marx,
upheld democratic centralism, the republic - one and indivisible. He regarded the federal republic either as an exception ancl a hindrance to development, or as a transitional
form from a monarchy to a centralized republic, as a "step
forward" under certain special conditions. And among these
special conditions, the national question comes to the front.
Although mercilessly criticizing the reactionary nature oI
small states, and the screening of this by the national question
in certain concrete cases, Engels, like Marx, Dever betrayed a
trace o[ a desire to brush aside the national question - a
desire of which the Dutch and Polish Marxists are often
85

guilty, as a result of their petfectly iustified opposition to the
narrow philistine nationalism of "their" little states.
Even in rcgard to England, where geographical conditions,
a common language and the history of many centuties would
seem to have "put an end" to the national question in the

of England - even in regard to that
with the patent fact that the naEngels
reckoued
country,
tional question was not yet a thing of the past, and recognized
separate small divisions

in consequence that the establishment of a leded republic
would be a "step forward." Of course, there is not the'
slightest hint here of Engels abandooing the criticism of the
shortcomings of a fedetal republic or that he abandoned the
most determined propaganda and struggle for a unified and
centralized democratic republic.
But Engels did not at all understand democratic centralism
in the bureaucratic sensc in which this term is used by bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideologists, the anarchists among the
latter. His idea of centralism did not in the least preclude
such broad local self-governfiient as would cornbine the
voluntary defence of the unity of the state by the "com-

muoes" and districts

with the complete abolition of all

bureaucracy and all "ordering" from above. Enlarging on
the program views of Marxism on the state, Engels wrote:

"So, then, a tnitary republic - but not in the sense of
the present French Republic, which is nothing but the E,mpire established in r79B without the Emperor. From ry92 to
1798 each Department of France, each commune (Gemeinde), enjoyed complete self-government on the American model, and this is what we too must have. How selfgovel'nment is to be orgar.rized and how we calr manage
u,ithout a bureaucracy has been shor.vn to us by America
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and the first French Republic, and is being shown even
today by Canada, Australia and the other English colonies.
And a provincial and local self-government of this type
is far freer than for instance Swiss federalism under which,
it is true, the canton is very independent in relation to
the Union" (i"e., the federated state as a whole), "but
is also independent in relation to the district and the
commune. The cantonal governments appoint the district governors (Bezirksstatthalter) afld prefects - a teature which is unknown in English-speaking countries
and which we shall have to abolish here just as resolutely in the future along with the Prussian Landrdte
and Regierungsrate" (commissioners, district police chiefs,
governors, and in general all officials appointed from
above). Accordingly, Engels proposes the following wording for the self-government clause in the program: "Complete self-government for the provinces" (gubernias and
regions), "districts and communities through officials
elected by universal sufirage. The abolition of all local
and provincial authorities appointed by the state."
I have already had occasion to point out - in Prattda (No.
68, May 28, r9q),22 which was suppressed by the government
of Kerensky and other "Socialist" ministers - how on this
point (of course, not oa this point alone by any means) our
pseudo-Socialist representatives of pseudo-revolutionary
pseudo-democracy have made absolutely scandalous departures froru deruocracy. Naturally, people who have bound
themselves by a "coalition" with the imperialist bourgeoisie
have remained deaf to this criticism.
It is extremely important to note that Engels, armed with
facts, disproves by a most precise example the preiudice
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which is very widespread, particularly among petty-bourgeois
democrats, that a federal republic necessarily means a greater
amount of freedom than a ceflffalized republic. This is not
rue. It is disproved by the facts cited by Engels regarding
the centralized French Republic ol ry92-98 and the federal
Swiss Republic. The really democratic centralized republic
gave mole freedom than the federal tepublic. In othet
words, the greatest amouflt of local, provincial and other
freedom known in history was accorded by a centralized and
not by a f.ederal tepublic.
Insufiicient attention has been and is being paid in otrr
Party propaganda and agitation to this fact, as, indeed, to
the whole question of the federal and the centtalized republic
and local self-government.

5. THE

1891 PREFACE TO MARX'S
THE CIVIL\YIAR IN FRANCE

In his prelace to the third edition

of. Tbe

Cioil War in

France (this preface is dated March 18, 189r, and was originally published in the Neue Zeit), Engels, in addition to
some interesting incidental remarks on questions connected
with the attitude towards the state, gives a remarkably vivid
summary of the lessons of the Commune.23 This summary'
rendered more profound by the entire exp'erience of the
twenty years that separated the author from the Commune,
and directed particularly against the "superstitious belief in
the state" so widesptead in Germany, may iustly be called
the last usord of. Marxism on the question under consideration.

In France, Engels observes, the workers emerged with
arms from every revolution; "therefore, the disarming of
8B

the workers was the first commandment for the bourgeois,

who were at the helm of the state. Hence, after every
revolution won by the workers, a new struggle, ending with
the defeat of the workers."
This summary of the experience of bourgeois revolutions is
as concise as it is expressive. The essence of the matter
also, by the way, on the question of the state (b a s t b e
oppressed class arftis?)-is here remarkably well

grasped.

It is precisely this essence of the matter v/hich

is most often ignored both by p,rofessors, who are influenced
by bourgeois ideology, and by petty-bourgeo,is democrats.
In the Russian Revolution of t9r7, the honour (Cavaignac2a
honour) of blabbing this secret of bourgeois revolutions fell
to the "Menshevik," "also-Marxist," Tsereteli, In his "historic" speech of June rr, Tsereteli blurted out that the bourgeoisie was determined to disarm the Petrograd workers
presenting, of course, this decision as his own, and as a matter
of necessity for the "state" in generall
Tsereteli's historic speech of June rr will, of course, serve
every historian of the Revolution ot r9r7 as one of the most
striking illustrations of how the Socialist-Revolutionary and
Menshevik bloc, led by Mr. Tsereteli, deserted to the bourgeoisie against the revolutionary proletariat.
Another incidental remark of Engels', also connected with

the question of the state, deals with religion. It is well
known that German Social-Democracy, as it decayed and
became more and more opportunist, slipped more and more
frequently into the philistine misinterpretation of the celebrated formula: "Religion is to be proclaimed a private
matter." That is, this formula was twisted to mean that
religion was a private matter eaen for tbe party of the revo89

lutionary proletariat!! It was against this utter betrayal of
the revolutionary prog(am of the proletariat that Engels
vigorously protested. In r89r he saw only the oery feeble
beginnings of opportunism in his party, and, therefore, he
expressed himself extremely cautiously:

". . . As almost only workers, or recognized representatives of the workers, sat in the Commune, its decisions
bore a dccidedly proletarian character. Either these decisions decreed reforms which the republican bourgeoisie
had failed to pass solely out of cowardice, but which
provided a necessary basis for the free activrty of the working class - such as the realization of the p,rinciple that in
relation to tbe state religion is a purely private matter - or
the Commune promulgated decrees which were in the
direct interest of the working class and ia pan cut deeply
into the old order of society."
Engels deliberately undedined the words "in telation to
the state," as a straight thrust at the German opportunism,
which had declared religion to be a private matter in dation to tbe pa.rty, thus degrading the party of the tevolutionary proletariat to the level of the most vulgar "fueethinking" philistinism, which is prepared to allow a nondenominational status, but which renounces the party struggle
against the opium of teligion which stupefies the people.
The future historian of German Social-Democlracy, in trac-

ing the root causes of its shameful bankruptcy in r9r4, will
find a good amount of interesting material on this qucstion,
beginning with the evasive declarations in the articles of the
party's ideological leader Kautsky, which open wide the door
to opportunism, and ending with the attitude of the party
9o

towards the "Los-von-Kirche-Bewegung" (the "leave-thechurch" movernent) in ry4.
But let us see how, twenty yeats after the Commune,
Engels surnmed up its lessons for the fighting proletatiat.
Flere are the lessons to which Engels attached prime importance:

". . . It was precisely the opp'ressing po\trer of the former
centraTized government, army, political policc, bueaucracy,
which Napoleon had created in r79B and which since then
had been taken over by every new government as a welcome instrument and used against its opponents - it was
precisely this power which was to fall everywhere, lust as
it had akeady fallen in Paris.
"From the very outset the Commune was compelled to
recognize that the working class, once come to power,
could not go on managing with the old state machine; that
in otder not to lose again its only iust conquered supremacy, this working class must, on the one hand, do away
rvith all the o1d repressive machinety previously used
against it itself, and, on the other, safeguard itself against
its own deputies and ofiicials, by declaring them all,
without exception, subiect to recall at any mornent."
Engels emphasizes again and again that not only under a
monarchy, but also in tbe d.emocratic repwblic the state remains a state, i.e., it retains its fundamental characteristic
feature of transforming the officials, the "servants of society,"

its organs, into the ruasters of

society.

"Against this transformation of the state and the organs

of the state from servants of society into masters of
ciety

-

so-

an inevitable transformation in all previor.ls states

9r

the Commune made use of two infallible means. In the
first place, it filled all posts - administrative, iudicial and
educational - by election on the basis of universal sufirage
of all concerned, subicct to the right of recall at any time
by the same clcctors. And, in the second place, all ofiicials, high or low, were paid only the wages received by
other workers. The highest salary paid by the Commune
to anyone was 6,ooo francs.x In this way ai effective barrier to place-hunting and carcetism was set up, evefi apart
from the binding mandates to delegates to representative
bodies which were added besides."
Engels here approaches the interesting boundary line at
which consistent democracy, on the one hand, is transt'orrued
into Socialism, and on the other., demands Socialism. For,
in order to abolish the state, the functions of the civil service must be converted into the simple operations of control
and accounting that are within the capacity and ability of the
vast maiority of the population, and, subsequently, of every
single individual. And in order to abolish careerism completely it must L,e made irnpossibte for "honourable"
though profitless posts in the public service to be used as a
springboard to highly lucrative posts in banks or joint-stock
conrpanies, as constantly happens in all thc freest capitalist
countries.

But Engcls did not make thc mistake some Marxists make
in dealing, for cxamplc, with the qucstion of the right o[ na*Nominally about z,4oo rubles; according to thc present rate of exrubles. Those Bolshcviks who propose that a salary

change, about 6,ooo

of 9,ooo rubles be paid to membcrs of municipal councils, for instance,
instead of a maxi.mum salary of 6,ooo rubles
- quite an adequate surn
?abole state are acti.ng in an unpardonable way,
tbe
lor
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tions to self-determination, when they argue that this is impossibtre under capitalism and will be superfluous under
Socialism. Such a seemingly clever but actually incorrect
statement might be mad_e in regard to any democtatic institution, including moderate salaries for officials; because fully
consistent democracy is impossible under capitalism, and

all dernocracy zo;ithers azetay.
is a sophistry like the old joke as to whether a man rvil1
become bald if he loses one more hair.
To develop democracy to tbe uttnosl, to seek out tlte forms
for this development, to test them by practice, and so forth
all this is one of the consrituent tasks of the struggle for the
under Socialism

It

social tevolution. Taken separately, no kind of democracy
will bring Socialism. But in actual life clemocracy will never
be "taken separately"; it will be "taken toge ther,, with other
things, it will cxert its influence on economic life, will
stimulatc lls transformation; and in its turn it will be influcnced by economic development, ard so on. Such ate the dialectics of living history"
Engels continues:

"This shattering [Sprengung] of the former srate power
and its replacement by a new and truly democratic one is
described

But

it

in detail in the third

section

of Tbe Cir:it

\X/ar.

v/as necessary to dwell briefly herc once mote on
some of its features, because in Germany particularly the
superstitious belief in the state has been caffied over from
philosophy into the general consciousness of the bourgeoisie
and even of many workers. According to the philosophical conception, the state is the 'realization of the idea,'
or the Kingdom of God on earth, translated into philosophical terms, the sphere in which eternal truth and fustice
9t

is or should be realized. And from this follows a superstitious reverence for the state and everything connected
with it, which takes root the more readily since people
are accustomed from childhood to imagine that the affairs
and interests common to the whole of society could not be
looked after otherwise than as they have been looked after
in the past, that is, through the state and its lucratively

positioned ofiicials. And people think they have taken
quitc an extraordinarily bold step forward when they have
rid themselves of belief in hereditary monarchy and swear
by the democratic republic. In reality, however, the state
is nothing but a machine for the oppression of one class by
auother, and indeed in the democratic republic no less than
in the monarchy; and at best an evil inherited by the proletariat aftet its victorious struggle for class supremacy,
whose worst sides the victorious proletariat, iust like the
Commune, cannot avoid having to lop ofi at once as much
as possible until such time as a generation reared in new,
free social conditions is able to throw the entire trumber of
the state on the scrap heap.'?
Engels warned the Germans not to forget the fundamentals of Socialism on the question of the state in general in
connection with the substitution of a republic for the monarchy. His warnings now read like a veritable lesson to
Messrs. the Tseretelis and Chernovs, who in their "coalition"
practice here revealed a superstitious belief in, and a superstitious reverence for, the statc
Two more remarks. I. Thc fact that Engels said that in a
democratic republic, "no less" than in a monarchy, the state
temains a "machine for the oppression of one class by another" by no means signifies that the form of oppression is a
!
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matter of indifierence to the proletariat, as some anarchists

"teach." A wider, freer and more open lorm of the class
struggle and of class oppression enormously assists the proletariat in its struggle for the abolition of classes in general.
2. \trhy will only a new generation be able to throw the
entire lumber of the state on the scrap heap? This question
is bould up with that of overcoming democracy, with which
we shall deal now.

6.

ENGELS ON THE OVERCOMING
OF DEMOCRACY

Engels had occasion to cxpress his views on this sublect in
connection with the fact that the term "Social-Democrat"
was scientifically wrong.
In a preface to an edition of his articles of the seventies on
various subjccts, mainly on "international" questions (12ternationa.tes aus dem Volksstaat2s), dated Janlary 3, t8g4,
year and a half before his death, Engels wrote
i.e., written
^ articles he used the word "Cornmunist," and
that in all his
not "Social-Democrat," because at that time the Proudhonists
in France and the Lassalleans in Germany called themselves
Social-Democrats.

". For Marx and me," continues Engels, "it was
therefore absolutely impossible to use such an elastic term
to characterize our special point of view. Today things
are difierent, and the word ("Social-Democrat") may per
haps pass muster (mag passieren), however inexact (unprrsscncl
- unsuitable) it still is for a party whose economic
pr.ogrirm is not merely Socialist in general, but directly
9t

t

Communist, and whose ultimate political aim is to overcome the whole state and, consequently, democracy as
well. The names of real (Engels' italics) political parties,
however, are never whoily appropriate; the pafty develops

while the name

stays."26

The dialectician Engels remains true to dialectics to the end
of his days. Marx and I, he says, had a splendid, scientifically exact name for the patty, but there was no real par:ty,
i.e., no mass proletaian paty. Now (at the cnd of the
nineteenth certury) there is a real party, but its name is scientifically inexact. Never mind, it will "pass rnuster," if only
the paty deoelop.c, if only the scientif,c inexactness of its
name is not hidden from it and does not hinder its devclopm€nt in the right direction !
Perhaps somc wit would console us Bolsheviks in the rnanner of Engels: lve have a rcal party, it is dcveloping splendidly; even such a meaningless and ugly term as "Bolshevik"
will "pass must€r," although it expresses nothing whatever but
the purely accidental fact that at the Brussels-London Congress of r9o3 we were in the maiority
Perhaps, now
that the persecution of our Party by republicans and "revolutionary" petty-bourgeois democracy in July and August has
earned the name "Bolshevik" such a universal fespect, now
that, in addition, this persecution attests to the tremendous
[ristorical progress our Party has made in its real dcvelopment, perhaps nov/ even I might hesitate to insist on
the suggestion I made in April to change the name of
our Party. Perhaps I would propose a "compromise,, to my
comrades, viz., to call ourselves the Communist party, but
to retain the word "Bolsheviks" in brackets,
s6

But the question of the name of the Party is incomparably
of the revolu-

less important than the question of the attitude
tionary prolet^tiat to the state.

In the usual arguments about the state, the mistake is constantly made against which Engels uttered his warning and
which we have in passing indicated above, oamely, it is constantly forgotten that the abolition of the state means also the
abolition of democracy; that the withering away of thc statc
means the withering away of democracy.
At first sight this assertion seems exceedingly strange and
incomptehensible; indeed, someone may evefl begin to fear
that we are expecting the advent of an order of society in
which the principle of the subordination of the minority to

the majority will not be observed - for democracy means
the recognition of iust this principle.
No, democra cy is n o t identical with the subordination of
the minority to the majority. Democracy is a state whtch
recognizes the subordination of the minority to the majority,
i.e., an organization for the systematic use of oiolence by
one class against the other, by one section of the population
against another.
We set ourselves the ultimate aim of abolishing the state,
i.e., all organized and systematic violence, all use of violence
against man in general, We do not expect the advcnt of an
order of society in which the principle of thc subordination
of the minority to the majority will not be observed. But in
striving for Socialism we are convinced that it will clevelop
into Communism and, hence, that the need for vioience
against pcople in general, for the subordination of ane man
to anothcr, and of one section of the population to another,
r.vill vanisir altogether since people wlll becotne acutstomed
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to observing the elementary conditions
oiolence and utitbout subordination.

of social life utithout

In order to cmphasize this element of habit, Engels speaks
of a new generatiolt, "rcared in new and free social conditions," which "wi1l bc able to throv/ on thc scrap hcap the
entire lurnber of the state" - of every kind of state, including the democratic-republican state.
In order to explain this it is necessary to examinc the
question of the economic basis of the witheing awa.y of the
state.

CIIAPTER V

TTIE ECONOMIC BASIS
OF TEIE WITHER.NNG A\X7AY
CF TE{E STATE
Marx explairrs this question most thoroughly in his Critique of tbe Gotba Program (letter to Bracke, May 5, 1871,
which was not published until r89r u,'hcn it was printed in
Neue Zeit, Vol. iX, r, and which has appeared in Russian
in a special edition). The polemical pat of this remarkable
work, which contains a criticism of Lassalleanism, has, so to
speak, overshadowed its positive patt, nameTy, the analysis
of the connection between the developrnent of Communism
and the withering away of the state.

1.

PR.ESENTATiON OF THE QUESTION BY MARX

From a superficial comparison of Marx's letter to Bracke
of May t, r87r, r.vith Engels' letter to Bebcl of },{arch 28, t875,
wlriclr wc examined above, it might appear tha.t lvlarx rvas
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much more oI a "champion of the state" than Engels, and
that the difference of opinion between the two writers on
the question of the state was very considerable.

Engels suggested to Bebel that all the chatter about the
state be dropped altogether; that the word "state" be eliminated from thc program altogether and the word "community" substituted for it. Engels evcn declared that the
Commune \.vas no longer a state in the proper sense of the
word. Yet Marx even spoke of the "nature of the future state
[Staatswesen] of communist society," i.e., as though he recognized the need for the state even under Communism,
But such a vie'uv r.vould be fundamentally rvrong. A closer
examination shows that Marx's and Engels' views on the state
and its withering away were completely identical, and that

Marx's expression quoted abo'u,e refers precisely to this nature
of the state [Staatswesen] in the process of aitbering aroay.
Clearly there can be no question of defining the exact moment of the future "rvithering away"
- the more so since it
will obviously be a lcngthy process. The apparent difierence
betwcen Marx and Engels is due to the fact that they dealt
with dili-crent subiects and pursued different aims. Engels
set out to show Bebel graphically, sharply and in broad outline the utter absurdity of the current prefudices concerning
the stete (shared to no small degree by Lassalle). Marx only
touched upon I /: I s question in passing, being interested in
anothcr subject, viz., t\e deoelopment of communist society.
The whole theory of &{arx is the application of the theory
of development - jn iis rnost consistent, complete, considered
and pithy form - to rnodcrn capitalism. Naturally, Marx
was faced with the problem of applying this theory both
to the t'ortbcoming collapse of capitalism and to the future
development of. future Communism.
IOO

On the basis of what data, then, can the question of the
future development of future Communism be dealt with?
On the basis of tl.re fact that it has its origin in capitalism,
that it develops historically from capitalism, that it is the
result of the action of a social force to which capitalism gaoe
birtb. There is fio ttace of an attempt on Marx's part to
conjure up a utopia, to make idle guesses about what canflot
be known. Mao< treats the question of Communism in the
same way as a naturalist would treat the question of the development, say, of a ne\r/ biological variety, once he knew
that such and such was its origin and such and such the exact
direction in which it was changing.
Marx, first of all, brushes aside the confusion the Gotha
Program brings into the question of the relation betv/een state
and society. He writes:

" 'Ptesent-day society' is capitalist society, l,vhich exists
in all civilized countries, more or less free from medieval
admixture, more or less modified by the special historical
development of each country, more or less developed.
On the other hand, the 'present-day state' changes with a
country's

frontier. It is difierent in the

Prusso-German

Empire from u,-hat it is in Switzerland, it is different in
England from what it is in the United States. The 'presentday state' is, therefore, a fiction.
"Nevertheless, the diffetent states of the dillerent civilized countries, in spite of their manifold diversity of form,
all lrave this ir.r common, that they arc based on modern bourgeois socicty, only one more or less capitalistically developccl. They have, therefore, also certain essential features in
c(.)mmon. In this sense it is possible to speak of the 'nature
of thc prcscnt-day state [Staatsv/esen],' in contrast with the

future, in which its present root, bourgeois society, will
have died off.
"The question then arises: what transformation will the
nature of the state [Staatswesen] undergo in comrnunist
society? In other words, what social functions will remain
in existence there that are analogous to present functions of
the state? This question can only be answered scientifically,
and one docs not get a flca-hop nearer to the problem by a,

thousandfold combination
word state."28

of the $/ord

people with the'

Having thus ridiculed al1 talk about a "pcople's state,,,
Marx formulates the question and u,arns us, as it were, that
a scientific answer to it can be secured only by using firmlyestablished scientific data.
The first fact that has been established

with complete exactitude by the wholc theory of dcvelopment, by science as a
whole
- a fact that was forgotten by the rltopians, and is
forgotten by the present-day opportunists who are afraid of
the socialist revolution
- is that, historically, there must undoubtedly be a special stage or a special phase of transiticn
from capitalism to Communism.

2, THE TR.ANSITiCN

FROM CAPITALISM

TO COMMUNISM
Marx continues:

"Between capitalist and communist society Iies the period

of the revolutionary

transformation of the one into the
other. There corrcsponds to this also a political transition
period in which the state can be nothing but tbe r.euolutionary dictatorsbip ol the proletariat."

Marx bases this cooclusion on an analysis of the role played by the pr.oletariat in modern capitalist society, on the data
concerning the development of this society, and on the irreconcilability of the antagonistic interests of the prcIetaiat
and the bourgeoisie.
Previously the question Nyas put in this way: in order to
achieve its emancipation, the proletariat must overthrow the
bourgeoisie, win political porvcr and establish its revolutionary dictatorship.
Now the question is put somewhat difierently: the transition from capitalist society - which is developing towards
Communism - to a communist society is impossible without
a "political transition period," and the state in this period
can only be the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.
What, then, is the relation of this dictatorship to democracy?
lrX/e

have seen that the Communist Manifesto simply places

side by side the two concepts: "to raise the p(oletariat to
the position of the ruling class" and "to win the battle ofr

democracy." On the basis of all that has been said above,
it is possible to determine more precisely how democracy
changes in the transition from capitalism to Communism.
In capitalist society, providing it develops under the most
favourable conditions, we have a more or less complete democracy in the democratic republic. But this dernocracy is
always hemmed in by the narrow limits set by capitalist exploitation, and consequeotly always remains, in rcality, a
dcmocracy for the minority, only for the propertied classes,
only fot the rich. Freedom in capitalist society always ren-rrins about the same as it was in the ancient Greek republics:
frccdon for the slave-owners. Owing to the conditions of
cnpitzrlist exploitation the modern wage slaves are so crushed
IO'

by want and poverty that "they canflot be bothered with
democracy," "they cannot be bothered with politics"; in the
ordinary peaceful course of events the maiority of the popula-

tion is debarred from participation in public and political
life.

The correctness of this statement is perhaps most cleady
confirmed by Germany, precisely because in that country
constitutional legality steadily endured for a rematkably

- for nearly

half a century (r87r-r9r4) - and during
this period Social-Democtacy there was able to achie,",e far
more than in other countries in the way of "utilizing legality,"
and organized a larger proportion of the workcrs iuto a
political party than anywhere else in the world.
What is this largest proportion of politically conscious and
active wage slaves that has so far been observed in capitaiist
society? One million members of the Social-Democratic
Party - out of fifteen million wage-vorkers ! Three million
orgari,zed in trade unions - out of fif teen million !
Democracy for an insignificant minority, dernocracy for
the rich - that is the democracy of capitalist society. If we
look more closely into the machinery of capitalist democracy,
we shall see everywhere, in the "petty" - supposedly petty details of the suffrage (residential qualification, exclusion of
women, etc.), in the technique of the representative institutions, in the actual obstacles to the right of assembly (public
buildings are not for "beggars"!), in the pr-rrely capitalist
organization of the daily press, etc., etc. - we shall sce restrictior-r after restriction upon democracy. These restrictions,
exceptions, exclusions, obstacles for the poor, seem slight,
especially in the eyes of one who has never known want
himself and has never been in close contact with the oppressed
classes in their mass life (and nine-tenths, if not ninety-nine
long time

ro4

of the bourgeois publicists and politicians are
of this category); but in their sum total these restrictions exclude and squeeze out the poor from politics, from active
lrundredtlrs,

participation in democracy.
Marx grasped this e s s e n c e of capitalist democracy splendidly, when, in analyzing the experience of the Commune, he
said that the oppressed are allowed once every few years to
decide which particular representatives of the oppressing class
shall represent and repress them in parliament!
But from this capitalist democracy - that is inevitably narrow, and stealthily pushes aside the poor, and is therefore
hypocritical and false to the core - forward development
does not proceed simply, directly and smcothly towards

"greater and greater democracy," as the liberal professors
and petty-bourgeois opportunists would have us believe. No,
forrvard development, i.e., towards Communism, proceeds
through the clictatorship of the proletariat, and cannot do
otherwise, fcr the resistance of the capitalist exploiters cannot
be broken by anyone else or in any oth,er way.
And the dictatorship of the proletatat, i.e., the organization of the vanguard of the oppressed as the ruling class for
the purpose of suppressing the oppressors, cannot result
rnerely in an expansion of democracy. Siznaltaneously with an
immense expansion of democracy, which lor tbe f irst
t i tn e becomes democracy for the poor, demccracy for the
people, and not democracy for the moneybags, the dictatorship of the proletariat imposes a series of restrictions on the
frcedom of the oppressors, the exploiters, the capitalists, We
nrLrst slrppress them in order to free huiaanity from wage slavcry, their resistance must be crushed by force; it is ciear that
whcrc there is suppression, where there is violence, there is
no frccclom and no democracy.
IO'

Engels expressed this splendidly in his letter to Bebel
when he said, as the reader will remember, that "the prole-

tariat uses the state not in the interests of fteedorn but in
order to hold down its adversaries, and as soon as it becomes

possible to speak of freedom the state as such ceases to exist."

for the vast maiority of the people, and supby lor.ce, i.e., exclusion from democracy, of the ex-

Democracy
pression

ploiters and opptessors of the people
mocracy undergoes during the
Communism.

-

this is the change de-

tafisition ftom capitalism to

Only in communist society, when the resistance of the
capitalists has been completely crushed, when the capitalists
have disappeared, when there are no classes (i.e., when there
is no difierence between the members of society as regards
their relation to the social means of productiot), only then
ceases to exist," and it "becomes possible to
"the state
speak ot' freedont.." Only then will thcre become possible
and be rcalized a truly complete democracy, democracy

without any exceptions vzhatever. Aod onlv then will defiracracy begin to aither aaay, owitg to the simple fact that,
freed from capitalist slavery, from the untold horrors, savagery, absurdities and inf amies of capitalist exploitation,
people will gradually beco?i?e dccustozned to observing the elementary rules of social intercourse that have been
known for centuries and repeated for thousands of years in
all copybook maxims; they will becorne accustomed to
observing them witl.rout force, without compulsion, without
subordination,

utitbout tbe specia I dppatatus

for cornpulsion which is callcd the state.
The expression "the state zotitbers au;ay" is very well
chosen, for it indicates both the gradual and the spontaneous
nature of the process. Only habit can, and undoubtedly will,

have such an effect; for we see around us on rnillions of occasions how readily people become accustomed to observing
the necessary rules of social intercourse when there is no
exploitation, urhen there is oothing that rouses indignation,
nothing that evokes protest and revolt and creates the need

for sttppression.
Thus, in capitalist society we have a democracy that is
curtailed, wretched, false; a democracy only for the rich,
for the minority. The dictatorship of the proletariat, the
period of transition to Cornmunism, will for the first tirne
create democracy for the people, for the maiority, along with

necessary suppression of the minority - the exploiters.
Communism alone is capable of giving really complete derfiocracy, and the more complete it is the more quickly vzill
it become unnecessary and wither away of itself.

the

In other words: under capitalism we have the state in
the proper sense of the word, that is, a special machine for
the suppression of one class by another, and, what is more,
of the mafority by the minority. Naturally, to be successful,
such an undertaking as the systematic suppression of the exploited maiority by the exploiting minority cal1s for the utmost
ferocity and savagery in the work of suppressing, it calls for
seas of blood through which mankind has to wade in slavery,
serfclom atrd wage labour.
Furthermore, during the transition from capitalism to Communism suppression is still necessary; but it is now the suppression of the exploiting minority by the exploited rnaiority.
A special apparatus, a special machine for suppression, the
"statc," is still necessary, but this is now a transitional state;

it is no longer a state in the proper sense of the word; for
the suppression of the minority of exploiters by the maiority
slaves of. yesterday is comparatively so easy,

of thc wagc

ro7
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simple and natural a task that it v/ill entail far less bloodshed
than the suppression of the risings of slaves, serfs or wage
labourers, and it will cost mankind far less. And it is compatible with the extension of democracy to such an over-

whelming majority of the population that the need fot a
spec;al macbine of suppression will begin to disappear.
The exploiters are naturally unable to suppress the people
without a highly complex machine for performing this task,
but tbe people can suppress the exploiters even with a very
simple "machine," almost witl.rout a "machine," r.vithout a
special apparatus, by the simple organiqation of the artzted
rnasses (such as thc Soviets of 'Uforkers' and Solcliers' Deputies, let us remark, anticipating sornewhat).
Lastly, only Communism makes the state absolutely unnecessary, {or there is nobody to be suppressed
- "nobody"
in the sense of a class, in thc sense of a systematic struggle
against a definite section of the population. We are not
utopians, and do not in the least deny the possibility and inevitability of excesses on the part of indioidual persons, or
the need to suppress sucb excesses. But, in the first placc,
no special machine, no special apparatls of suppression is
needed for this; this will be done by the armed people itself ,
as simply and as rcadily as any crowd of civilized people,
even in modern society, interferes to put a stop to a scufile
or to prevent a woman from being assaulted. And, secondly, we know that the fundamcntal social causc of cxcesses,
which consist in the violation of the rulcs of social intercoursc,
is the exploitation of the masses, thcir want and their poverty.
!7ith the removal of this chief causc, excesses will inevitably
begin to "zt;itber azoay." \We do not know how quickly and
in rvhat succession, but we know that they will withet away.
!7ith their withering a\ray the state will also zrtither aoay.
ro8

'Without indulging in
utopias, Marx defined more fully
what can be defined noa rcgarding this future, namely, the
dif{erence between the lorver and higher phases (levels,
stages)

of communist

society.

3.

TT]E, FIRST PHASE, OF
COMMUNIST SOCIETY

In the Critique of tbe Gotba Program, Marx goes into
detail to disprove Lassalle's idea that undcr Socialisrn the
worker will receive the "undiminished" or "full product of
his labour." Marx shows that from the whole of the social
labour of society there must be deducted a reserve fund, a
funcl for the expansion o{ production, for the replacernent of
the "wear ancl tear" of machinery, and so ou ; then, from the
rueans of consumption there must be deducted a fund for tire
cxpenses of administration, for schools, hospitals, homes for
the aged, and so on.
Instead of Lassalle's hazy, obscr-rre, general phrase ("the
full product of his labout to the worker") N{arx makcs a sober
estimate of exactly how socialist society rvill have to manage
its affairs. Marx proceeds to trake a concrete analysis of
the conditions of life of a society in rvhich there rvill be no
capitalism, and sa1.s:
"What we have to deal with here" (in analyzing the
program of the workers' party) "is a communist society,
not as it has deoeloped on its own foundations, but, on the
contra(y, iust as it etnerges from capitalist society; which
is thus in every respect, economically, morally and intellcctr-rally, still stamped with the birthmarks of the old socicty from whose womb it emerges."
ro9

And it is this communist society - a society rvhich has iust
emerged into the light of day out of the 'wornb of capitalism

and which, in every respect, bears the birthmarks of the
old society - that Marx terms the "first," or lower phase of

communist society.
The means of procluction are no longer the private property
of individuals. The means of production belong to the whole
of society. Every member of society, performing a certain
part of the socially-necessary work, receives a ccrtificate from
society to the effect that he has done such and such an amount
of work. And with this certificate he receives from the public
store of articles of consumption a corresponding quantity of
products. After a deduction is made of the amount of labour
which gocs to the public fund, evcry rvorker, therefore, receives from society as much as hc has given to it.
"Equality" apparently reigns supreme.
But when Lassalle, har.ing in view s,,rch a social order (usually cailed Socialism, but termed by Marx the fitst phase of
Communism), says that this is "equitable distribution," that
this is "the equal right of all membets of society to an equal
product of labour," Lassalle is erring and Marx exposes his

ctrof.
"Equa.l dght," says Marx, we indeed have here; but it is
still a "bourgeois right," which, like every right,presupposes in.equality. Every right is an application of
people who in |act are
an equal measue to dillerent
anolher;
not
equal
to
one
that is why "equal
are
not alike,
right" is really a violation of equality and an injustice. L.rdeed, every man, having performed as much social labour as
another, receives an equal share of the social product (a{tet
the above-mentioned deductions).
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But people are not alike: one is strong, another is weak;
one is married, another is not; one has more children, another
has less, and so on. And the conclusion Marx draws is:

".. . with an equal performance of labour, and hence an
equal share in the social consumption fund, one will in fact
receive more than another, one will be richer than another,
and so on. To avoid all these defects, right instead of
being equal would have to be unequal."
Hence, the first phase of Comrnunism cannot yet produce
justice and equality: diflerences, and unlust differences, ir
wealth will still exist, but the exploitation of man by man
impossible, because it v,ill be impossible to
seize the nteans ot' production, the factories, machines, land,
etc., as private property. While smashing Lassalle's pettybourgeois, confused phrases about "equality" and "iustice"
in general, Marx shorr,rs the course ot' deoelopment ol cottmunist society, which is compelled to abolish at first only the
"iniustice" of the means of production having been seized by
individuals, and which is unable at once to elirninate the
other iniustice, rvhich consists in the distribution of articles
of consumption "according to the amount of labour per-

will have become

formed" (and not according to needs).
The vulgar cconomists, including the bourgeois professors'
and "our" Tugan20 among them, constantly reproach the Socialists with forgetting the inequality of people and with
"dreaming" of eliminating this inequality. Such a reproach,
as we sce, only proves the extreme ignotance of Messrs. the
bourgcois ideologists.

Marx not only most scrupulously takes account of the
irrcvitablc inequality of men, but he also takes into account
thc fact that the merc conversion of the means of production
III

into the common property of the whole of society (commouly
called "Socialism") does not re?iloae the defects of
distribution and the inequality of "lrourgeois righr" which
continues to preoail as long as products are divided "at.rotling to the amount of labour performed." Continuing, l4arx
says:

"But these defects are inevitable in the first phase of
communist society as it is when it has iust emerged after
prolonged birth pangs from capitalist society. Right can
never be higher than the economic structure of society and
its cultural development conditioned thereby."
And so, in the first

phase

of

communist society (r-rsually

called Socialism) "bourgeois right" is n o t abolished in its
elrtirety, but only in patt, only in propcrtion to the economic
revolution so far attained, i.e., only in respect of thc means
of prodLrction. "Bourgeois right" recognizes them as the
private property of individuais. Socialism conveits them
ittto cotntnon property. To tbat extent- and to that extert
alone

-

"bor-rrgeois

right"

(dctermining factor) in the distribution of proclucts and the
allotment of labour among the tncmbcrs of society. Thc

socialist principle: "He who does nor work, rreitlrcr shall
he eat," is already realized; the othcr socialist principle:
"An equal amount of products for an cc1ual amount of
labour," is also already rcalized. But this is not yet Com-

it does not yct abolish "bourgcois right," which
to unequal inclividunls, in rcturn for unequal (really

munism, aod

gives

uneqr-ial) amouflts

ll2

does not immediately create the econolnic premiscs

a

lar

sucb

change.

And there is no other standard tiran that of "bourgeois
right." To this extent, thcrefore, there still remains tl.re
need for a state, vzhich, while safeguarding the public owrership of the means of production, would safeguard equality in

labour and equality in the distribution of products.
The state witl.rers away in so far as there are no longer
any capitalists, any classes, ancl, consequently, no clctss can
be suppressed.
But the state has not ),et completely r.vitl'rered av'ay, since,
there still remains the safeguarding of "bourgeois right,"
which sanctifies actual inequality. For the state to wither
ar,vay cornpletely complete Communism is necessary.

disappears.

it continues to exist as far zrs its other part is
it continues to exist in the capacity of regulator

However,
concernecl;

This is a "defect," says Marx, but it is unavoidable itr the
Erst phase of Communism; for if we arc not to indulgc in
utopialism, we must not think tirat having overthrorvn capiralism people will at once learn to work for society zotit/tottt
.t?zy stan.ldld ol rigl:t; and indeed the abolition of capitalism

of labour, equal amounts o{ products.

4.

TFIE HIGHER PFIASE OF
COM}4I]NIST SOCIE,TY

Marx continues:
"In a higher phase cf comlnuirist socicry, after the enslaving subordination of the inclividual to the division oI
labour, and therewith also the antithesis between mental
rnd physical lzrbour, has vanishecl ; after labour has bccome
not crnll,a means ol llfe but life's prime want; alter the
proilucti'r'e forces have also increasecl with thc all-round
tlc,,,ckrpmcut of the individual, and all the springs of
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cooperative v/ealth flow more abundantly - only then can
the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be crossed in its entirety and society inscribe on its banners: 'From each according to his ability, to cach according to his needs !' "

Only now can v/e appreciate to the full the correctness of
Engels' remarks in which he mercilessly ridiculed the absurdity of combining the words "freedom" and "state." So long
as the state exists there is no freedom. 'When there rvill be
freedom, there will be no state.
The economic basis for the complece withering away of
the state is such a high stage of development of Communism
that the antithesis between mental and physical labour disappears, when there, consequently, disappears one of the principal sources of modern socia:l, ineqtality - a source, moreover, which caflnot on an)r accoullt bc removed iinmcdiately
by the mere conversion of the means of production into public
prope(ty, by the mere cxpropriation of the capitaiists.
This expropriation will create tbe possibility of an enormous development of the productive forces. And rvhen we
sec how incredibly capitalism is already retarding this development, when we see how much progress could be achieved
on the basis of the level of technique now already attained,
we are entitled to say with the fullest conEdence that the
expropriation of the capitalists will inevitably result in an
enormous development of the productive forces of human
society. But how rapidly this development wiil proceed,
how soon it will reach the point of breaking away from the
division of labour, of doing away with the antithesis between
mental and physical labour, of transforming la-bour into "the
prime necessity of life" - we do not and cannot know.
tr4

That is why we are entitled to speak only of the inevitable
withering away of the state, ernphasizing the protracted
nature of this process and its dependence upon the rapidity
of dcveloprneat of the bigber pbase of Communism, and leaving the question of the time required for, or the concrete
forn,s of, the withering away quite open, because there is
no fiieterial for answering these questlons.
It will become possible for the state to rvither away completely when society adopts the rule: "From each according
to his ability, to each according to his needs," i.e., when
people have become so accustomcd to observing the fundarnentai rules of social intercourse and when their labour becomes so productive that they'nvill voluntarily work according

io their ability. "The narrow horizon of bourgeois right,,,
whicl-r compels one to calculate with the coldhcartedness of
a Shylock whetl.rer one has not worired half an hour more
than somebody else, r,",rhether one is not getting less pay than
sornebody else - this narrow horizon will then be crossed.
There will then be no necd for society to regulate the quantity of products to be received by each; each will take freely
"according to his needs."
From the bourgecis point of view, it is easy to declare that
such a social order is "sheer utopia" and to sneer at the
Socialists for promising everyone the right to receive from
society, without any control over the labour of the individual
citizen, any quantity of truffles, automobiles, pianos, etc.
Even to this day, most bourgeois "savants" confine themselves to sneering in this way, thereby displaying both their
ignora-nce and

their mercenary defence of capitalism.

- for it has never entered the head of any Socialist to "promise" that the higher phase of the development
of Communism will affive; whereas the great Socialists, in
Ignorance

II'

foreseeing that it will arrive presuppose not the p(esent productivity of labour atzd not the present ordinary run of peo-

ple, who, like the seminary students in Pomyalovsky's stories,
arc capable of damaging the srocks of public wealth "lust for

fun," and of clemanding the impossible.
Until the "lnigher" phase of Communism arrives, the Socialists demand the strictest control by society and by tbe
state of the mcasure of labour and the measure of consumption; but this control must start with the expropriation of the
capitalists, with the establishment of workers' control over
the capitalists, and must be exercised not by a state of bureau-

crats, but by a state of armcd z,t;orkers.
The mercenary defence of capitalism by the bourgeois
ideologists (and their hangers-on, like Messrs. the Tseretelis,
Chernovs and Co.) consists precisely in that they sttbstitute
controversies and discussions about the distant future for the
vital and burning question of present-day politics, viz., the
expropriation of the capitalists, the conversion of alL citizens
into workers and employees of one huge "syndicate" - the
whole state - and the complete subordination of the entire
work of this syndicate to a genuinely democratic state, to tbe
stdte of tbe Sooiets ol Workers' and Soldiers' Depaties.
Actualiy, when a learned professor, and following him the
philistine, and follor.ving him Messrs. the Tseretelis and Chernovs, talk of unreasonable utopias, of the demagogic promises
of the Bolsheviks, of the impossibility of "introducing" Socialism, it is the higher stage or phase of Communism they

have in mind, which no one has ever promised or evefl
thought to "introduce," because it generally cannot be "introduced."

And this brings us to the question of the scientific di{ference betlveen Socialism and Communism, r.vhich Engels
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touched on in his above-quoted argument about the incorrectness of the name "Social-Democrat." Politically the differcnce between the first, or lower, and the higher phase of
Communism will in time, probably, be tremendous; but it
would be ridiculous to take cognizatce of this difference now,
under capitalism, and only individual anarctrists, perhaps,
could invest it v/ith primary importance (if there still remain
people among the anarchists who have learned nothing from
the "Plekhanovite" conversion of the Kropotkins, the Graveses, the Cornelissens and other "stars" of anarchism into
social-cha';vinists or "anarcho-trenchists," as Ge, one of the
few anarchists who have still preserved a sense of honour and

a conscience, has put it).
But the scientific difierence between Socialistr and Communism is clear. What is usually called Socialism was termed by Marx the "first" or lower phase of communist society.
In so far as the means of production become co?rzTnon property, the word "Communism" is also applicable here, providing we do not forget that this is tzot complete Communism.
The great significance of Marx's explanations is that here, too,
he consistently applies materialist dialectics, the theoty of
development, and rcgatcls Communism as something which
develops out of capitalistr. Instead of scholastically ir.vented, "cclncocted" definitions and fruitless clisputes about
words (what is Socialism? what is Communism?), Marx gives
an analysis of what might be called the stages of the economic

of Communisrn.
In its first phase, or first

ripeness

stage, Communism can?zot as yet
be fully ripe economically and entirely free from traditions or
traces of capitalisrn. Hence the intcresting phenomenon that
Communism in its first phase retains "the narrow horizon of
tr7

right." Of course, bourgeois right in regard to
the distribution of articles of consutnption inetritably presupposes the existence ol the bourgeois state, for right is nothing
without an apparatus capable of enlorcing the observaoce o[
the standards of right.
It follows that under Communism there temains for a tirne
bourgeois

not only bourgeois right, but even the bourgeois state rvithout the bourgeoisie !
This may sound like a paradox or simply a dialectical conundrum, of which Marxism is often accused by people who
do not take the slightest trouble to study its extraordinarily
profound content.
But as a mattil af tact, remflants of the old surviving in
the new confront us in lifc at eyery stcp, both in nature and
in society. And Marx did not arbttratly insert a scrap of
"bourgeois" right into Communism, but indicated what is
economically and politically inevitable in a society emerging
out ot' the zpsotnb of capitalism.
Democracy is of enormous importance to the working class
in its struggle against the capitalists for its emancipation. But
democracy is by no means a boundary not to be overstepped;

it is only one of the stages on the road from feudalisn.r

to

capitalism, and from capitalism to Communism.
Democracy rneans equality. The great significance of the
proletariat's struggle for equality and of equality as a slogan
will be clear if we correctly interpret it as rneaning the abolition of classes. But democracy lneans only forntal equality.
And as soon as equality is achievcd for all mernbers of society
in relation lo ownership of the means of production, that is,
equality of labour and equality of rvages, humanity will inevitably be confronted with the question of advancing fafther,
rr8

from formal equality to actual equality, i.e., to the operatior.r
of the rule, "from each according to his ability, to each
according to his needs." By what stages, by means of what
l)ractical measures humanity will proceed to this supreme
aim - we do not and cannot know. But it is important to
rcalize how infinitely mendacious is the ordinary bourgeois
conception of Socialism as something lifeless, petrified, fixed
oncc for all, whereas in reality only :undx Socialism will a
rapid, genuine, really mass forward movement, embracing
6rst the ma)ority and then the whole of the population, commence in all spheres of public and personal life.
Democracy is a form of the state, one of its varieties.
Consequently, it, like every state, represents on the one hand
the organized, systematic use of violence against persons;
but on the other hand it signifies the formal recognition of
equality of citizens, the equal tight of all to deterr-nine the
structure of,and to adrninister, the state. This, in turn, results
in the fact that, at a ceftain stage in the de','clopment of democracy, it first welds together the class that wages a revolutionary struggle against capitalisra - ti.re proletariat, and enables it to crush, stnash to atoms, wipe ofi the face of the
earth the bourgeois, even the republican bourgeois, state
rnachine, the standing army, the police and the bureaucracy,
and to substitute for them a tnore democratic state machine,
but a state tnachine nevertheless, in the shape of the armed
masses of workers who develop into a rnilitia in which the
cntire population takes part.
Here "quantity turns into quality" : sucb a degree of delnocracy implies overstepping the boundaries of bourgeois
society, the beginning of its socialist reconstruction. If really
all tal<e part in the administration of the state, capitalisn.r
rt9

caooot retain its

hold. And the

deveiopment o{ capitalism,

in turn, itself creates the premises that enable really "a11" to
take part in the administration of the state. Some of these
premises are: universal literacy, which has already been
achieved in a number of the most advanced capitalist countries, then thc "training and disciplining" of millions of
rvorkers by the huge, complex, socialized apparatus of the
postal service, railways, big factories, large-scale cofrmetce,
banking, etc., ctc.
Givcn these econontic premises it is quite possible, after
the overtl.rrow of thc capitalists and the bureaucrats, to proceed inrmediately, overnight, to supersede them in the control
of prcrduction and distribution, in the work of l<eeping account of labour and products by the armed workers, by the
whole of the armed population. (The question of control
and accounting should not be confused with the qlrestion of
the scientifically trained stafi of engineers, agronomists and
so on. Thcse gentlemen are v'orking today in obedience to
the wishes of the capitalists; they will work even better tomorrow in obedience to the wishes of the armed workers.)
Accourrting and control - that is the tnain thing required
for "arranging" the smooth working, the correct functioning
of the first pl:ase of communist society. All citizens are
transformed here into hired employees o[ thc statc, which
consists of the armed

workers. All citrzens becomc cmployees

and workcrs of a single nationu/ide state "syndicate." All
that is tequired is tliat thcy sl.roulcl work equally, do their
proper share of work, and get cqually paid. The accounting
anC control necessary for this have been sirnplit'iedby
capitalism to the exLren.re and rccluced to the extraordinarily
simple operations - which any literate person can perform 120

of supetvising and recording, knowledge of the four rules
of aritlrmetic, and issuing appropriate receipts.*
When the nzajority of the people begin independently and
evcrywhere to keep such accounts and mair-rtain such control
over the capitalists (now converted into employees) and over
the intellectual gentry who preserve their capitalist habits,
this control will really become universal, general, popular;
and there will be no way of getting away from it, thcre will
tre "nowhere to go."
The whole of society rvill have become a single office and
a single factory, with equality of labour and equatrity of pay.
But this "factory" discipline, which the proletanat, after
defeating the capitalists, after overthrowing the exploiters,
will extend to the whole of socicty, is by no rneans our ideal,
or our ultimate goal. It is but a necessary step fot the purpose of thoroughly purging society of all the infamics and
abominations of capitalist exploitation, and lor fu.rtber
progfcss.

From the moment all members of society, or e\ren only
tlre vast maiority, have learned to administer the state tltemseloes, have taken this work into their own hancls, have "set
going" control over the insignificant minority of capitalists,
over the gefitry who u,ish to preserve their capitalist habits
and over the workers who have been profoundly corrupted
by capitalism - from this moment the need for go',,ernment
of any kind begins to disappear altogethcr. The more completc the democracy, thc nearer the moment approaches when
* Vhen most of the functions of the state are reduccd to such accountirrg and control by the workets themselves, it wil[ cease to be a "political
stltc" and the "public functions u,ill lose their political character and
hc transformcd into simple administrative functiols" (cf. above, Chapter
lV, $ z, Ilngels' "Controversy with the Anarchists").
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becomes urinecessary. The mote democratic the "state"
which consists of the armed workers, and which is "no longer

it

state in thc proper sense of the word," the more rapidly
does eoery f ortn of state begin to wither away'
For when a I I have learned to administer and actually do
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independently
keep accounts
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CHAPTER VI

THE VULGARIZATION OF MARXISM
BY THE OPPORTUNISTS

scarcelY

allow anyone to trifle with them), that the necessity of
observing the simple, fundamental rules of human intercourse
wiil very soon become a babit.
And then the door wiltr be wide open for the transition
from the first phase of communist sociely to its hiSher phase,
and with it to the complete u'ithering away of the state'

The question of the relation of the state to the social revolution, and of the social tevolution to the state, like the
question of twolution geuerally, troubled the leading theoreticians and publicists of the Second International (rs89-r9I4)
very little. But the most characteristic thing about the process of the gradual growth o[ opportunism which led to the
collapse of the Second International in ryt4, is the fact that
even when these people actually came right up against this
question they tried to eoade it or else failed to notice it.
In general, it may be said that eoasiaeness as regards the
question of the relation of the proletarian tevolution to the
state - an evasiveness which was to the advantage of opportunism and fostered it - resulted h the distottion of. Marxism
and in its complete vulgatization.
To characterize this lamentable process, if only briefly; we
shall take the most prominent theoreticians of Marxism:
Plekhanov and Kautsky.
lz,

I,

PLEKHANOV'S CONTROVERSY \TITH THE
A.NARCHISTS

Plekhanov \rrote a special pamphlet on the relation of anarchism to Socialism, efltitled Anarchisrn and Social,isn? and
published in Gcrman in 1894.
In treating this subject Plekhanov contrived completely to
ignore the most urgent, burning, and politically most essential
issue in the struggle against anarchism, viz., the relation of
the tevolution to the state, and the question of the state in
general! Two scctions of his pamphlet stand out: one of
them is historical and litcrary, and contains valuable material
on the history of the ideas of Stirner, Proudhon and others;
the other is philistine, and contains a clumsy dissertation on
the theme that an anarchist cannot be distinguished from a
bandit.

A most amusing combination of subjects and most characteristic of Flekhanov's whole activity on the eve of the revolution and during the revolutionary period in Russia. Indeed,
in the years r9o, to r9r7, Fiekhanov revealed himself as a
semi-doctrinaire and semi-philistine who, in politics, trailed
in the wake of the bourgcoisic.
Y/e have seeo how, in their controversy with the anarchists,
Marx and Engels with the utmost thoroughness explained
their views on the relaticn of revolution to the state. In
r89r, in his foreword to Marx's Critique ot' tbe Gotba Program, Engels wrote thal "we" - that is, Engels and Marx -

"were at that time, harclly two years after the I{ague Congress
of the (First) International,30 engaged in the most violent
struggle against Bakunin and his anarchists."
The anarchists had tried to claim the Paris Commune as
their "own," so to say, as a corroboration of their doctrine;
t24

and they utterly failed to understand its lessons and Matx's
analysis of these lessons. Anarchism has failed to give anything even approximating a true solution of the concrete political problems, viz., must the old state machine be snzasbed?
and usbat should be put in its place?

But to speak of "anarchism and Socialism" while completely evading the question of the state, and failing to take
note of the whole developrnent of Marxism before and after
the Commune, meant inevitably slipping into opportunism.
For what opportunism needs most of all is that the two questions just mefltioned should not be raised at all. That in itsefi
is a victory for opportunism.

2.

KAUTSKY'S CONTROVERSY
\VITH THE OPPORTUNISTS

Undoubtedly an imrneasurably laryer number of Kautsky's
works have been translated into Russian than into any other
language. It is not without reasofl that some German Social-Democrats say in lest that Kautsky is read more in Russia than in Germany (let us say, parenthetically, that there is
a far deeper historical significance in this jest than those who
first made it suspect: the Russian workers, by advancing in
rgot an extraordinarily great and unprecedented demand for
the best works of the best Social-Democratic Titeruture in the
world, and by receiving translations and editions of these
works in quantities unheard of in other countries, transplanted, so to speak, at an accelerated pace the enormous
experience of a neighbouring, more advanced country to the
young soil of our proletarian movement).
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bourgeois in Russia against the tepresentatives of revolutionary Marxism, the Bolsheviks). In this connection Bernstein dwells particularly on Matx's Tbe Cioil War in France,
and tries, quite unsuccessfully, as we have seen, to identify
Marx's views on the lessons of the Commune with those of
Proudhon. Bernstein pays particular attention to the conclu-

Besides his popularization of Marxism, Kautsky is particularly known in our country for his controvetsy with the oppor*

tunists, and with Bernstein at their head. But one fact is
almost unknown, one which cannot be overlooked if we set
ourselves thc task of investigating how Kautsky drifted into
the morass of unbelievably disgraceful confusion and defence
of social-chauvinism during the supreme crisis of ryr4-rt'
This fact is the following: shortly before he came out against

sion which Marx emphasized in his r87z preface to the Comnownisi Manifesto, viz., that "the working class cannot simply

lay hold of the ready-made state machinery, and wield it
,l

enter into contlooersy with Kautsky, to chatactetize as
"elastic" the half-hearted, evasive tesolution, conciliatoly
towards the opportunists, that he proposed at the International Socialist Congress in Paris in t9oo.32 Kautsky's
letters published in Germany reveal no less hesitancy on his
pa(t before he took the field against Bernstein.
Of immeasu rably greater significance, howeve(, is the fact
that, in his very controversy with the opportunists, in his formulation of the question and his manner of treating it, we can
now observe, as $/e investigate the bistory of Kautsky's latest
betrayal of Marxism, his systematic gtavitation towards opportunism precisely on the question of the state.
Let us take Kautsky's first important work against opportunism, his Bernstein and the Social-Democratic Progtam.
Kautsky refutes Bernstein in detail, but here is a characteristic
thing:
Bernstein, in l'tis Premises ol Socialism, of Herostrateatr
fame, accuses Marxism of "Blanquism" (an accusation since
repeated thousands of times by the opportuoists and liberal
ru6

for its own purposes."
This utterance "pleased" Bernstein so much that he tepeated it no less than thtee times in his book - interpreting it
in the most distorted, opportunist sense.
As we have seen, Marx meant that the working class must
smash, break, sbatter (Sptengung - explosion, the expression
used by Engels) the whole state machine. But according to
Bernstein it would appeff as though Marx in these words
warned the working class against excessive revolutionary zeal
w1.ren seizing power.

A cruder and more hideous distortion of Marx's idea cannrit be imagined.
How, then, did Kautsky proceed in his most detailed refu-

tation of Bernsteinism?
He refrained from analyzrng the utter distortion of Marxism

by opportunism on this point. He cited the above-quoted
passage from Engels' introduction to Marx's Cioil IVar and
said that according to Marx the working class cannot simply
lay lrold of the ready-rnade state machine, but that, generally
spcaking, it can lay hold of it - and that was all. Not
a rvord does Kautsky utter about the fact that Bernstein attributed to Marx the oery opposite of. Marx's real
vicws, about the fact that since I85z Marx had formulated
r27

the task of the proletarian revolution as being to "smash"
the state machine.
The result was that the most essential difierence between
Marxisrn and opportunism on the subject of the tasks of the
proletaiat revolution was slurred over by Kautsky I
"We can safely leave the solution of the problem of the proletarian
dictatorship to the future," said Kautsky, writitg "agaixsr" Bernstein.
(P. r7z, German edition,)

This is not a polemic against Bernstein, but, in

esseflce,

a concession to him, a su(render to opportunism; for at p(esent the opportunists ask nothing better than to "safely leave
to the future" all fundamental questions of the tasks of the
proletarian revolution.

to r89r, for forty years, Marx and Engels taught
it must smash the state machine. Yet, in
confronted
with the complete betrayal of
r899, Kautsky,
From

r8yz

the proletariat that

Marxism by the opportunists on this point fraudulently substituted for the question of whether it is necessary to smash
this machine the question of the concrete forms in which it is
to be sma,shed, and then sought refuge behind the "indispu-

table" (and barten) philistine truth that concrete forms cannot be known in advance!!
A gulf separates Marx and Kautsky as regards their attitudes towards the proletailan pafty's task of preparing the
working class for tevolution.
Let us take the next, more matu(e, work by Kautsky,
which was also, to a considerable extent, devoted to a refutation of opportunist errors. This is his pamphlet, Tbe Social
Reoolution. In this pamphlet the author chose as his special
theme the question of "the proletarian revolution" and "the
proletalian regime.'l In dealing with it he gave much that
rz8

was exceedingly valuable, but as for the question of the state,

he aooided

it.

Throughout the pamphlet the author speaks
state power- and no more; that is, he

of the winning of
chooses

a formula

r..,,hich makes

tunists, inasmuch as

a

concession

it

to the

oppor-

admits the possibility of power being
seized zoitboLtt destroying the state machine. The very thing
which Marx, in 1872, declared to be "obsolete" in the program
of the Communist Manifesto is reoioel by Kautsky in rgoz!
A special parugraph in the pamphlet is devoted to "the
forms and the weapons of the social revolution." Here Kautsky speaks of the mass potitical strike, of civil war, and of
the "instruments of the might of the modern large state, such
as the bureaucracy and the army"; but not a word does he
say about what the Commune had aheady taught the workcrs.
Evidently, it was not without rcason that Engels issued a

warning particularly

to the German

socialists against

"superstitious reverence" for the state.

Kautsky treats the matter as follows: the victorious proletariat "will carry out the democratic program," and he goes
on to formulate its clauses. But not a ',void does he utter
about the new material providcd by the year fi1r on the
subject of the supersession of bourgeois democracy by proletatian democracy. Kautsky disposes of the question by uttering such "solid" banalities as:
"Still, it goes without saying that we shall not achieve suprernacy
under the present conditions. Revolution itself presupposes a long and
deep-going struggle, which, as it proceeds, will change our present
political and social structure."

Undoubtedly, this "goes without saying," iust as does the
trLrth that horses eat oats, or that the Volga flows into the
Caspian Sca. Only it is a pity that an empty and bombastic
r29

phrase about "deep-going" struggle is used as a means of
aooiding a questiolr of vital interest to the revolutionary proletariat, namely, zoberein is expressed the "deep-going"
nature of lls revolution in relation to the state, in relation
to democracy, as distinct from previous, non-proletadal
revolutions.

By avoiding this question, Kautsky in practice makes

a

concession to opportunism on this most essential point, although in u;ord.r he declares stern war against it and emphasizes the importance of the "idea of revolution" (how much
is this "idea" worth when one is afraid to teach the workers
the concrete lessons of revolution?), or says, "revolutionary
idealism before everything else," or announces that the Eng-

lish workers are now "hardly more than petty bourgeois."
!'The most varied forms of eoterprises bureaucratic (??), trade
can exist side by side in socialist
unionist, cooperative, private
There are enterprises which cannot
society," Kautsky writes. ".
do without a buteaucratic (??) organization, for example, the railvays,
Here the democratic organization may take the following shape: the
workers elcct delegates who form a sort of parliament, which drarvs
up the w-orking regulations and supetvises the management of the
bureaucratic apparatus. The management of other enterpr.ises may be
transferred to tbe trade unions, and still others may become coopetative
enterprises." (Pp. r+8 and uy, Russian translation, published in Geneva,
r901.)

This reasoning is erroneous, it is a step backwarcl compared
with the explanations Marx and Engcls gave in the seventies,
using the lessons of the Communc as an example.
As far as the supposedly necessary "bureaucratic" organization is concerned, thcre is no dificrence whatever between
railways and any other enterprise in large-scale machine industry, any factory, large store, or large-scale capitalist
agricultural enterprise. The technique of all such enterprises
r30

makes absolutely imperative

the strictest discipline, thc

utmost precision on the part of everyone in carrying out his
allotted task, for otherwise the whole enterprise may come to
a stop, or machinery or the finished product may be damaged.
In all such enterprises the workers will, of course, "elect delegates who will form a sort ot' parliament""
But the whole point is that this "sort of parliament" will

t

a

in the sense in which we understand
The whole p,oint is
that this "sort of parliament" will n o / merely "draw up the
working regulations and supervise the management of the
no

be

parTiameflt

boutgeois-parliamentary institutions.

bureaucratic apparailrs," as Kautsky, whose ideas do not go
beyond the bounds of bourgeois parliamentarism, imagines.
In socialist society the "sort of parliament" consisting of
worke(s' deputies will, of course, "'draw up the working tegulations and supervise the managcment" of the "apparatus"-but this apparatus will no / be "bureaucratic." The
workers, having conquered p,olitical power, will smash the
old bureaucratic apparatus, they will shatter it to its very
foundations, they will destroy it to the very roots; and they
will replace it by a new one, consisting of the very same
workers and office employees, a.gainsl whose transformation into bureaucrats the measures will at once be taken
which were specified in detail by Marx and Engels: r) not
only election, but also rccalL at any time; z) pay not exceedi[g
that of a workman; 3) immediate introduction of control and
supervision by all, so that all shall become "bureaucrats" for
a time and that, therefore, n o b o d y may be able to become a "bufeaucfat."
Kautsky has not reflected at all on Marx's words: "The
Conrrrune was a working, not a parliamentary body,legislative and executive at the same time.'l
$r

Kautsky has not understood at all the difference between
bourgeois parliamentarism, which combines democracy (n o t
f or tbe people) with bureaucracy (against tbe
p e o p I e), and proletarian democracy, which will take immediate steps to cut bureaucracy down to the roots, and
which will be able to carcy out these measures to the end, to
the complete abolition of bureaucracy, to the introduction of
complete democracy for the people.
Kautsky here displays the same old "superstitious reverence" for the state, and "superstitious belief" in bureaucracy.
Let us now pass on to the last and best of Kautsky's works

against the opportunists, his pamphlet Tbe Roael to Pozp;er
(which, I believe, has not been translated into Russian, for
it was published at the time when the reaction was at its
height here, in r9o9). This pamphlet marks a considerable
step forward, inasmuch as it does not deal with the revolutionary program in general, as in the pamphlet of 1899 against
Bernstein, or with the tasks of the social tevolution irrespective of the time of its occutrence, as in the ryoz panphlet,
The Social Reoolution; it deals with the concrete conditions
which compel us to recognize that the "era ol revolutions"

is approachinS.
The author definitely points to the intensification of class
antagonisms in general and to imperialism, which plays a
particularly important part ifi this connection. After the
"revolutionary period of ry89-r87t" in ril/cstern Europe, he
says, a similar pcriod began in the East in r9o5. A world

war is approaching with menacing rapidity. "The proletatiat cafi no longer talk of premature revolution," "'We
have entered a revolutionary period." The "revolutionary
era is beginning."
132

These declarations are perfectly clear. This pamphlet of
Kautsky's should serve as a measure of comparison between
what German Social-Democracy prorrzised to be before the
imperialist war and the depth of degradation to which it Kautsky himself included - sank when the war broke out.
"The present situation," Kautsky wrote in the pamphlet we
are examining, "is fraught with the danger that we (i.e.,
German Social-Democracy) may easily appear to be mote
moderate than we rca7ly ar.e." It turned out that in reality
the German Social-Democratic Party was much more moderate and opportunist than it appearcd to bel
The more characteristic is it, therefore, that although Kautsky so definitely declared that the eta of. revolutions had
alteady begun, in the pamphlet which he himself said was
devoted precisely to an analysis of the "political revolution,"
he again completely avoided the question of the state.
These evasions of the question, these omissions and equivocations, inevitably led in their sum total to that complete
swing-over to opportunism with which we shall now have to
deal.

German Social-Democracy, in the person of Kautsky,
to have declared: I adhere to revolutionary views
(r8gq), I recognize, in particular, the inevitability of the
social revolution of the proletariat Qgoz), I recognize the
advent of a new era of revolutions (r9o9). Still, I am going
back on vzhat Marx said as early as r85z now that the question of the tasks of the proletarian revolution in relation to
the state is being raised (r9rz).
It was precisely in this direct form that the question was
put in Kautsky's controversy with Pannekoek.
seems

r3J

3.

KAUTSKY'S CONTROVERSY \rITH
PANNEKOEK

On opposing Kautsky, Pannekoek came out as one of the
representatives of the "left tadical" trend which counted in
its ranks Rosa Luxemburg, Karl Radek and others. Advocating revolutionary tactics, they were united in the conviction that Kautsky was going over to the position of the
"cerrtre," which wavered in an unprincipled manner between
Marxism and opportunism. The correctness of this view
was fully confirmed by the war, when this "centrist" (wrongly
called Marxist) trend, or Kautskyism, revealed itself in all
its repulsive wretchedness.
In an article touching on the question of the state, entitled
"Mass Action and Revolutiod' (Neue Zeit' r9rz, Vol' XXX,
z), Pannekoek described Kautsky's attitude as one of "passive radicalism," as "a theory of inactive expectancy'" "Kautsky refuses to see the process of revolution," \Frote Pannekoek (p. 616). In presenting the mattet in this way, Pannekoek approached the subiect which interests us, namely, the
tasks of the proletarian revolution in relation to the state'
"The struggle of the proletariat," he wrote, "is not merely a struggle

against the bourgeoisie lor state power, but a struggle against state
po*".. . . , The content of the prolctatian revolution is the destruction
and dissolution (Aufldsung) of the insttuments of pover of the state
u,ith the aid of the instruments of power of the proletatiat' ' ' ' The
struggle rvill cease only when, as the tesult of it, the state organization
is uiterly destroyed. The otganization of thc maiority will then have
demonstiated its supetiority by dcstroying the organization of the tuling

minority." (P. las.)

The formulation in which Pannekoek presented his ideas
suffets from serious defects, but its meaning is clear nonetheless; and it is interesting to note bozo Kattsky combated it'

"Uptonow,"hewrote,"thedifierencebetweetr-theSocial-Democrnts
anarchists has been that the formet wished to conquct statc
(lo
power rvhile the latter wished to destroy it' Pannekoek wants to
both." (P. zz+.)

,nd th"

Although Pannekoek's exposition lacks precision and concretefless - not to speak of other shortcomings o[ his article
which have no bearing on the present subiect - Kautsky
seized precisely on the point ol principle raised by Pannekoek; and o'n this funclamental point of principle Kautsky
completely abandoned the Marxian position and went over
*hoily to opportunism, His definition of the difference between the Social-Democrats and the anarchists is absolutely
\yroflg, and he utterly vulgarizes and distotts Marxism'
The difference between the Marxists and the anarchists
is this: (r) The former, while aiming at the complete abolition
of the state, tecognize that this aim can only be achieved
after classes have been abolished by the socialist revolution,
as the result of the establishment of Socialism, which leads
to the witherrng away of the state; the latter want to abolish
the state completely overnight, failing to understand the conditions under which the state caa be abolished' (z) The

former recognize that after the proletariat has conquered
political power it must utterly destroy the old state machine
and substitute for it a new one consisting of an organization
of the armed workers, after the type of the Commune; the
latter, while insisting on the destruction of the state machine,
have absolutely no clear idea of zobat the ptoletariat will put
in its place and boro it will use its revolutionaty po\iler; the
anarchists even deny that the tevolutionary proletatiat should
use the state power, they deny its revolutionary dictatorship'
prepared for
G) The former demand that the proletariat be
r35
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revolution by utilizing the present state; the anarchists refect
this.

In this controversy it is not Kautsky but Pannekoek who
represents Marxism, for it was Marx who taught that the
ptoletailat cannot simply conquer state power

in the

sense

passes into new hands, but
must smash, break this apparatus and replace it by a new one'
Kautsky abandons Marxism for the camp of the opportunists, for this destruction of the state machine, which is utterly unacceptable to the opportunists, completely disappears
from his argument, and he leaves a loophole for them in that

that the old state apparatus

"conquest" may be interpreted as a simple acquisition of a
majority.
To cover up his distottion of Matxism, Kautsky behaves
like a textman: he puts forward a "quotation" from Marx
himself. In I85o Marx wrote that "a determined centr'alization of power in the hands of the state authority" was necessary, and Kautsky triumphantly asks I does Pannekoek want
to destroy "centralism"?
This is simply a tick, similar to Bernstein's identification
of the views of Marxism and Proudhonism on the subiect of
federalism as against centralism.
Kautsky's "quotation" is neither here nor there. Centralism
is possible with both the old and the new state machine. If
the workers voluntarily unite their armed forces, this will be
centralism, but it will be based on the "complete destruction"
of the certralized state apparatus - the stallcling army, the
police and the bureaucracy. Kautsky acts like an outright
swindler when he ignores the perfectly well-known arguments
of Marx and Engels on the Commune and plucks out a
quotation which has nothinS to do with the case.
ry5

". . Perhaps Pannekoek," Kautsky cootinues, "rvants to abolish
the state functions of the officials? But we do not get along without
officials even ir the party and the trade Lrnions, much lcss in the statc
administtation. Our program does not demand the abotition of state
ofiicials, but that they be elected by the people-. . . We are discussing
here not the fotm the administrative apparatus of the'future state'
will assume, but whethet our political struggle abolishes (literally dissolves

aufldst) the state Power belore u;e baoe captured

ll

(Kautsky's

italics). V/hich ministry with its oflicials could be abolished?" Then
follows an enumetation of the ministries of educatioLr, iustice, finance
and war. "No, not one of the ptesenc ministries will be removed by
our political struggle against the govetnment' ' . . I repeat, in order to

avoid misunderstanding: we are oot discussing here the form the'futute
state' will be given by victorious Social-Democracy, but how the present
state is changed by our opposition." (P. zzl.)

This is an obvious trick: Pannekoek raised the question of

leoolution. Both the title of his article and the passages
quoted above clearly indicate this. In skipping to the question
of "opposition" Kautsky teplaces the revolutionary by the opportunist point of view. What he says means: at present we
are an opposition; what we shall be after we have captured
power, that we shall see. Rettolution ltas oanished,/ And
that is exactly what the opportunists wanted'
What is at issue is neither opposition nor political struggle
in general blt reoolutioa. Revolution consists in the ptoletatiat destroying the "administrative apparatus" and the
zo b o I e state machine, rcplacing it with a new one, consisting of the armed workers. Kautsky displays a "superstitious
reverence" for "ministties"; but why can they not be replaced, say, by committees of specialists, working under
sovereign, all-powerful Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers'
Deputies?

The point is not at all whether the "ministries" will te-

main, or whether "committees of specialists" or some othet
institutions will be set up; that is quite unimportaflt. The
r)7

point is whether the old state machine (bound by thousands
of thteads to the bourgeoisie and permeated through and
through with routine and inertia) shall remain, or be destroyed, and replaced by a neco one. Revolution consists not
in the new class commanding, governing with the aid of the

old, statc machine, but in this class stnashing this machine
and commanding, governing with the aid of a neu; machine'
Kautsky slurs over this basic idea of Marxism, or he had
utterly failcd to understand it'
His question about officials clearly shows that he does
not unclerstand the lessons of the Commune or the teachings
of Marx. "\fle do not get along without ofiicials even in the
party
and the trade unions. . '."
We do not get along without ofiicials undet capitalisrn,
riat is oppressed,
wder tbe rule ol tbe bo
Under capitale
are
masses
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ed, mutilated by
testri
poverty
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ism democracy is

functionaries of our political organizations and trade unions
are corruPted - or, mote precisely, tend to be corrupted - by
the conditions of capitalism and befiay a tefldency to become
bureaucrats, i.e', privitreged persons divorced from the masses
and standing abozse the masses.
That is the essence of bureaucracy; and until the capitalists
have been expropriated and the bourgeoisie oYerthrowfi, eoen
proletarian functionaries will inevitably be "bureanctatized"

to a certain

extent.

According to Kautsky, since elected functionaries will
remain under Socialism, officials will remain, bureaucracy

will remain! This is exactly where he is wrong. It was preciseI3B

ly the example of the Commune that Marx used to show
that under Socialism functionaries will cease to be "bureaucrats," to be "ofiicials," they will cease to be so in ptopottion
as, in addition to the principle of election of ofiicials, the
principle of recall at any time is also inffoduced, and as salaries are reduced to the level o[ the wages of the aver'age
worker, and, too, as parliamentary institutions are replaced
by "working bodies, legislative and executive at the same
time."

In essence, the rvhole of Kautsky's argumeni against Pannekoek, and particularly the former's wonderful point that we
do not get along without oflicials even in our party and trade
union organizations, is merely a repetition of Bernstein's old

"arguments" against Marxism in general. In his renegade
book,Tbe Premises ol Socialism, Bernstein combats the ideas
of "primitive" democracy, combats what he calls "doctrinaire
democracy": imperative mandates, unpaid ofiicials, impotent
central rep(esentative bodies, etc. To prove that this "primitive democracy" is unsound, Bernstein refers to the experience

of the British trade unions, as interpreted by the $7ebbs.
Seventy years of development "in absolute freedom," he
avers (p. r37, German edition), convinced the trade unions
that primitive democracy was useless, and they replaced it
with ordinary democracy, i.e., padiamentarism combined rvith
bureaucracy,

As a matter of fact the trade unions did not develop "in
absolute freedom" but in absolwte capitalist slaz;ery, under
which, it goes without saying, a number of concessions to the
prevailing evil, violence, falsehood, exclusion of the poor
from the afiairs of the "higher" administration, "cannot be
avoided." Under Socialism much of the "primitive" democracy will inevitably be revived, since, for the first time in
r19

the history of civilized society, the mass of the population
will rise tL the level of taking an independent p^rt, not only
in voting and elections, but also in tbe et-tetyday adtninisttation of inoirt. Under Socialism atL will goverfl in turn and
will soon become accustomed to no one governing'
Matx's critico-analytical genius perceived in the pr^ctical
measu(es of the Commune the turning point, which the opportunists fear and do not want to recognize because of
ih"i. .o*r.dice, because they do not want to break irrevoca-

and officials?" argues the opportunist who is completely saturated with philistinism, and who, at bottom, not only does
not believe inrevolution, in the creative power of tcvolution'
but lives in mortal dread of it (like our Meusheviks and
Socialis t-Revolutio naries).

"We must think only of destroying the old state machine;
it is no use probing into the concrete lessons of earlier proletarian revolutions and analyzing u;bat to put in the place of
what has been destroyed, and hout" - argues the anarchist
collrse, and not those who,
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machine, and at the same time he teaches us to put the qucstion concretely: the Commune was able in the space of a fcw
weeks to stau btilding a nelo, p(oleta(ian state machine by
inuoducing such-and-such measures to secute wider dernocl,:acy and to uproot bureaucracy. Let us learn revolutionary
boldness from the Communards; let us see in their practical measures the outline of urgently practical and immediately possible measures, and then, pursuittg tbis road, we
shall achieve the complete destruction of buteaucracy'
The possibility of this destmction is guaranteed by thc
fact that Socialism will shorten the working day, will taise
the masses to a nev/ life, will create such conditions for the

rnajority of the population as will enable eoerybody,
without excep'tion, to perform "state functiotls," and this will
lead to the complete zoitbering aoay ol every form of state
in general.
". . The obiect of the mass strike," Kautsky continues, "can net'er

be ro rl.estroy the state power; its only object can be to wring conccssions from the government on some particulat question, or to replace
a hostile go.."r*"nt by one that would be mote yielding (entgcgenkommende) to the proletariat'. ' . But nevet, undet any conditions,
can it" (that is, the proletarian victory over a hostile govcrnment)
i'leacl to the d,estruclion of the state power; it can lead only to a
certah shilting (verschiebung) of the relation of forces oithin the state
poTuer. . , . The aim of our political struggle remains, as hitherto, the
.onqu"r, of state power by winning a maiority in patliament and by
.onrre.tiog patliament into the master o{ the government'" (Pp 726,721,
72,)

This is nothing but the purest and the most vulgar opportunism: repudiating tevolution in deeds, while accepting it in
words. Kautsky's thoughts go no further than a "govetn'
ment that would be more yielding to the proletariat"
- a step backward to philistinism compared with 1847, when

the Communist Manilesto proclaimed "the organization ol
the proletariat as the ruling class."
Kautsky will have to achieve his beloved "unity" with the
Scheidemanns, Plekhanovs and Vanderveldes, all of whom
agtee to fight for a government "that would be rnore yielding
to the proletariat."
But we shall break with these traitors to Socialism, and we
shall fight for the complete destruction of the old state
machine, in ordcr that the armed proletadat itself sbalt becorue the gooetnment, These are two vastly different things.
Kautsky will have to enjoy the pleasant company of the
Legiens and Davids, Plckhanovs, Potresovs, Tseretelis and
Chernovs, who are quite willing to work for the "shifting of
the telation of forces within the state power," for "winning
a majority in parliament," and convertiflg parliament into the
"master of the government." A most worthy obiect, which is
wholly acceptable to the opportunists and which keeps
everything within the bounds of the bourgeois parliamentary
republic.

But we shall break with the opportunists; and the entite
will be with us in the fight - not
to "shift the relation of forces," but to ooertbrozo tbe bour-

class-conscious proletariat

geoisie, to destroy bourgeois padiamentarism, for a democratic republic aker the type of the Commune, or a republic
of Soviets of lTorkers' and Soldiers' Deputies, for the revo,lutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.

**
To the right of Kautsky in international Socialism, there are
trends such as the Socialist Montblyss in Germany (Legien,
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David, Kolb and many others, including the Scandinavians
Stauning and Branting); the followers of Jaurds and Vandervelde in France and Belgium Turati, Trdves and other
representatives of the Right wing of the Italian Party; the
Fabians and "Independents" (the Independent Labour Party,
which, in fact, has always been dependent on the Liberals)
in England3a; and the like. Al1 these gentry, who play a
ttemendous, very often a predominant tole in the parliamentary work and the press of the party, repudiate outright the
dictato(ship of the proletaiat and pursue a policy of unconcealed opportunism, In the eyes of these gentry, the

"dictatorship" of the proletariat "contradicts" democracy!!
There is really no essential difierence between them and the
petty-bourgeois democrats.
Taking this citcumstance into consideration, we are justified

in drawing the

conclusion that the Second International, in
the case of the overwhelming majority of its ofiicial representatives, has completely sunk into opportunism. The experience
of the Commune has been not only forgotten, but distorted.
Far fuom inculcating in the workers' minds the idea that the
time is nearing when they must take action, smash the old
state machine, replace it by a new ofle, and in this way make
their political rule the foundation for the socialist reconstruc-

tion of society, they have actually preached to the masses
the very opposite and have depicted the "conquest of power"
in a way that has left thousands of loopholes for opportunism.
The distortion and hushing up of the question of the reiation of the proletarian revolution to the state could not but
play an immense role at a tirne when states, which possess a
military apparatus expanded as a consequence of imperialist
ivahy, have turned into military monsters which are extermit4t

nating millions of people in order to settle the issue as to
whether England or Germany - this or that finance capital -

is to rule the world.*

I'OSTSCRIPT TO THE FIRST EDITION
This pamphlet was written in August and September tgry.
had abeady drawn up the plan for the next, the seventh,
chapter, "The Experience of the Russian Revolutions of r9o1
ar.d ryry." But except for the title I had no time to write a
single line of the chapter; I was "interrupted" by a political
crisis
- the eve of the October Revolution of. ryry. Such an
"interruption" can only be welcomed; but the writing of the
second part of the pamphlet ("The Experience of the Russian
Revolutions of r9o5 and ryry") will probably have to be put
ofi for a long time. It is more pleasant and useful to go
through the "experience of the revolution" than to write about
it.
Tbe Autbor

I

* The MS. continues as follows:
CHAPTER

VII

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONS

oF

1905 AND 1917

Petrograd
The subject indicated in the title of this chapter is so vast that volumes
could and should be written about it. In the present pamphlet we shall
have to confine oursclves, naturally, to the most important lessons pto'
vided by experience, those touching directly upon the tasks of the ptoletariat in the revolution in relation to state povr'er. (Here the manuscript
breaks of{.
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section,

"The Presentation of the Question by Matx in

Lenin to Chapter

NOTES
lLenin wrote Tbe State and Reoolution while undergtound in Augtrst
and September r9r7. He 6tst spoke of the necessity of theotetically
elaborating the question of the state duting the latter half of ryt6. At
that time he wrote a note entitled "The Youth International" (see
Collected W'orks, 4th Russ. ed., Vol. XXIII, ?p. ttl-t6), in which he

criticized Bukharin's anti-Marxist stand on the question o{ the state
and promised to write a detailed article on the N{arxist attitude to the
state. In a letter to A. M. Kollontai dated February t1, tgt7, Lenin
stated that he had almost Iinished his material on the Marxist attitude
to the state. This tratetial was closely written in small handwriting in
a blue-covered notebook er,tltled Matxism on the State' It contained a
collection of quotations from Marx and Engels and excerpts from books
by Kautsky, Pannekoek and Bcrnstein, vith Lenin's critical annotations,
conclusions and generalizations.

to the

orrtlined plan, Tbe State and Reoohttion was to
According
contain seven chapters, but the seventh and Iast chapter, "The Experience of the Russian Revolutions of r9o5 and r9r7," remained unwritten; all we have is a detailed plan for it. (See Lenin lvliscellany, Russ.
ed., Vol. XXI, 1933, pp. z5-26.) Concerning the publication of the book
Lenin indicated in a uote to the publisher that if he "should take too
long to finish this seventh chapter, ot if it should turn out to be too
bulky, the 6rst six chapters should be published separately as Part One."
On the Erst page of the manuscript the author of the book appears
undet the pseudonym of F. F. Ivaoovsky. Lenin proposed to use it
because the Provisional Government would otherwise confiscate the
book. The book was not published until r9r8, when there was no
longet any need for a pseudonym. A second edition containing a new
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II,

appeared

in

IgI9.

1812,"

adtlcd

by

title-pegc

2Fabians-members of the relormist and opportunist Fabian Society,
formed by a group of Btitish bourgeois intellectuals in 1884. The society
took its name from the Roman General Fabius Cunctatot (the "Delayer"),
famous for his procrastinating tactics and avoidance of decisive battles.
The Fabian Society reptesented, as Lenin put it, "the most finished
expression of opportunism and libetal-labout politics." The Fabians
sought to deflect the proletariat from the class struggle and advocated
the possibility of a peaceful, gradual transition from capitalism to
sociaiism by means of tefotms. During the imperialist world war Ggr+-r8)
the Fabians took a social-chauvinist stand. For a charactelization of
the Fabians, see Lenin's "Preface to the Russian Edition of Lettets by
l. F. Becker, J. DietTgen, F' Engets, K. Marx and, Othets to F. A. Sorge
and, Otbers" (V, I. Lenin, Maru-Engels-Marxisnt, Moscow, I9)3, pp'
z4t-46), "The Agrarian Ptogram of Social-Democracy in the Russian
Revolution" (Collected. W'otlu, 4th Russ. ed., Vol' XV, p. r54), and
"Eoglish Pacifism and English Dislike of Theorv" (ibid.' Yol' XXI,

p.

44).
See Frederick Engels,

3

p.2
"The Origin of the Family, Private Property

tVorks' E,ng'
and the State" (Katl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected'
ed., Moscow, r95r, Vol. II, pp. zS8-89).
Below, on pp. 9-ro, ar,d e'ry of this pamphlet, Lenin again quotes
p'1
this work by Engels (ibid., p. 289, and pp. 289-92).
1*
pp'
1947,
ed,,
Moscow,
Eng.
Anti-Dtibring,
Engels,
Frederick
See
4t6-r7.

Below, on p. 4 of. this pamphlet, Lenin again quotes this \rork
P. 19
by Engels (;bia., p. zl).
6 See Karl Marx, The Pooeft) ol Pbilosopby, Eng' ed', Moscow. p. 24
6 See Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, "Manifesto of the Communist
Party" (Selectert. \Yotks, Eng. ed., Moscow, r95r, Vol. I, pp. 5z-6t)' p, 24
7 See Karl Matx, "Critique of the Gotha Program" (Karl l\'Iarx and
Frederick Er'gels, Selected' tVotks, Eng. ed., Moscow, r95r, Vol. II, pp'
ry-4).

Tbe Gotba Prograrn-the Program of the Socialist \Torkers' Party
Germany adopted in 1875 at the Gotha Congtess, where the two
previously separate Getman socialist parties, the Eisenachers and the
Lassalleans, united. This progtam was thoroughly opporiunist sirce
the Eisenachers had made concessions to the Lassalleans on all impottant

of

r47

questions and had accepted Lassallean formulations.
subiected the Gotha Program to wirhering criticism.
8

See

p' r74.

Katl Marx, The Poaeill ol

Marx and

Pbilosopby, Eng. ed.,

Engels
p. z,
Moscow,

p.

27

I See Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, "Manifesto of the Communist
Party" (Selected Works, Eng. ed., Moscow, r9yr, Vol. I, pp. ql and yo).
p. 27
10 See Karl Matx,
"The Eighteenth Btumaire of Louis Bonaparte,,
(Karl Marx aod Fredetick Engels, Selected Vorks, Eng. ed., Moscow,
r9;r, Vol. I, p. 3or).
Belov, on p. fl of this pamphlet, Lenin quotes the introduction by
Engels to the third German edition of the work mettioned (ibid.,
p. 24).
p- ,2
ttDie Neue Zeit-a German Social-Democratic magazir,e published
in Stuttgart from 1881 to r94. ln r88y-95 the magazine published some of
Engels' articles. Engels often ofiered advice to its editors and shatply
criticized them for their departure from Marxism. Beginning with the
latter half of the nineties, after Engels' death, Die Neue Zeit systematically carried articles by revisionists. During the imperialist world war
of t9r4-r8 it took a Centrist, Kautskyite stand and supported the
social-chauvinists.
p. jg
12See Karl Marx and Frederick Bngels, Selected. Works, Eng. ed.,
Moscow, r9yr, Vol. II, p. 4ro.
p. 19
t3 Katl Matx and Frederick Engels,
"Manifesto of the Communist
Party" (Selected Works, Eng. ed., Moscow, rg5r, Vol. I, p. zz). p. 4J
1/'Karl Marx and Fredetick Engels, Selected lVorks, Eng. ed., Moscow,
tgyr, Vol. lI, p. 4zo.
p- 44
15See

V. I. Lenin, Collected V/orks, 4th Russ. ed., Vol. XII, pp.q-y.
p

See Karl Marx, "The Civil STar in France" (t<".1 tutnr* ufl
Frederick Engels, Selecled Works, Eng. ed., Moscow, r9yr, Vol. I,
16

pp.468-jr).
Below, on pp. t2, t3, ancl 6o-6y of this pamphlet, Lenin again quotes
this wotk by Marx (rbid., pp. 4j3, 4jr, 472, ard 41t-74)
p. ,o
l7This passage from Marx's Tbe Cioil War in Frunce is quoted by
Lenin from the text of the Gcrnian edition.
p. t,
18 See Frederick
Engels, "Thc Housing Quesrion" (Karl Matx and
Frederick Etgels, Selected Works, Eng. ed,, Moscow, r951, Vol. I,
pp. 5r7-r8).
r48

Below, on pp. 6g-jo of this pamphlet, Lenin again quotes this work
p. 58
by Engels (ibid., pp. t5g and rl).
19 Lenin tefers here to IVIatx's article
"Der politische IndiIferentismus"
("Political Indifierentism") (Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Collected
W'orks, Ger. ed., Berlin, Vol. XV[I, pp. 2gg3o4) and Engels' "On
Authority" (Karl Matx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works, Eng. ed.,
Moscow, 191r,

Vol. I, pp.

lZl-28).

Below, on pp. 7r and lr-74 of this pamphlet, Lenin quotcs the

same

p. 7r
Karl Matx and Frederick Ergels, Selected. lVorks, Eng. ed., Moscow,
p. T7
r91r, Vol. 1I, pp. 38-19.
2l Tbe Erfurt Program of the German Social-Democratic Party \ras
adopted in October r89r at the Erfurt Congress to replace the Gotha
Program of r87y. The errors io the Erfurt Progtam were criticized by
Engels in his work "On the Critique of the Social-Democratic Draft
Program of r89r" (Karl Marx and Frederick B,ngels, Collected Vorks,
Ger. ed., Berlin, Vol. XXII, pp. zzy-4o).
Below, on pp. 80-87 of this pamphlet, Lenin quotes the same work
atticles.
20

by Engels (ib;d., pp.

234).

p.

7s

See V. I. Lenin, "A Question of Principle," Coltected Works, 4th
Russ. ed., Vol. XXIV, pp. 49j-99.
p. 8j
23Tlrc reference hcre is to the introduction by Engels to Marx's The
22

Ciz:il tYar in France (Karl Marx and Ftederick Engels, Sel,ected Vorks,
Eng. ed., Moscow, r95r, Vol. I, pp. 4zg-4o).
Below, on pp. 8S-S9 ard 9o-94 of this pamphlet, Lenin again quotes
this work by Engels (ibid., pp. 41o-3r, 41j, 4g ar,d 419).
p.88
%Cavaignac, Louis Eugdne-French general; after the revolution of
February 1848, Minister of War of the Provisional Government of France;
during the June days of 1848, he was in charge o[ suppressing the
uprising of the Parisian \vorke(s.
P.89
25 On International Topics
p. 9t
fuom "Tbe People's State."
26 Frederick Engels,
Voraolt zill Blotchtire "Intenationales ats d.em
'Volksstaat' (r8lr-lS)" (Katl Marx and Frederick Engels, Collected lVotks,

Ccr. cd., Bcrlin, r963, Vol. XXII, pp. 4r7-r8).
p.s6
27 "Majority" in Russian
is "bolshinstvo"; hence the name "Bolshevik.,,

p.

%

Karl Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Program" (Karl Marx

s6

and
Frcderick F,ngels, Selected lYorks, Ger. ed., Berlin, 1958, Vol. II, p. z4).
Below, on pp, ra2, ro9, rrl-12 and rr1-r4 of this pamphlet, Lenin again
quotes this wotk by Marx (ibid., pp. 24-2j and r5-r7).
P. ro2

r49

D Lenin tefers

to

Tugan-Baranovsky,

a

Russian bourgeois economist.

p. rrr
30

Tbe Hague Congess ol tbe Fhst Intemational took placc

on

2-j, 1872. It was attended by 61 delegates, among whom were
Marx and Engels. The following questioos, among others, were on the
agenda: r) the powers of the Gcneral Council; z) the political activity
of the proletariat, A keen struggle with the Bakuninists marked all
the proceedings of the Congress. The Congtess tesolved to extend the
powets of the Geleral Council. Its resolution on l'the political activity
of the proleta(iat" stated that the proletatiat must organize a political
party of its own to ensure the triumph of the social revolution and that
its great task henceforth was the conquest of political power. The
Congtess expelled Bakunin and Guillaume from the Intetnational as
disorganizers and founders of a new, anti-prolctariaa party.
p. 124
September

3r Zarla (Daun)
- a scientific-political Maqist magazine published in
Stuttgatt in rgor-oz by the editors of Iskra. Four issues appeared in
thtee instalrnents. The Zarya carcied the following articles by Lenin:
"Casual Notes," "The Persecutors of the Zemsryo and the Hannibais
oI Liberalism," the first four chapters of "The Agrarian Question and
the 'Ctitics of Marx' " (under the title "Messrs. the 'Critics' on the
Agtarian Question"), "Review of Internal Afairs" and "The Agrarian

prog(arn

of

Russian Social-Democracy."

p.

tz6

32

The reference is to the Fifth Intemational Socialist Congress of the
Second International, held on September 23-27, lgoo, in paris, which 79r

attended. The Russian delegation consisted of z1 members.
On the main question - the conquest of political power by the
proletariat
- the Congress maiotity adopted the resolution proposed by
Kautsky which Lenin described as "conciliatory with regard to the

delegates

opportunists." Among other decisions the Congress resolved to establish
an International Socialist Bureau to consist of representatives of socialist
parties of all countries. Its secretariat was to have its seat in Bmssels.

p. v6
# Socialist MontbQ (Sogiatistiscbe Monatsbet'te) the chief organ
of
the opportunists 2mong the German Social-Dcmocrats and an organ of

intcrnational opportunism.

It

was publishccl in Bedin from fi97 to rg11.
of r9r4-r8 ir took a social-chauvinist

During the imperialist world war

stand-

p.

r42

3t'Tbe Ind,epend,ent Labour Pafi1t was formed ir: 1893 and
v,as led
by James Keir Hardie, J. Ramsay MacDonald, and others. Ir claimed

Iro

pacifist phrases, took a social-chauvinist stard, With the formation of
the Communist International in ryt9, the I.L.p. leadets, yielding to the
ptessure of the rank and file, which had swung to the Left, tesolved to
withdraw from the Secood Inrernarional. In tgzt, the I.L.p. joioed the
so-called Two-and-a-Half International, and after its collapse te-afiiliated
to the Second International,
p, r4j
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